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On Fault-tolerant and High Performance Replicated Transactional Systems

Sachin Hirve

(ABSTRACT)



With the recent technological developments in last few decades, there is a notable shift in the
way business/consumer transactions are conducted. A majority of transaction now a days fall
in Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) category, where transactions are triggered over the
internet and transactional systems working in the background ensure that these transactions
are processed. One of the most important requirements of these OLTP transaction systems
is dependability.

Replication is a common technique that makes the services dependable and therefore helps
in providing reliability, availability and fault-tolerance. Active replication based replicated
transaction systems exploit full replication to avoid service interruption in case of node fail-
ures. Deferred Update Replication (DUR) and Deferred Execution Replication (DER) rep-
resent the two well known transaction execution models for replicated transactional systems.
Under DUR, transactions are executed by clients before a global certification is invoked to
resolve conflicts against other transactions running on remote nodes. On the other hand,
DER postpones the transaction execution until the agreement on a common order of trans-
action requests is reached. Both DUR and DER require a distributed ordering layer, which
ensures a total order of transactions even in case of faults.

In today’s distributed transaction processing systems, performance is of paramount impor-
tance. Any loss in performance results e.g. latency resulting from slow processing of a client
request or slow page load, results in loss of revenue for businesses. Although DUR model
perform good when conflicts are rare, it is found to be worst impacted by high conflict work-
load profiles. In contrast, immunity from percentage of conflicts within transactions make
DER an attractive choice of transaction execution model, but its serial execution results in
limited performance and its total order layer for serializing all the transactions results in
moderately high latencies. In addition to it, total order layer poses scalability challenges i.e.
it does not scale with increase in system size.

In this dissertation, we propose multiple innovations and system optimizations to enhance
the overall performance of replicated transactional systems. First, in HiperTM we exploit
the time between the instance when a client broadcasts its request and the instance when
its order is finalized, to speculatively execute the request and commit it when the final order
arrives. To achieve this goal, we extend S-Paxos with optimistic delivery, resulting in OS-
Paxos and build a transactional system based on DER model. HiperTM uses a novel,
speculative concurrency control protocol called SCC, which processes write transactions
serially, minimizing code instrumentation (i.e., locks or CAS operations). When a transaction
is optimistically delivered by OS-Paxos, its execution speculatively starts, assuming the
optimistic order as the processing order. For read-only transaction processing we use Multi-
Version objects, which helps to execute write transactions in parallel, while eliminating the
possible conflicts between read and write transactions.

Second, we designed and implemented Archie which improves over HiperTM in two aspects.
As the first contribution, Archie includes a highly optimized total order layer that mixes
optimistic-delivery and batching thus allowing the anticipation (thanks to the reliable opti-
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mistic notification) of a big amount of work (thanks to the batching) before the total order
is finalized. Second contribution in Archie is a novel speculative parallel concurrency con-
trol that processes transactions speculatively with high parallelism, upon their optimistic
notification, enforcing the same order as the sequence of optimistic notifications.

Both HiperTM and Archie perform well upto a certain number of nodes in the systems,
beyond which the leader becomes the bottleneck. This motivates the design of Caesar,
which is a transactional system based on a novel multi-leader partial order protocol. Caesar
enforces a partial order on the execution of transactions according to their conflicts, by letting
non-conflicting transactions to proceed in parallel and without enforcing any synchronization
during the execution (e.g., no locks).

Finally, we stumbled upon the idea that not all read-only workloads require up-to-date data
and application specific freshness and content-based constraints could be exploited to service
read-only transactions to achieve high scalability. We designed Dexter, a replication frame-
work which services the read-only requests according to the freshness guarantees specified
by the application.

Our first major post-preliminary research goal is to optimize the DUR replication model.
DUR systems pay high cost of local and remote aborts in case of high contention on shared
objects, due to which their performance is adversely affected. Exploiting the knowledge of
client’s transaction locality, we propose to incorporate the benefits of state machine approach
to scale-up the distributed performance of DUR systems. As our second contribution, we
propose to incorporate HTM for transaction execution in replicated transaction systems,
thereby eliminating the overheads associated with software solutions e.g., read-set, write-
set, and multi-versioning etc. Since HTM does not have a notion of transaction order,
ensuring the transaction execution compliant with total order is an interesting challenge
that we would like to address. Lastly, in a replicated transactional system, transaction’s
latency also depends on the communication steps required by global ordering protocol to
finalize its order. Fast decisions involving only two communication steps are optimal, but
require the same set of dependencies observed by a quorum of nodes. Since this condition
can not be guaranteed due to non-deterministic nature of message exchange among different
nodes, achieving fast decisions is not always possible. As the last effort, we propose to design
a multi-leader partial order protocol for ring based network which always ensures the fast
decision, thereby improving the latency and performance of transactional systems.

This work is supported in part by US National Science Foundation under grants CNS
0915895, CNS 1116190, CNS 1130180, and CNS 1217385.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the technological developments in last few decades, we have seen a notable transfor-
mation in the way business transactions are conducted. For an example, no matter which
country are you in, with the internet access and few computer clicks you can buy a mer-
chandise from any part of the world within a few seconds. While customer only observes
his/her purchase, there are a lot more activities that happen in background, such as updat-
ing the inventory of available items, charging the credit card of customer etc. This all is
made possible by transactional processing systems which work in the background without
the knowledge of regular customer.

Transactions are defined as a logical unit of work, which could be composed of multiple
actions on some data, but appears to be indivisible and instantaneous for other transactions.
When transactions successfully complete, they commit i.e. they change the data state and
make it visible for other transactions. If they fail, they roll-back i.e. undo the changes made
to data by different actions contained in transaction. From a long time, Database manage-
ment systems (DBMS) have been seen as default model for processing transactions. Database
systems have effectively exploited the hardware for concurrency for decades. Databases exe-
cute multiple queries simultaneously and possibly on several available processors to achieve
good performance.

A database transaction supports atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability properties,
also known as ACID properties. Atomicity property ensures that either the transaction
completes successfully or none of its actions appear to execute. Consistency is application
specific property which guarantees that transaction moves from one consistent state to an-
other according to invariants on underlying data storage system. Isolation property requires
that transactions do not observe changes made to shared data by other concurrent trans-
actions, not yet completed. Lastly durability requires that once the transaction completes
successfully, changes made by it are permanent (i.e. stored on stable storage).

Satisfying these properties has an associated cost to pay and even after meeting these re-
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quirements, services provided by these systems are prone to disruption from faults. Even
though durability property promises that data changes are permanent, crash of the processing
element (node) makes the system unavailable which is undesirable, specially in today’s time
when there are large scale transaction processing systems which have service level agreements
(SLAs) to satisfy and any deviation from SLAs leads to revenue loss. Replication promises
to address this problem by providing availability without any compromise on performance.
Using replication, in case of a process failure, other processes can still deliver the request
without service interruption and without the knowledge of clients.

1.1 Replication Model

Replication makes the data or services redundant and therefore helps in improving reliability,
accessibility or fault-tolerance. Replication could be classified as: data replication, where
identical data is stored at multiple storage locations; or computation replication, where same
task is executed multiple times. A computational task is typically replicated in space, i.e.
executed on separate devices, or it could be replicated in time, if it is executed repeatedly on
a single device. Application and platform requirements play a part in selection of a particular
approach for the distributed system under consideration. We focus on data replication as
it also provides high availability. We treat objects as the quantum of data in the view of
transactional systems.

Replication could be categorized depending on the degree of data replication provided in
the system i.e. no-replication, partial replication, and full replication. Degree of replication
denotes the number of object copies in the system and it impacts overall performance and
data availability. No-replication model contains only one copy of data object in a system
of multiple nodes, thereby has a replication degree 1. On the other hand, full replication
model places each object at all nodes (replicas), resulting in a replication degree of N in a
system consisting of n replicas. Partial replication model lies between these two extremes
and could have degree of replication between 1 and N, which is selected by considering
the system’s requirements. As no-replication model does not provide better availability in
presence of faults, we only focus on partial replication and full replication models in following
discussion.

Partial replication paradigm allows transaction processing in the presence of node failures,
but as data objects copies are hosted on a subset of replicas, the overhead paid by transactions
for looking-up latest object copies at encounter time limits the achievable performance.
Current partial replication protocols [87, 100] report performance in the range of hundreds
to tens of thousands transactions committed per second, while centralized STM systems have
throughput in the range of tens of millions [26, 27]. Full replication approach annuls the cost
of object look-up and benefits from local execution since each data object is available at all
replicas, but to ensure replica consistency, it requires a common serialization order (CSO)
over transactions which itself involves network interactions with other replicas.
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Both partial- and full replication mechanisms have their own pros and cons. Though full
replication gives the benefit of local execution on replicated objects, while building the large
scale systems, increased storage for hosting all data objects rules-out it as a viable option. In
this case, partial replication not only becomes the viable option with better availability, but it
also provides added computing power due to sheer number of nodes processing only a subset
of transactions. In a typical large scale system, both partial- and full replication models
could co-exist. For example, in geo-replicated system, different data centres work under
partial replication approach for fault-tolerance, whereas nodes within individual data centre
follow full replication model to ensure high availability and exploit the higher bandwidth of
local area network for arriving at CSO to achieve high performance.

Orthogonal to the above classification, depending on how and when the updates are ap-
plied at different replicas, replication techniques could be classified as: active and passive
replication. In active replication [102], client requests are ordered by an ordering protocol
and each replica individually executes requests. Consistency is guaranteed since replicas
deterministically process each request in the same order given the same initial state. In pas-
sive replication, also known as primary-backup replication, a replica (called primary) receives
client requests and executes them. Subsequently primary updates the state of other (backup)
replicas and sends back the response to client. If the primary replica fails (crashes), one of the
backup replicas takes the role of primary and helps the system to make progress. Primary-
backup approach with single primary suffers from limited performance since only one replica
processes transactions. Multi-primary replication addresses this problem in a setting where
data access could be partitioned and using this inherent data partitioning, different replicas
can process some share of workload and backup the others. In case data accesses are not
completely disjoint accesses, replicas slow down and give degraded performance due to need
of increased coordination.

Both of these mechanisms i.e.active- and passive replication, have different trade-off. While
passive replication could be a better choice for compute intensive workloads thereby saving
computational resources, active replication has distinct advantage when the state updates
are large enough to reach network bandwidth limit. In case of crash, passive replication
could have detection and recovery delay, whereas active replication provides failure masking
without noticeable performance degradation.

Active replication can be classified according to the time when transactions are ordered
globally. On the one hand, transactions can be executed by clients before a global certification
is invoked to resolve conflicts against other transactions running on remote nodes (approach
also known as Deferred Update Replication or DUR) [117, 100, 8, 57]). Global certification
phase requires exchange of network messages containing the object updates. On the other
hand, clients can postpone the transaction execution after the agreement on a common order
is reached. This way, they do not process transactions but they simply broadcast transaction
requests to all nodes and wait until the fastest replica replies (we name it Deferred Execution
Replication or DER) [70, 80, 48].
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DUR approach gives high throughput (requests processed per second) when the conflicts
among distributed transactions are rare and messages containing data updates are not big.
In case the conflicts among distributed transactions are high, DUR severely suffers due to
increase in remote aborts. Also if messages encapsulating data updates become very large,
performance of DUR goes down due to limited network bandwidth. On the flip side, in
case of DER, size of message containing the transaction request (and input parameters)
is usually much smaller and is independent of object size, which helps to achieve a high
throughput for defining the serialization order among requests. On top of that, harnessing the
local execution, DER achieves moderately high throughput even for high conflict scenarios
compared to DUR execution model.

Both DUR and DER approaches require a message ordering layer for defining the order of
transactions so that each replica observes a consistent and unique order of transactional
updates. While DUR approach requires the unique order of all object updates proposed by
distributed concurrent transactions to ensure that each replica reaches same decision during
certification phase, DER approach requires global order of all client requests so that each
replica reaches an identical state after processing client requests following it.

Global order for transactions could be defined in two ways i.e., total order or partial order.
Total order blindly defines the order of the transactions i.e., without taking into account
the dependencies (or conflicts) among different transactional requests. Paxos [60] and S-
Paxos [8] are widely known examples of total-order protocols. Partial order, on the other
hand, only defines the global order for the conflicting transactions. Generalized Paxos [59]
and Egalitarian-Paxos [78] are exmaples of such partial order protocols.

1.2 Motivation

In today’s distributed transaction processing systems, performance is of paramount impor-
tance. Any loss in performance results e.g. latency resulting from slow processing of a client
request or slow page load [39, 41], results in loss of revenue for businesses. As an example,
google looses 0.44% of search sessions for each 400ms of increased page load time [39]. In
another estimate, a 1-millisecond advantage in trading applications can add $100 million
per year to a major brokerage firm [75]. In order to scale the request processing, usually
transaction processing systems increase the system size i.e. add more processing elements.
As majority of transaction request fall in the category of query transactions, therefore so-
lutions which can ensure performance scaling for read-only workloads with the increase in
system size are preferred. Another key insight is that not all read-only workloads need to
access the latest data. With these goals in mind, we design transaction processing systems in
this dissertation which can leverage local execution of read requests and different freshness
guarantees, thereby giving high performance with low latencies for read workloads.

While high-performance for processing query transaction is preferred, ensuring the progress
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of write transactions with high throughput is equally important. This specially becomes
of significance in case transactions experience high conflict scenario when they access same
pool of shared data. Conflicts are resolved by letting one transaction proceed and aborting
others which contend for same set of data objects, resulting in higher number of aborts for
such transactions. Although DUR performs good when conflicts are rare, it is found to
be worst impacted by high conflict workload profiles, since transactions execute in parallel
before agreeing on an order and majority of them abort and restart. DER, on the other
hand serializes all the update transactions before processing them serially, therefore it does
not get affected by conflicting workloads.

Immunity from percentage of conflicts within transactions, make DER an attractive choice
of transaction execution model, but its serial execution results in limited performance and
moderately high latencies for write requests. This limitation can be addressed by designing
parallel execution mechanisms for DER model, but honouring the order defined by request
ordering layer along with parallel execution of request, makes it a challenging and interesting
problem. We attempt to solve this problem in this dissertation.

DER requires a total order layer to serialize all the update transactions, which introduces a
delay before a request could be processed resulting in longer latencies perceived by clients.
This delay could be eliminated by anticipating the work and processing requests specula-
tively, but without an oracle, requests would be required to execute speculatively in multiple
serialization orders. This could not only make it difficult to manage all those possible execu-
tions, but it could also result in wastage of computing resources as a lot of work is discarded
if it does not match with output of total order i.e. final order. We exploit the early message
delivery from total order, also known as optimistic delivery to guess the final order of request
for speculative execution, so that when final order arrives, majority of work is already ac-
complished and if optimistic delivery order matches the final order, response to clients could
be sent earlier.

Total order layer poses scalability challenges i.e. it does not scale with increase in system
size. As the number of nodes in the system increase, single leader becomes the bottleneck
of total order layer and its performance suffers. Also single leader total order protocols may
fail to give high performance if the elected leader gets overloaded and starts to show de-
graded performance. Lastly, total order protocols, though provide a simpler implementation
solution, they make request processing inefficient since transactions are forced to follow the
order even if they are independent of each other i.e. non-conflicting.

Multi-leader partial order protocols [59, 78] address the challenges of single-leader total order
protocols. On one hand existence of multiple leaders alleviates the problem of bottleneck
created by single leader and degraded performance of overloaded leader as other nodes help
the system to make progress. On the other hand, partial order protocol examines con-
flicts among different transaction prior to defining the order and as a result they enable
non-conflicting transactions to execute concurrently whereas conflicting transactions are se-
rialized. We attempt to design a multi-leader partial order messaging layer which could be
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exploited to build high performance transactional systems.

To summarize, in this research proposal, our main aim is to design high performance fault-
tolerant distributed transactional systems. Observing the collective benefits of active repli-
cation e.g., full-failure masking, local computation, and high performance, we select it as
our default replication model. Further, our focus is to design systems which can give high
performance even under high conflict scenarios, therefore we select DER model of request
execution. We use optimistic delivery to process requests in parallel, while their order is be-
ing finalized, to help reduce the request latency. Next we design a novel multi-leader partial
order protocol and build a transactional system exploiting its benefits. Lastly, we exploit
highly multi-core architectures to service transactional queries locally at each replica (as
replica consistency is assured by active replication) using a multi-version concurrency con-
trol. This scheme reduces the contention among read and write accesses to objects, thereby
scaling the performance of queries with the system size.

1.3 Summary of Current Research Contributions

Total-order can be formed by solving the consensus (or atomic broadcast [24]) problem. In
this area, one of the most studied algorithm is Paxos [60]. Though Paxos’s initial design
was expensive (e.g., it required three communication steps), significant research efforts have
focused on alternative designs for enhancing performance. A recent example is JPaxos [57,
98, 99], built on top of MultiPaxos [60], which extends Paxos to allow processes to agree on
a sequence of values, instead of a single value. JPaxos incorporates optimizations such as
batching and pipelining, which significantly boost message throughput [98]. S-Paxos [8] is
another example that seeks to improve performance by balancing the load of the network
protocol over all the nodes, instead of concentrating that on the leader.

We extend S-Paxos with optimistic-delivery and call it OS-Paxos. OS-Paxos optimizes the S-
Paxos architecture for efficiently supporting optimistic deliveries, with the aim of minimizing
the likelihood of mismatches between the optimistic order and the final delivery order. Based
on OS-Paxos, we designed HiperTM, a high performance active replication protocol. This
protocol wraps write transactions in transactional request messages and executes them on
all the replicas in the same order.

HiperTM uses a novel, speculative concurrency control protocol called SCC, which processes
write transactions serially, minimizing code instrumentation (i.e., locks or CAS operations).
When a transaction is optimistically delivered by OS-Paxos, its execution speculatively
starts, assuming the optimistic order as the processing order. Avoiding atomic operations
allows transactions to reach maximum performance in the time available between the opti-
mistic and the corresponding final delivery. Conflict detection and any other more complex
mechanisms hamper the protocol’s ability to completely execute a sequence of transactions
within their final notifications – so those are avoided.
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For read-only transaction processing we use Multi-Version objects, which helps to execute
write transactions in parallel, while eliminating the possible conflicts between read and write
transactions. Additionally read-only transactions are directly delivered to individual replicas
and processed locally, without going through total-order layer since replica consistency is
guaranteed by total-order layer.

An experimentation evaluation of HiperTM on a public cluster1, revealed that serially
processing optimistically delivered transactions guarantees a throughput (transactions per
second) that is higher than atomic broadcast service’s throughput (messages per second),
confirming optimistic delivery’s effectiveness for concurrency control in actively replicated
transactional systems. Additionally, the reduced number of CAS operations allows greater
concurrency, which is exploited by read-only transactions for executing faster.

From the experience with HiperTM, we learned about some possible improvements in our
system. Firstly, assuming that optimistic-order matches final-order, any processing hap-
pening after arrival of final-order could be avoided, resulting in a lower latency and better
performance. Second was to enhance the serial transaction execution to a high-performance
concurrent one. Last one was to improve the optimistic-delivery mechanism to keep pace
with the enhanced transaction processing.

Keeping these goals in sight, we designed Archie, an transactional framework based on state
machine replication (SMR) that incorporates a set of protocol and system innovations that
extensively use speculation for removing any non-trivial task after the delivery of the trans-
action’s order. The main purpose of Archie is to avoid the time-consuming operations (e.g.,
the entire transaction execution or iterations over transaction’s read and written objects)
performed after this notification, such that a transaction can be immediately committed in
case of no failure or node suspicion.

Archie incorporates MiMoX, a highly optimized total order layer, which proposes an architec-
ture that mixes optimistic-delivery and batching [98] thus allowing the anticipation (thanks
to the reliable optimistic notification) of a big amount of work (thanks to the batching)
before the total order is finalized. Nodes take advantage of the time needed for assembling
a batch to compute a significant amount of work before the delivery of the order is issued.
This anticipation is mandatory in order to minimize (possibly remove) the transaction’s
serial phase.

At the core of Archie there is a novel speculative parallel concurrency control, named Par-
Spec, that processes transactions speculatively and concurrently, upon their optimistic no-
tification, enforcing the same order as the sequence of optimistic notifications. ParSpec
does it by executing transactions speculatively in parallel, but allowing them to speculative
commit only in-order, thus reducing the cost of possible out-of-order executions. ParSpec
makes modifications visible to the following speculative transactions and ready-to-commit
snapshot of transaction’s modifications are pre-installed into the shared data-set, but only

1We evaluate all our works on PRObE [32], a high performance public cluster.
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publishes these modified object versions to non-speculative transactions post– final-delivery
and validation step.

We implemented Archie in Java and our comprehensive experimental study with TPC-C [20],
Bank and a distributed version of Vacation [13] benchmarks revealed that Archie outper-
forms all competitors including PaxosSTM [117], the classical state-machine replication [84]
implementation and HiperTM [48], in most of the tested scenarios. on the other hand, when
the contention is very low, PaxosSTM performs better than Archie.

Looking back at the experience with building HiperTM and Archie, we learned that when the
systems size increases and thus the load of the system is high, total order based transactional
system exhibits two well-known drawbacks which may limit its effectiveness: poor parallelism
in the transaction execution and the existence of a single node (a.k.a. leader), which defines
the order on behalf of all nodes. Processing transactions in accordance with a total order
means effectively processing them serially, whereas total order can be seen as an unnecessary
overestimation because the outcome of the commits of two non-conflicting transactions is
independent from their commit order.

These two drawbacks are already addressed in literature. On one hand, more complex
ordering techniques have been proposed, which allow the coexistence of multiple leaders at
a time so that the system load is balanced among them, and the presence of a slow leader
does not hamper the overall performance (as in the case of single leader) [69, 78]. On the
other hand, the problem of ordering transactions according to their actual conflicts has been
originally formalized by the Generalized Consensus [59] and Generic Broadcast [86] problems.
The core idea consists of avoiding a “blind” total order of all submitted transactions whereas
only those transactions that depend upon each other are totally ordered.

As current leaderless Generalized Paxos-based protocols suffer from serious performance
penalties when deployed in systems where general purpose transactions (i.e., transactions
that perform both read and write operations) are assumed, we designed a novel protocol
that inherits the benefits from existing solutions while achieving high performance for trans-
actional systems. We built Caesar, a replicated transactional system that takes advantage
of an innovative multi-leader protocol implementing generalized consensus to enable high
parallelism when processing transactions. The core idea is enforcing a partial order on the
execution of transactions according to their conflicts, by leaving non-conflicting transactions
to proceed in parallel and without enforcing any synchronization during the execution (e.g.,
no locks). The novelty of Caesar is in the way it is able to efficiently find a partial order
among transactions without relying on any designated single point of decision, i.e., leaderless,
and overcoming the limitations of recent contributions in the field of distributed consensus
(e.g., [78]) when applied to transactional processing.

We implemented Caesar’s prototype in Java and conducted an extensive evaluation involving
three well-known transactional benchmarks like Bank, TPC-C [20], and distributed version
of Vacation from the STAMP suite [13]. In order to cover a wide range of competitors, we
compared Caesar against EPaxos [78], Generalized Paxos [59], and a transactional system
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using MultiPaxos [60] for ordering transactions before the execution. As a testbed, we used
Amazon EC2 [2] and we scaled our deployment up to 43 nodes. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first consensus-based transactional system evaluated with such a large network
scale. The results reveal that Caesar is able to outperform competitors in almost all cases,
reaching the highest gain of more than one order of magnitude using Bank benchmark, and
by as much as 8× running TPC-C.

While incorporating the system optimizations in HiperTM and Archie, we stumbled upon
the idea that not all read-only workloads require up-to-date data and application specific
freshness and content-based constraints could be exploited to service read-only transactions
to achieve high scalability. As a result, we designed Dexter which is built upon HiperTM
which is a state machine based transactional system. Since HiperTM is just a transaction
processing abstraction, Dexter can very well be based on other alternative transactional
systems [117].

Dexter’s architecture divides nodes into one synchronous group and a set of asynchronous
groups. Nodes in the synchronous group process write-transactions according to the classical
active replication paradigm. Nodes in the asynchronous groups are lazily updated, and only
serve read-only transactions with different constraints on data freshness or content. The
asynchronous groups are logically organized as a set of levels and with each increasing level
the expected freshness of objects decreases (staleness increases). The synchronous group
stores the latest versions of the objects, and thereby serves those read-only requests that
need access to the latest object versions. The main advantage of this architecture is that
write transactions yield AR’s traditional high performance, while at the same time, nodes can
scale up for serving additional read-only workloads, exploiting the various levels of freshness
that is available or expected.

For exploiting the aforementioned architecture, obviously, the application must specify the
needed level of freshness guarantees. For this reason, Dexter provides a framework for
inferring rules that are used for characterizing the freshness of a read-only transaction when
it starts in the system. Using this framework, the programmer can describe the application’s
requirements. Rules can be defined based on the elapsed time since the last update on an
object was triggered, as well as based on the content of the object (or the type of the object).

We implemented Dexter in Java and used HiperTM [48] for implementing the synchronous
group. The rest of the infrastructure was built with classical state machine replication
implementation. An extensive evaluation study aimed at testing the scalability of the system,
revealed that Dexter outperform competitors by as much as 2×.

1.4 Summary of Proposed Post-Prelim Work

In the pre-preliminary work, we have focused on optimizing the transaction execution us-
ing optimistic delivery, exploiting transaction parallelism within total ordered transactions,
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harnessing the benefits of partial order etc. to build high performance fault-tolerant transac-
tional systems. In post-preliminary work, we seek to further enhance replicated transactional
systems by incorporating locally ordered transactions in DUR systems, exploiting Hardware
Transaction Memory (HTM) for distributed transactions and lastly optimizing the multi-
leader partial order protocol in a ring based network.

Current certification-based deferred-update replication systems pay high cost of local and
remote aborts in case of high contention on shared objects, due to which their performance
is adversely affected. Usually clients have a transaction locality i.e. with a high probability a
client will access the same transaction processing node and same set of objects over and over.
If object accesses are well partitioned in this manner, then a number of local aborts could be
eliminated by ordering the conflicting transactions prior to the execution and certification
phase. We plan to investigate in this direction and incorporate the benefits of local state
machine approach to scale-up the distributed performance of DUR systems.

With our experience with HiperTM and Archie, we learnt that maintaining each component
of software transactional memory e.g., read-set, write-set, and multi-versioning etc. has some
unavoidable overheads. On the other hand, HTM is well known to yield high performance
as it exploits the underlying hardware capabilities to manage contention while providing
transactional (ACI) properties. Even more, recently HTM systems are gathering even more
interest, after the introduction of support for transactional synchronization extensions in
Intelr CoreTM Haswell processors, enabling ease of executing transactions on hardware.
Considering these benefits, we plan to incorporate HTM support for in-order processing of
distributed transactions to build high performance transactional systems without any major
code instrumentation.

Apart from the execution time, transaction latency depends on the communication steps
required by global ordering protocol to finalize the order of transaction. From our experience
with Caesar, fast decisions involving only two communication steps are found to give optimal
performance, but as a precondition it requires the same set of dependencies observed by a
quorum of nodes. As message exchange among nodes is non-deterministic, this precondition
is difficult to meet for each transaction. We find this as an interesting challenge and propose
to design a multi-leader partial order protocol for ring based network which always ensures
the fast decision, thereby improving the latency and performance of transactional systems.

1.5 Thesis Organization

This thesis proposal is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we summarize the relevant and
related previous work. In Chapter 5, we introduce and discuss HiperTM, a distributed
transactional system built on top of OS-Paxos. Next, we present a highly concurrent trans-
actional system Archie in 6, which incorporates optimizations to total-order layer and local
concurrency control to achieve high performance. In chapter 7, we introduce Caesar, a high
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performance distributed transactional system based on multi-leader partial order protocol.
In Chapter 8, we present Dexter, a transactional framework where we exploit application
specific staleness and content-based constraints to scale the performance with the system
size. Chapter 9 summarizes the thesis proposal and proposes post-preliminary work.



Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Transactional Replication Systems

Replication in transactional systems has been widely explored in the context of DBMS, in-
cluding protocol specifications [51] and infrastructural solutions [104, 82, 83]. These propos-
als span from the usage of distributed locking to atomic commit protocols. [116] implements
and evaluates various replication techniques, and those based on active replication are found
to be the most promising.

Transactional replication based on atomic primitives had been widely studied in the last
several years [52, 56, 117, 100]. Some of them focus on partial replication [100], while others
target full replication [56, 117]. Partial replication protocols are affected by application
locality: when transactions mostly access remote objects instead of local, the performance
of the local concurrency control becomes negligible as compared to network delays. Full
replication systems have been investigated in certification-based transaction processing [53,
14, 88]. In this model, transactions are first processed locally, and a total order service is
invoked in the commit phase for globally certifying transaction execution (by broadcasting
their read and write-sets).

Granola [21] is a replication protocol based on a single round of communication. Granola’s
concurrency control technique uses single-thread processing for avoiding synchronization
overhead, and has a structure for scheduling jobs similar to speculative concurrency control.

Transactional systems can be categorized according to the scheme adopted for ordering
transactions, i.e., total order or partial order. Total order finds its basis in Paxos [60], the
original algorithm for establishing agreement among nodes in the presence of failures. A
number of solutions can be listed here [70, 113, 50] but all of them suffer from a scalability
bottleneck due to the presence of a single leader in the system. Recently, a redesign of the
state-machine approach, called P-SMR, has been proposed in [70]. P-SMR is geared towards

13
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increasing the parallelism of transaction processing for total order-based distributed systems.
P-SMR pursues this goal by creating a total order and then defining a set of worker threads
per node, each processing a particular transaction conflict class. This way, transactions are
pre-classified according to their conflicts and executed in parallel. Another approach, which
extensively uses partitioned accesses and total ordered transactions is [71].

Calvin [113] assumes a partitioned repository of data (i.e., partial replication) and, on top of
it, it builds a replication protocol. However, even though its partial replication model can be
a way to enable scalability in case the mapping of data to nodes follows the distribution of
the application’s locality, it still requires the total order of all transactions. This is achieved
via a logical entity, named sequencer, that is responsible for defining the total order by
associating transactions with monotonically increasing sequencer numbers. To alleviate the
pressure on a single point of processing, Calvin implements the logical sequencer as a set
of distributed sequencers, and it defines a deterministic total order among messages from
different sequencers via epoch numbers and sequencers’ ids.

Eve [50] is another replicated transactional system that proposes the execution-verify ap-
proach. Roughly, Eve inherits the benefits from the DUR model, while falling back to the
DER approach when the result of the optimistic execution is not compliant with other re-
mote executions. This entails retrying the executions and committing them serially, after
having established a total order for them. This approach reduces the load on the ordering
layer because not all transactions necessarily undergo the ordering process. But in high
contention scenarios, most speculative executions could be irreconcilable and Eve does not
provide a specific solution to preserve high performance.

Mencius [69] is an ordering protocol that is able to establish a partial order on transactions
on the basis of their dependencies. It is very close to the ordering scheme proposed by
Caesar, even though it has a strong requirement that Caesar relaxes: it pre-assigns sending
slots to nodes, and a sender can decide the order of a message at a certain slot s only after
having heard from all nodes about the status of slots that precede s. This approach results
in poor performance in case there is a slow or suspected node.

Alvin [115] is a recent transactional system that proposes an optimized version of the
EPaxos’s ordering protocol. Like Caesar, it only enforces an order among conflicting trans-
actions, and it is able to avoid the expensive computation on the dependency graph enforced
by EPaxos to find out the final execution order for a transaction. However, unlike Caesar
and EPaxos, a transaction’s leader in Alvin needs to re-collect dependencies from the other
replicas in case it is not able to decide after the first round of communication. And this
happens, in accordance with the scheme also adopted by EPaxos, in case the dependencies
collected in the first round are discordant. This is not the case of Caesar, which forces an
autonomously chosen decision only if it receives an explicit rejection in the first round of
votes.

Rex [40] is a fault-tolerant replication system where all transactions are executed on a sin-
gle node, thus retaining the advantages of pure local execution, while traces are collected
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reflecting the transaction’s execution order. Then, Rex uses consensus to make traces stable
across all replicas for fault-tolerance (without requiring a total order).

2.2 Optimistic Atomic Broadcast

The original Paxos algorithm for establishing agreement among nodes in the presence of
failures was presented in [60], and later optimized in several works, e.g., [98, 57, 8]. These
efforts do not provide any optimistic delivery. S-Paxos [8] introduced the idea of offloading
the work for creating batches from the leader and distributing it across all nodes.

Optimistic delivery has been firstly presented in [52], and later investigated in [79, 80, 71].
[79] presents AGGRO, a speculative concurrency control protocol, which processes trans-
actions in-order, in actively replicated transactional systems. In AGGRO, for each read
operation, the transaction identifies the following transactions according to the opt-order,
and for each one, it traverses the transactions’ write-set to retrieve the correct version to
read. The authors only present the protocol in [79]; no actual implementation is presented,
and therefore overheads are not revealed. The work in [80] exploits optimistic delivery and
proposes an adaptive approach to different networks models. The ordering protocol proposed
in [71] is the first that ensures no-reordering between optimistic and final delivery in case of
stable leader by relying on a network with a ring topology.

2.3 Scalable Read Processing

As read-only workloads form the majority of requests, considerable research efforts had been
invested in improving the response time (latency) of query transactions. One of the ways
to improve read-only workload performance is to service the query transactions using multi-
version object storage. [68] presents a word-based Multi-version STM implementation in
”C”. Motivation for multi-version concurrency control is invisibility of read transactions to
write transaction and long running read transactions may starve (abort and retry repeti-
tively) in case there are a lot updates on the objects used by read transaction. [94], [93]
and [10] are object-based multi-version STM implementations for centralized STMs and
authors use multi-versions to improve the performance of read transactions.

Improvement over read-only workloads has been also studied in content-based caching tech-
niques. In [66] a freshness-driven adaptive caching protocol is presented. They consider a
model containing edge servers that cache data, web servers, application servers and backend
DBMS. They propose changing the cache capacity for improving the cache hits and thereby
reducing request response time. In [18] is presented the idea of updating cached objects (or
validate them) when a predefined Time-To-Live (TTL) expires. It improves the performance
as seen by the user, since getting a fresh data from main server is done offline and user only
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receives the fresh data from caching server. They also present policies to update/re-validate
the objects after that their TTL is expired. The work in [12] considers search results caches
used in Yahoo! search engine and introduces the concept of refreshing cache entries with
expired TTL, leveraging idle cycles of engine. It prioritizes refreshing cache entries based on
the access frequency and the duration of the cached entry. However, those techniques are
not suited for transactional application with isolation and atomicity guarantees.

One of the observation over usual transaction workloads reveals that not all read-only work-
loads need to access the latest data. Some of the approaches proposed by database commu-
nity [81, 31] tries to exploit this insight. Both [81, 31] use full replication with local databases
ensuring local consistency and introduce a routing layer which enforces global consistency.
Refresco [81] is based on single Master replication where the master node processes all the
update (write) transactions and query (read-only) transactions are served by slave nodes.
Slave nodes are updated asynchronously by master node through refresh transactions (single-
primary lazy-backup). Leganet [31] uses full replication (lazy master replication)with local
database ensuring local consistency and introduces a routing layer which enforces global
consistency. Leganet runs all conflicting update (write) transactions in the same relative
order at each node.

Pileus [111, 112] is a cloud storage based system which defines service level agreements
(SLA) and gives the programmer the flexibility of selecting the consistency level for each
read request. In Pileus, programmer could specify an SLA for read request and system
translates the SLA for appropriate consistency guarantees which can be provided within
desired latency bounds.



Chapter 3

Background

Replication has been studied extensively as a solution to provide improved availability for
distributed systems. Replica consistency can be ensured if each replica observes same se-
quence of updates on replicated data. This is made feasible by atomic broadcast layer, a
variant of reliable broadcast. Atomic broadcast is a broadcast messaging protocol that ensures
that messages are received reliably and in the same order by all participant replicas [24]. So-
lution to atomic broadcast problem has been shown to reduce to consensus on messages [28].
Although many consensus algorithms [60, 15, 49, 63, 74, 73] have been studied till now,
Paxos [60] is still one of the most widely studied consensus algorithm.

Usually in local area networks, under moderate loads, with high probability two messages m
and m’ would be received in the same order by all processes (replicas). Optimistic atomic
broadcast was introduced by Pedone and Schiper [85], which exploits this knowledge to reduce
the average delay for message delivery. Optimistic atomic broadcast helps to execute the
request speculatively by earlier delivery of request i.e. optimistic-delivery, thereby reducing
the cost of execution after the consensus.

While consensus and optimistic atomic broadcast forms the reliable messaging layer, transac-
tional systems require a concurrency control mechanism at each processes which can provide
concurrent request execution with high performance. These requests could access the same
data and to ensure that data consistency is maintained, traditionally lock-based synchro-
nization mechanisms have been used. Lock-based approaches are usually hard to maintain
and have programmability, scalability and composability challenges. Transactional memory
(TM) is an alternative synchronization solution which promises to address these challenges.

We use these different building blocks to design high-performance replicated transactional
systems in this dissertation. In this chapter, we provide a brief discussion over these building
blocks.

17
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3.1 Paxos

In a distributed system, where multiple processes coordinate among themselves to achieve
their individual goals using common shared resources, the need to incorporate consensus be-
comes implicit. In other words, any algorithm that helps to maintain a common order among
multiple processes, in a model where some processes may fail, involves solving a consensus
problem. Within a rich set of consensus algorithms [60, 15, 49, 63, 74, 73], Paxos [60] is one
of the most widely studied consensus algorithm. Paxos was introduced by Leslie Lamport
as a solution to finding an agreement among a group of participants even under failures.

After the initial design [60], there have been many variants of Paxos [65, 63, 62, 74] studied
by research community. The Paxos family of protocols includes a spectrum of trade-offs
between the number of processors, number of message delays before learning the agreed
value, the activity level of individual participants, number of messages sent, and types of
failures. Although no deterministic fault-tolerant consensus protocol can guarantee progress
in an asynchronous network [29], Paxos guarantees safety (consistency), and the conditions
that could prevent it from making progress are difficult to provoke.

3.1.1 The Paxos Algorithm

Paxos categorises processes by their roles in the protocol: proposer, acceptor, and learner. In
a typical implementation a process may assume one or more roles. This does not affect the
correctness of the protocol, but could improve the latency and throughput due to reduced
number of messages by coalescing roles.

Client issues a request to the distributed system, and waits for a response. Proposer receives
request and attempt to convince acceptors to agree on it by sending proposals, acting like a
coordinator of client request, to move protocol forward. Acceptors act at the fault-tolerant
memory of the protocol and responds to proposer’s proposals to arrive on an agreement.
Consensus over a proposal can only arrive if a quorum of acceptors agree to that proposal.
Learner act as the replication factor for the protocol. Once consensus over a client request
is formed, learner may process the request and respond to clients. Additional learners could
be added to improve the system availability. Paxos requires a distinguished proposer, also
known as leader, to make the protocol progress. Multiple proposers could believe that they
are leaders, but it results in stalling of protocol due to continuous conflicting proposals.

In Paxos, consensus for each request constitutes a new ballot (Fig. 3.1) and processes could
execute a series of ballots to agree on different requests. In each ballot one of the proposers,
also called leader of the ballot, tries to convince other processes to agree on a value proposed
by it. If ballot succeeds the value proposed is decided, otherwise other processes may start
a new ballot. Each ballot is composed of two phases of communication:

Phase1: Proposer initiates a ballot by sending a Prepare message for a proposal to a quorum
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of acceptors. Each proposal is assigned a number, also called view or Epoch, which is higher
than any previous proposal number used by this proposer.

Acceptors responds to the proposal and promises to ignore any later proposal lesser than
current proposal’s number N, if N is higher than any previous proposal number received by
the Acceptor. Though responding to proposer is optional in case this condition is not met,
as an optimization sending a Nack helps proposer to stop the attempt to create consensus
on proposal number N.

Phase2: Proposer enters the second phase of ballot when it receives a quorum of responses
from acceptors. If a response from some Acceptor contains a value, then proposer selects
that value to its proposal. Otherwise if none of the Acceptors accepted a proposal up to
this point, then the Proposer can choose any new value for its proposal. Proposer sends an
Accept message to the quorum of Acceptors with the chosen value for the proposal.

Acceptors, on receiving Accept message with a proposal number N, accept the proposal iff
they have not promised to participate in proposal higher than N. In this case, each acceptor
sends Accepted message to proposers and learners informing them that it has accepted the
proposal. Proposal is decided once learners receive a majority of Accepted messages for a
proposal.
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Figure 3.1: Consensus mechanism with classic Paxos ballot

3.1.2 Multi-Paxos

Paxos protocol requires phase-1 of ballot to select a leader (distinguished proposer), which
then tries to get a consensus over a client request. Since it does not assume that leader could
be stable, it suffers from significant amount of overhead when each request is agreed through
a separate ballot. In case, leader process is relatively stable, phase-1 become redundant.

Multi-Paxos is an optimization over Paxos, where processes try to agree on a sequence
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Figure 3.2: Consensus mechanism in Multi-Paxos

of client requests rather than single request with the same leader (Fig. 3.2). Multi-Paxos
executes prepare phase (phase-1) for selecting a new leader for arbitrary number of future
consensus instances. Afterwards, it only executes phase-2 for each instance, till this leader
is suspected to have crashed by failure detector. This optimization reduces the number of
communication steps for an instance, thereby improves the overall performance and latency.

3.1.3 Generalized Paxos

Paxos (as well as Multi-Paxos) “blindly” defines a total order for client requests in a single
leader environment. Establishing a total order relying on one leader is widely accepted solu-
tion since it guarantees the delivery of a decision with the optimal number of communication
steps [61], though existence of an overloaded or slow leader could become a bottleneck and
limits its effectiveness. Fast Paxos [64] extends Classic Paxos by allowing fast rounds, in
which a decision can be learned in two communication steps without relying on a leader but
requires bigger quorums.

Additionally, defining a total order can be seen as an unnecessary overestimation of conflicts
among client requests, because the outcome of two non-conflicting requests is independent
from their commit order. As a consequence total order limits the parallelism with request
execution, as all requests have to execute serially. The problem of ordering transactions
according to their actual conflicts has been originally formalized by Generalized Paxos [59]
which defines a total order on only those transactions that depend upon each other.

Generalized Paxos allows all processes (proposers) to send proposal for their client requests,
thereby becoming the coordinator for their respective proposal. At the start, a request
coordinator sends its proposal to other processes using Propose message. On receiving the
proposal from an individual coordinator, acceptors evaluate proposal’s conflict with the other
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concurrent proposals and broadcast their evaluated dependencies to others in the form of
Accepted message. Each acceptor waits for fast quorum (QF ) of Accepted messages for a given
proposal. If the dependencies observed by fast quorum of Accepted messages are identical,
proposed request is committed, thereby defining the order using the fast round similar to
Fast Paxos. Otherwise if dependencies observed by different processes are non-identical, a
dedicated leader resolves the conflict and defines the order for the proposed request. Leader
then informs all other processes about the order by sending a Stable message. As a result,
only those requests that depend upon each other are totally ordered, whereas each process
is allowed to deliver an order that differs from the one delivered by another process, while
all of them have in common the way conflicting requests are ordered.

3.2 Atomic Broadcast

Different reliable broadcast protocols support different properties. FIFO-order broadcast
ensures that messages from the same process are delivered in the same order that the sender
has broadcast them. But it does not guarantee any order for messages from different senders.
On the other hand, causal-order broadcast ensures the global order for all causally dependent
messages, but it does not guarantee order among unrelated messages. Total-order broadcast,
also known as atomic broadcast, addresses the drawbacks of both of these broadcast protocols
and orders all messages, even those that are from different senders and causally unrelated.
Therefore, atomic broadcast provides much stronger ordering properties for all processes and
without any knowledge about messages’ causal dependency.

Total-order broadcast is called atomic broadcast because the message delivery occurs as if
the broadcast were an indivisible “atomic” action: the message is delivered to all or to none
of the processes and, if the message is delivered, every other message is ordered either before
or after this message. Atomic broadcast defines two primitives: ABcast(m), used by clients
to broadcast a message m to all the processes; ADeliver(m), event notified to each process
for delivering message m. These primitives satisfy the following properties: Validity, if a
correct process ABcast a message m, then it eventually ADeliver m; Agreement, if a process
ADelivers message m, then all correct processes eventually ADeliver m; Uniform integrity,
for any message m, every process ADelivers m at most once, and only if m was previously
ABcasted ; Total order, if some process ADelivers m before m’, then every process ADelivers
m and m’ in the same order.

3.3 Optimistic Atomic Broadcast

Optimistic atomic broadcast [85] was proposed as an optimization over atomic broadcast,
which exploits the spontaneous total-order property: if processes p and q sends messages
m and m’ respectively to all processes, then both messages might be received in the same
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order by all processes. This property usually holds in local-area networks under moderate
load conditions.

Apart from ABcast(m) and ADeliver(m), optimistic atomic broadcast defines an additional
primitive, called ODeliver(m), which is used for early delivering a previously broadcast
message m before the Adeliver for m is issued. Earlier delivery of message helps to reduce the
latency as request (wrapped within message) is processed optimistically before the consensus
decision arrives, but updates by the request are buffered. When message m is Adelivered,
if the message order of ODeliver(m) matches ADeliver(m) then the buffered changes from
request execution are applied to main memory (or the stable storage whatever the case may
be).

In addition to the properties of atomic broadcast, optimistic atomic broadcast supports fol-
lowing properties: 1) If a process Odeliver(m), then every correct process eventually Ode-
liver(m); 2) If a correct process Odeliver(m), then it eventually Adeliver(m); 3) A process
Adeliver(m) only after Odeliver(m).

3.4 Transaction Memory

Taking the inspiration from database transactions, need for a similar abstraction in program-
ming language semantic was felt for ensuring consistency of shared data among several pro-
cesses. The usual way for managing concurrency in a system is using locks, which inherently
suffers from programmability, scalability, and composability challenges [45]. Additionally,
the implementation of complex algorithms based on manually implemented mutual exclusion
supports becomes hard to debug, resulting in high software development time.

Herlihy and Moss [46] proposed hardware supported transactional memory which was fol-
lowed by proposal on atomic multi-word operation known as “Oklahoma update” by Stone
et al. [109]. These works became the starting point for research in hardware and soft-
ware systems for implementing transactional memory. TM has been proposed in hard-
ware(HTM) [89, 90, 17, 106], software (STM) [76, 26, 107, 10, 9, 108, 95] and hybrid ap-
proaches [23, 58, 22].

TM [42] provides the synchronization abstraction that promises to alleviate programma-
bility, scalability and composability issues with lock-based approaches. In fact, leveraging
the proven concept of atomic and isolated transactions, TM spares programmers from the
pitfalls of conventional manual lock-based synchronization, significantly simplifying the de-
velopment of parallel and concurrent applications. TM transactions are characterized by
only in-memory operations, thus their performance is orders of magnitude better than that
of non in-memory processing systems (e.g.. database systems), where interactions with stable
storage often degrade performance.

In software, STM libraries offer APIs to programmers for reading and writing shared ob-
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jects, ensuring atomicity, isolation, and consistency in a completely transparent manner.
STM transactions optimistically execute, logging object changes in a private space. Two
transactions conflict if they access the same object and one access is a write. When that
happens, a contention manager resolves the conflict by aborting one and committing the
other, yielding (the illusion of) atomicity. Aborted transactions are re-started, after rolling-
back the changes.

In hardware, similar objective is achieved by best-effort execution enabled by underlying
hardware. In cache extension based HTMs, conflict is detected when cache line of read-
set/writeset of one transaction is written by another transaction, thereby invalidating the
cache line. In addition to cache extension, HTM could be implemented either by extend-
ing the functionality of the memory ordering buffer (MOB) and re-order buffer (ROB) in
modern x86 microprocessors, or modifications to the pipeline of an x86 microprocessors. In
the pursuit of benefiting from HTM’s performance, IBM and Intel [11, 92] have recently
launched new processors with HTM support. Even though transaction execution is usually
much faster in HTM as compared to STM, all transaction profiles are not suitable for HTM,
resulting in keeping STM research alive. HTM transactions which are either very long or
accesses many objects become prone to aborts due to timer interrupts and cache capacity
miss respectively.

The challenges of lock-based concurrency control are exacerbated in distributed systems,
due to the additional complexity of multi-computer concurrency (e.g., debugging efforts,
distributed deadlocks, and composability challenges). Distributed TM (or DTM) [87, 80, 19]
has been similarly motivated as an alternative to distributed locks. In addition to multi-
computer synchronization primitive, DTM also adds extra computing power due to increased
number of nodes. DTM can be classified based on the mobility of objects and transactions,
with concomitant tradeoffs, including a) control flow [4], where objects are immobile and
transactions invoke object operations through RMIs/RPCs and b) dataflow [114], where
transactions are immobile, and objects are migrated to invoking transactions.

In this thesis, our focus is on software enabled DTM solutions i.e. we employ STM solutions
to process transactions locally at a processing node (replica) in a distributed transaction
processing system. Therefore for completeness we overview STM and its basic building
blocks.

3.5 Software Transaction Memory

Conventional trend for handling shared objects during concurrent accesses is employing
lock-based solutions [3], where shared object accesses are protected by locks. Lock-based
approaches suffer from many drawbacks including deadlocks, livelocks, lock-convoying, pri-
ority inversion, and non-composability etc. Software transaction memory (STM) [105], a
TM’s software variant, has been seen as an alternative software based solution for accessing
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shared memory objects, without exposing locks in the programming interface. STM provides
the synchronization abstraction that promises to addresses programmability, scalability and
composability challenges associated with lock-based approaches. In the following sections,
we provide an overview of different building blocks of a TM system.

3.5.1 Concurrency Control Mechanisms

In a TM system concurrent accesses to shared objects generates conflicts. A conflict could oc-
cur when two transactions perform conflicting operations on same data object i.e. either both
write or one transaction reads and another writes concurrently. TM system detects the con-
flict and resolves it by delaying or aborting one of the two conflicting transactions. Based on
how the conflicts are detected or resolved, TM concurrency control could be broadly divided
into two approaches: pessimistic concurrency control, where the conflict occurrence, detec-
tion and resolution all happen simultaneously; and optimistic concurrency control, where the
conflict detection and resolution happens later than conflict occurrence.

Pessimistic concurrency control allows a transaction to exclusively claim a data prior to
modifying the data, preventing other transactions from accessing it. If conflicts are frequent,
then pessimistic concurrency control pays off i.e. once a transaction has locks over its
objects, it could run to completion without any hurdle. However in case conflicts are rare,
then pessimistic concurrency control results in low throughput.

On the other hand, optimistic concurrency control allows multiple transactions to access data
concurrently and let them continue to run even if they conflict, till these conflicts are caught
and resolved by TM. In case conflicts are rare, optimistic concurrency control gives better
throughput, as it allows higher concurrency among transactions as compared to Pessimistic
concurrency control.

3.5.2 Version Management Systems

Depending upon the concurrency control being used, TM systems require mechanisms to
manage the tentative writes of concurrent transactions i.e. version management. The first
approach is eager version management, also known as direct update where transactions di-
rectly update the data in memory. Transactions maintain an undo log which holds all the
values transaction has overwritten. If the transaction aborts, it roll-backs all the changes
it has performed in memory by writing back the undo log. Eager version management re-
quires Pessimistic concurrency control because the transaction requires exclusive access to
the objects if it is going to overwrite them directly.

Second approach is lazy version management, also known as deferred update because the
updates are delayed till the transaction doesn’t commit. Transaction maintains a private
redo log to write the tentative writes. Transaction’s updates are buffered in this log and
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transaction reads from this log if a modified object is read again within the same transaction
context. If a transaction commits, it updates the objects in main memory with these private
logs. On abort, transaction’s redo log is simply discarded.

3.5.3 Conflict Detection

With pessimistic concurrency control, conflict detection is trivial since lock over an object
could only be acquired if it is not already held by another thread in conflicting mode. For
optimistic concurrency control, transaction uses validation operation to check whether or
not it has experienced a conflict. Successful validation implies that transaction could be
serialized in history of transactions executed so far.

Conflicts could be detected at different times during transaction execution. Firstly, a trans-
action could be detected when it declares its intent to access a new object. This approach
is also known as eager conflict detection [77]. Next, conflicts could be detected by execut-
ing validation operation any time, or even multiple times, during transaction’s execution to
examine the collection of locations it previously read or updated. Lastly, a conflict could be
detected when a transaction attempts to commit by validating the complete set of read/-
modified locations one final time. This last approach is also called lazy conflict detection [77].



Chapter 4

Common System Model

4.1 Assumptions

We consider a classical distributed system model [37] where a set of nodes/processes Π =
{N1, N2, . . . , N|Π|} communicate using message passing links. A node can be correct (or
non-faulty), i.e., working properly; or faulty, i.e., crashed; or suspected, i.e., some node
experienced interrupted interaction with it but it is still not marked as crashed.

Processes running distributed algorithms are subject to failures of different components. It
could range from a process crash or message link failure to malicious malfunctioning of a
process. Accordingly faults could be broadly classified as: 1) Crash faults, where process
stops executing; 2) Omission faults, where a process doesn’t send or receive a message; or 3)
Arbitrary faults also known as Byzantine faults, where process deviates from the assigned
algorithm leading to unpredictable behaviour.

For our systems, we assume that nodes may fail according to the fail-stop (crash) model [7].
We assume a partially synchronous system [60], where every message may experience an
arbitrarily large, although finite, delay. We assume a maximum number of faulty nodes to
be equal to f , and the number of nodes |Π| equal to 2f + 1. We consider only non-byzantine
faults, i.e., nodes cannot perform actions that are not compliant with the replication algo-
rithm.

Decisions about the final order of a transaction are made by collecting information from other
nodes in the system. Depending upon the communication steps involved and consensus
protocol, we leverage different quorums. When the leader, under single-leader consensus
protocol such as multi-paxos, decides the final order of a transaction, it waits for a quorum
QC = f + 1 of replies. Similarly for leaderless protocols (e.g., Caesar), when a leader
decides the final order of a transaction after two communication delays, it waits for a quorum

26
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QF = f +

⌊
f + 1

2

⌋
of replies1. On the other hand, if a decision cannot be accomplished

after two communication delays, then a quorum QC = f + 1 is used, as in [60]. This way
any two quorums always intersect, thus ensuring that, even though f failures happen, there
is always at least one site with the last updated information that we can use for recovering
the system.

To eventually reach an agreement on the order of transactions when nodes are faulty, we
assume that the system can be enhanced with the weakest type of unreliable failure detec-
tor [38] that is necessary to implement a leader election [37].

4.2 Transaction Model and Processing

For the sake of generality and following the trend of [56, 48, 70], we adopt the programming
model of software transactional memory (STM) [105] and its natural extension to distributed
systems (i.e., DTM). DTM allows the programmer to simply mark a set of operations with
transactional requirements as an “atomic block”. The DTM framework transparently ensures
the atomic block’s transactional properties (i.e., atomicity, isolation, consistency), while
executing it concurrently with other atomic blocks.

A transaction is a sequence of operations, each of which is either a read or a write on a
shared object, wrapped in a clearly marked procedure that starts with the begin operation
and ends with the commit (or abort) operation. This procedure is available at the system
side and may or may not be available at the client side. We name a transaction as write
transaction in case it performs at least one write operation on some shared object, otherwise
the transaction is called read-only transaction.

We consider a full replication model, where the application’s entire shared data-set is repli-
cated across all nodes. Transactions are not executed on application threads. Instead,
application threads, referred to as clients, inject transactional requests into the replicated
system and service threads process transactions. These two groups of threads do not neces-
sarily run on the same physical machine. Our transaction processing model is similar to the
multi-tiered architecture that is popular in relational databases and other modern storage
systems, where dedicated threads (different from threads that invoke transactions) process
transactions.

Each request is composed of a key, identifying the transaction to execute, and the values of
all the parameters needed for running the transaction’s logic (if any). Threads submit the
transaction request to a node, and wait until the node successfully commits that transaction.

Specifically for Caesar, which orders transactions according to their conflicts, we broadcast
the objects expected to be accessed together with the transaction key and input parame-

1The size of the quorum is the same adopted in [78] for fast quorums.
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ters. This additional information, although mandatory for avoiding overestimation of actual
conflicts, does not represent a limitation especially if the business logic of the transaction
is snapshot-deterministic (i.e., the sequence of performed operations depend only on the re-
turned value of previous read operations). In fact, in this case usually once the values of the
input parameters of the stored-procedure are known, then the set of objects accessed, which
could conflict with other, is likely known.

We use a multi-versioned memory model, wherein an object version has two fields: times-
tamp, which defines the logical time when the transaction that wrote the version committed;
and value, which is the value of the object (either primitive value or set of fields).



Chapter 5

Hiper TM

State-machine replication (or active replication) [102] is a paradigm that exploits full repli-
cation to avoid service interruption in case of node failures. In this approach, whenever the
application executes a transaction T , it is not directly processed in the same application
thread. Instead, a group communication system (GCS), which is responsible for ensuring
the CSO, creates a transaction request from T and issues it to all the nodes in the system.
The CSO defines a total order among all transactional requests. Therefore, when a sequence
of messages is delivered by the GCS to one node, it guarantees that other nodes also receive
the same sequence, ensuring replica consistency.

A CSO can be determined using a solution to the consensus (or atomic broadcast [24]) prob-
lem: i.e., how a group of processes can agree on a value in the presence of faults in partially
synchronous systems. Paxos [60] is one of the most widely studied consensus algorithms.
Though Paxos’s initial design was expensive (e.g., it required three communication steps),
significant research efforts have focused on alternative designs for enhancing performance.
A recent example is JPaxos [57, 98, 99], built on top of MultiPaxos [60], which extends
Paxos to allow processes to agree on a sequence of values, instead of a single value. JPaxos
incorporates optimizations such as batching and pipelining, which significantly boost mes-
sage throughput [98]. S-Paxos [8] is another example that seeks to improve performance by
balancing the load of the network protocol over all the nodes, instead of concentrating that
on the leader.

A deterministic concurrency control protocol is needed for processing transactions according
to the CSO. When transactions are delivered by the GCS, their commit order must coincide
with the CSO; otherwise replicas will end up in different states. With deterministic con-
currency control, each replica is aware of the existence of a new transaction to execute only
after its delivery, significantly increasing transaction execution time. An optimistic solution
to this problem has been proposed in [52], where an additional delivery, called optimistic
delivery, is sent by the GCS to the replicas prior to the final CSO. This new delivery is used
to start transaction execution speculatively, while guessing the final commit order. If the

29
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guessed order matches the CSO, then the transaction, which is already executed (totally or
partially), is ready to commit [79, 80, 72]. However, guessing alternative serialization or-
ders [96, 97] – i.e., activate multiple speculative instances of the same transactions starting
from different memory snapshots – has non-trivial overheads, which, sometimes, do not pay
off.

In this chapter, we present HiperTM, a high performance active replication protocol. HiperTM
is based on an extension of S-Paxos, called OS-Paxos that we propose. OS-Paxos optimizes
the S-Paxos architecture for efficiently supporting optimistic deliveries, with the aim of min-
imizing the likelihood of mismatches between the optimistic order and the final delivery
order. The protocol wraps write transactions in transactional request messages and executes
them on all the replicas in the same order. HiperTM uses a novel, speculative concurrency
control protocol called SCC, which processes write transactions serially, minimizing code
instrumentation (i.e., locks or CAS operations). When a transaction is optimistically deliv-
ered by OS-Paxos, its execution speculatively starts, assuming the optimistic order as the
processing order. Avoiding atomic operations allows transactions to reach maximum per-
formance in the time available between the optimistic and the corresponding final delivery.
Conflict detection and any other more complex mechanisms hamper the protocol’s ability to
completely execute a sequence of transactions within their final notifications – so those are
avoided.

For each shared object, the SCC protocol stores a list of committed versions, which is
exploited by read-only transactions to execute in parallel to write transactions. As a conse-
quence, write transactions are broadcast using OS-Paxos. Read-only transactions are directly
delivered to one replica, without a CSO, because each replica has the same state, and are
processed locally.

We implemented HiperTM and experimentally evaluated on PRObE [32], a high performance
public cluster with 19 nodes1 using benchmarks including TPC-C [20] and Bank. Our results
reveal three important trends:

A) OS-Paxos provides a very limited number of out-of-order optimistic deliveries (0%
when no failures happen and <5% in case of failures), allowing transactions processed
– according to the optimistic order – to more likely commit.

B) Serially processing optimistically delivered transactions guarantees a throughput (trans-
actions per second) that is higher than atomic broadcast service’s throughput (mes-
sages per second), confirming optimistic delivery’s effectiveness for concurrency control
in actively replicated transactional systems. Additionally, the reduced number of CAS
operations allows greater concurrency, which is exploited by read-only transactions for
executing faster.

1We selected 19 because, according to Paxos’s rules, this is the minimum number of nodes to tolerate 9
simultaneous faults.
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C) HiperTM’s transactional throughput is up to 3.5× better than PaxosSTM [117], a
state-of-the-art atomic broadcast-based competitor, using the classical configuration
of TPC-C.

With HiperTM, we highlight the importance of making the right design choices for fault-
tolerant DTM systems. To the best of our knowledge, HiperTM is the first fully implemented
transaction processing system based on speculative processing, built in the context of active
replication.

5.1 Optimistic S-Paxos

Optimistic S-Paxos (or OS-Paxos) is an implementation of optimistic atomic broadcast [85]
built on top of S-Paxos [8]. S-Paxos can be defined in terms of two primitives (compliant
with the atomic broadcast specification):

- ABcast(m): used by clients to broadcast a message m to all the nodes

- Adeliver(m): event notified to each replica for delivering message m

These primitives satisfy the following properties:

- Validity. If a correct process ABcast a message m, then it eventually Adeliver m.

- Uniform agreement. If a process Adelivers a message m, then all correct processes even-
tually Adeliver m.

- Uniform integrity. For any message m, every process Adelivers m at most once, and only
if m was previously ABcasted.

- Total order. If some process Adelivers m before m′, then every process Adelivers m and
m′ in the same order.

OS-Paxos provides an additional primitive, called Odeliver(m), which is used for delivering
a previously broadcast message m before the Adeliver for m is issued. OS-Paxos ensures
that:

- If a process Odeliver(m), then every correct process eventually Odeliver(m).

- If a correct process Odeliver(m), then it eventually Adeliver(m).

- A process Adeliver(m) only after Odeliver(m).
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OS-Paxos’s properties and primitives are compliant with the definition of optimistic atomic
broadcast [85]. The sequence of Odeliver notifications defines the so called optimistic order
(or opt-order). The sequence of Adeliver defines the so called final order. We now de-
scribe the architecture of S-Paxos to elaborate the design choices we made for implementing
Odeliver and Adeliver.

S-Paxos improves upon JPaxos with optimizations such as distributing the leader’s load
across all replicas. Unlike JPaxos, where clients only connect to the leader, in S-Paxos each
replica accepts client requests and sends replies to connected clients after the execution of the
requests. S-Paxos extensively uses the batching technique [98, 99] for increasing throughput.
A replica creates a batch of client requests and distributes it to other replicas. The receiver
replicas forward this batch to all other replicas. When the replicas observe a majority of
delivery for a batch, it is considered as stable batch. The leader then proposes an order
(containing only batch IDs) for non-proposed stable batches, for which, the other replicas
reply with their agreement i.e., accept messages. When a majority of agreements for a
proposed order is reached (i.e., a consensus instance), each replica considers it as decided.

S-Paxos is based on the MultiPaxos protocol where, if the leader remains stable (i.e., does
not crash), its proposed order is likely to be accepted by the other replicas. Also, there
exists a non-negligible delay between the time when an order is proposed and its consensus is
reached. As the number of replicas taking part in the consensus agreement increases, the time
required to reach consensus becomes substantial. Since the likelihood of a proposed order to
get accepted is high with a stable leader, we exploit the time to reach consensus and execute
client requests speculatively without commit. When the leader sends the proposed order for
a batch, replicas use it for triggering Odeliver. On reaching consensus agreement, replicas
fire the Adeliver event, which commits all speculatively executed transactions corresponding
to the agreed consensus.

Network non-determinism presents some challenges for the implementation of Odeliver and
Adeliver in S-Paxos. First, S-Paxos can be configured to run multiple consensus instances
(i.e., pipelining) to increase throughput. This can cause out-of-order consensus agreement
e.g., though an instance a precedes instance b, b may be agreed before a. Second, the client’s
request batch is distributed by the replicas before the leader could propose the order for
them. However, a replica may receive a request batch after the delivery of a proposal that
contains it (due to network non-determinism). Lastly, a proposal message may be delivered
after the instance is decided.

We made the following design choices to overcome these challenges. We trigger an Odeliver
event for a proposal only when the following conditions are met: 1) the replica receives a
propose message; 2) all request batches of the propose message have been received; and 3)
Odeliver for all previous instances have been triggered i.e., there is no “gap” for Odelivered
instances. A proposal can be Odelivered either when a missing batch from another replica is
received for a previously proposed instance, or when a proposal is received for the previously
received batches. We delay the Odeliver until we receive the proposal for previously received
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batches to avoid out-of-order speculative execution and to minimize the cost of aborts and
retries.

The triggering of the Adeliver event also depends on the arrival of request batches and the
majority of accept messages from other replicas. An instance may be decided either after the
receipt of all request batches or before the receipt of a delayed batch corresponding to the
instance. It is also possible that the arrival of the propose message and reaching consensus is
the same event (e.g., for a system of 2 replicas). In such cases, Adeliver events immediately
follow Odeliver. Due to these possibilities, we fire the Adeliver event when: 1) consensus
is reached for a proposed message; and 2) a missing request batch for a decided instance is
received; and 3) the corresponding instance has been Odelivered. If there is any out-of-order
instance agreement, Adeliver is delayed until all previous instances are Adelivered.
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Figure 5.1: OS-Paxos performance.

In order to assess the effectiveness of our design choices, we conducted experiments measuring
the percentage of reordering between OS-Paxos’s optimistic and final deliveries, and the
average time between an Odeliver and its subsequent Adeliver. We balanced the clients
injecting requests on all the nodes and we reproduced executions without failures (Failure-
free) and manually crashing the actual leader (Faulty). Figure 5.1 shows the results. The
experimental test-bed is the same used for the evaluation of HiperTM in Section 5.5 (briefly,
we used 19 nodes interconnected via 40 Gbits network on PRObE [32] public cluster).

Reordering (Figure 5.1(a)) is absent for failure-free experiments (Therefore the bar is not
visible in the plot). This is because, if the leader does not fail, then the proposing order
is always confirmed by the final order in OS-Paxos. Inducing leader to crash, some reorder
appears starting from 7 nodes. However, the impact on the overall performance is limited
because the maximum number of reordering observed is lower than 5% with 19 replicas. This
confirms that the optimistic delivery order is an effective candidate for the final execution
order. Figure 5.1(b) shows the average delay between Odeliver and Adeliver. It is in the
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rage of ≈300 microseconds to ≈500 microseconds in case of failure-free runs and it increases
up to ≈550 microseconds when leader crashes. The reason is related to the possibility that
the process of sending the proposal message is interrupted by a fault, forcing the next elected
leader to start a new agreement on previous messages.

The results highlight the trade-off between a more reliable optimistic delivery order and
the time available for speculation. On one hand, anticipating the optimistic delivery results
in additional time available for speculative processing transactions, at the cost of having an
optimistic delivery less reliable. On the other hand, postponing the optimistic delivery brings
an optimistic order that likely matches the final order, restricting the time for processing.
In HiperTM we preferred this last configuration and we designed a lightweight protocol for
maximizing the exploitation of the time between Odeliver and Adeliver.

5.2 The Protocol

Application threads (clients), after invoking a transaction using the invoke API, wait until
the transaction is successfully processed by the replicated system and its outcome becomes
available. Each client has a reference replica for issuing requests. When that replica becomes
unreachable or a timeout expires after the request’s submission, the reference replica is
changed and the request is submitted to another replica. Duplication of requests is handled
by tagging messages with unique keys composed of client ID and local sequence number.

Replicas know about the existence of a new transaction to process only after the transac-
tion’s Odeliver. The opt-order represents a possible, non definitive, serialization order for
transactions. Only the sequence of Adelivers determines the final commit order. HiperTM
overlaps the execution of optimistically delivered transactions with their coordination phase
(i.e., defining the total order among all replicas) to avoid processing those transactions from
scratch after their Adeliver. Clearly, the effectiveness of this approach depends on the like-
lihood that the opt-order is consistent with the final order. In the positive case, transactions
are probably executed and there is no need for further execution. Conversely, if the final
order contradicts the optimistic one, then the executed transactions can be in one of the
following two scenarios: i) their serialization order is “equivalent” to the serialization or-
der defined by the final order, or ii) the two serialization orders are not “equivalent”. The
notion of equivalence here is related to transactional conflicts: when two transactions are
non-conflicting, their processing order is equivalent.

Consider four transactions. Suppose {T1,T2,T3,T4} is their opt-order and {T1,T4,T3,T2} is
their final order. Assume that the transactions are completely executed when the respective
Adelivers are issued. When Adeliver(T4) is triggered, T4’s optimistic order is different
from its final order. However, if T4 does not conflict with T3 and T2, then its serialization
order, realized during execution, is equivalent to the final order, and the transaction can be
committed without re-execution (case i)). On the contrary, if T4 conflicts with T3 and/or
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T2, then T4 must be aborted and restarted in order to ensure replica consistency (case ii)).
If conflicting transactions are not committed in the same order on all replicas, then replicas
could end up with different states of the shared data-set, violating correctness (i.e., the return
value of a read operation can be different if it is executed on different replicas).

T1:[R(A1);W(A1)], T2:[R(A2);W(A2)], T3:[R(A3);W(A3)], T4:[R(A4);W(A4)],

Opt3order:,T1,3>,T2,3>,T3,3>,T4,

Case,i)#
,

T4,conflicts,with,T2,and/or,T3,
A2,∩,A4,≠,�,and/or,A3,∩,A4,≠,�,,

Final3order:,T1,3>,T4,3>,T3,3>,T2,

Case,ii)#
,

T4,does,not,conflict,with,T2,and/or,T3,
A2,∩,A4,=,�,and/or,A3,∩,A4,=,�,#

Commit,order,
T1,3>,T4,3>,T3,3>,T2,is,NOT,equivalent,to,

T1,3>,T2,3>,T3,3>,T4,

Commit,order,
T1,3>,T4,3>,T3,3>,T2,is,equivalent,to,

T1,3>,T2,3>,T3,3>,T4,

Figure 5.2: Example of committing transactions {T1,T2,T3,T4} varying the conflict of accessed
objects, in case the final order contradicts the optimistic order.

Figure 5.2 pictures the previous two cases. For the sake of clarity, we assume each transaction
performing one read operation and one write operation on the same object. We distinguish
between case i) and case ii) by, respectively, assigning different values to accessed objects
(left column in the figure) or same values (right column in the figure). However, in both the
cases, transaction T4 reads and writes the same object managed by T1, thus A1 is equals
to A4 (due to the compact representation of the example, each object’s name is different
but it can refer to same object). In case i), where object A2 (or A3) is the same as A4, the
validation of T4 after T1 cannot complete successfully because the value of A2 (or A3) read by
T4 does not correspond to the actual committed value in memory, namely the one written by
T1. On the contrary, the right column shows the case ii) where object A2 (or A3) is different
from A4. This way, T4 can successfully validate and commit even if its speculative execution
order was different. This is because the actual dependencies with other transactions of T4

are the same as those in the final order (i.e., T1 has to commit before T4). As a result, T1 is
still committed before T4, allowing T4 to commit too.

5.2.1 Write Transaction Processing

We use the speculative processing technique for executing optimistically (but not yet finally)
delivered write transactions. (We recall that only write transactions are totally ordered
through OS-Paxos). This approach has been proposed in [52] in the context of traditional
DBMS. In addition to [52], we do not limit the number of speculative transactions exe-
cuted in parallel with their coordination phase, and we do not assume a-priori knowledge
on transactions’ access patterns. Write transactions are processed serially, without parallel
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activation (see Section 5.3 for complete discussion). Even though this approach appears
inconsistent with the nature of speculative processing, it has several benefits for in-order
processing, which increase the likelihood that a transaction will reach its final stage before
its Adeliver is issued.

In order to allow next conflicting transaction to process speculatively, we define a complete
buffer for each shared object. In addition to the last committed version, shared objects also
maintain a single memory slot (i.e., the complete buffer), which stores the version of the
object written by the last completely executed optimistic transaction. The complete buffer
could be empty if no transactions wrote a new version of that object after the previous
version became committed. We do not store multiple completed versions because, executing
transactions serially needs only one uncommitted version per object. When an Odelivered
transaction performs a read operation, it checks the complete buffer for the presence of a
version. If the buffer is empty, the last committed version is considered; otherwise, the version
in the complete buffer is accessed. When a write operation is executed, the complete buffer
is immediately overwritten with the new version. This early publication of written data in
memory is safe because of serial execution. In fact, there are no other write transactions
that can access this version before the current transaction completes.

After executing all its operations, an optimistically delivered transaction waits until Adeliver
is received. In the meanwhile, the next Odelivered transaction starts to execute. When an
Adeliver is notified by OS-Paxos, a handler is executed by the same thread that is responsible
for speculatively processing transactions. This approach avoids interleaving with transac-
tion execution (which causes additional synchronization overhead). When a transaction is
Adelivered, if it is completely executed, then it is validated for detecting the equivalence
between its actual serialization order and the final order. The validation consists of compar-
ing the versions read during the execution. If they correspond with the actual committed
version of the objects accessed, then the transaction is valid, certifying that the serialization
order is equivalent to the final order. If the versions do not match, the transaction is aborted
and restarted. A transaction Adelivered and aborted during its validation can re-execute
and commit without validation due to the advantage of having only one thread executing
write transactions.

The commit of write transactions involves moving the written objects from transaction local
buffer to the objects’ last committed version. In addition, each object maintains also a list
of previously committed versions, which is exploited by read-only transactions to execute in-
dependently from the write transactions. In terms of synchronization required, the complete
buffer can be managed without it because only one write transaction is active at a time.
On the other hand, installing a new version as committed requires synchronization because
of the presence of multiple readers (i.e., read-only transactions) while the write transaction
could (possibly) update the list.
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5.2.2 Read-Only Transaction Processing

Read-only transactions are marked by programmers and they are not broadcast using OS-
Paxos, because they do not need to be totally ordered. When a client invokes a read-only
transaction, it is locally delivered and executed in parallel to write transactions by a separate
pool of threads. In order to support this parallel processing, we define a timestamp for each
replica, called replica-timestamp, which represents a monotonically increasing integer, incre-
mented each time a write transaction commits. When a write transaction enters its commit
phase, it assigns the replica-timestamp to a local variable, called c-timestamp, represent-
ing the committing timestamp, increases the c-timestamp, and tags the newly committed
versions with this number. Finally, it updates the replica-timestamp with the c-timestamp.

When a read-only transaction performs its first operation, the replica-timestamp becomes the
transaction’s timestamp (or r-timestamp). Subsequent operations are processed according
to the r -timestamp: when an object is accessed, its list of committed versions is traversed in
order to find the most recent version with a timestamp lower or equal to the r -timestamp.
After completing execution, a read-only transaction is committed without validation. The
rationale for doing so is as follows. Suppose TR is the committing read-only transaction and
TW is the parallel write transaction. TR’s r -timestamp allows TR to be serialized a) after all
the write transactions with a c-timestamp lower or equal to TR’s r -timestamp; and b) before
TW ’s c-timestamp and all the write transactions committed after TW . TR’s operations access
versions consistent with TR’s r -timestamp. This subset of versions cannot change during TR’s
execution, and therefore TR can commit safely without validation.

Whenever a transaction commits, the thread managing the commit wakes-up the client that
previously submitted the request and provides the appropriate response.

5.3 Speculative Concurrency Control

In HiperTM, each replica is equipped with a local speculative concurrency control, called
SCC, for executing and committing transactions enforcing the order notified by OS-Paxos.
In order to overlap the transaction coordination phase with transaction execution, write
transactions are processed speculatively as soon as they are optimistically delivered. The
main purpose of the SCC is to completely execute a transaction, according to the opt-order,
before its Adeliver is issued. As shown in Figure 5.2, the time available for this execution is
limited.

Motivated by this observation, we designed SCC. SCC exploits multi-versioned memory for
activating read-only transactions in parallel to write transactions that are, on the contrary,
executed on a single thread. The reason for single-thread processing is to avoid the over-
head for detecting and resolving conflicts according to the opt-order while transactions are
executing. During experiments on the standalone version of SCC, we found it to be capable
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of processing ≈95K write transactions per second, while ≈250K read-only transactions in
parallel on different cores (we collected these results using Bank benchmark on experimental
test-bed’s machine). This throughput is higher than HiperTM’s total number of optimisti-
cally delivered transactions speculatively processed per second, illustrating the effectiveness
of single-thread processing.

Single-thread processing ensures that when a transaction completes its execution, all the
previous transactions are executed in a known order. Additionally, no atomic operations are
needed for managing locks or critical sections. As a result, write transactions are processed
faster and read-only transactions (executed in parallel) do not suffer from otherwise over-
loaded hardware bus (due to CAS operations and cache invalidations caused by spinning on
locks) and they are also never stopped.

Transactions log the return values of their read operations and written versions in private
read- and write-set, respectively. The write-set is used when a transaction is Adelivered
for committing its written versions in memory. However, for each object, there is only one
uncommitted version available in memory at a time, and it corresponds to the version written
by the last optimistically delivered and executed transaction. If more than one speculative
transaction wrote to the same object, both are logged in their write-sets, but only the last
one is stored in memory in the object’s complete buffer. We do not need to record a list
of speculative versions, because transactions are processed serially and only the last can be
accessed by the current executing transaction.

Algorithm 1 Read Operation of Transaction Ti on Object X.
1: if Ti.readOnly = FALSE then
2: if ∃ version ∈ X.completeBuffer then
3: Ti.ReadSet.add(X.completeBuffer)
4: return X.completeBuffer.value
5: else
6: Ti.ReadSet.add(X.lastCommittedVersion)
7: return X.lastCommittedVersion.value
8: end if
9: else
10: if r-timestamp = 0 then
11: r-timestamp ← X.lastCommittedVersion.timestamp
12: return X.lastCommittedVersion.value
13: end if
14: P ← {set of versions V ∈ X.committedVersions s.t. V .timestamp ≤ r-timestamp
15: if P 6= ∅ then
16: Vcx ← ∃ version Vk ∈ P s.t. ∀ Vq ∈ P ⇒ Vk.timestamp ≥ Vq .timestamp . Vcx has the maximum timestamp in P
17: return Vcx.value
18: else
19: return X.lastCommittedVersion.value
20: end if
21: end if

Algorithm 2 Write Operation of Transaction Ti on Object X writing the Value v.
1: Version Vx ← createNewVersion(X,v)
2: X.completeBuffer ← Vx

3: Ti.WriteSet.add(Vx)
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The read-set is used for validation. Validation is performed by simply verifying that all
the objects accessed correspond to the last committed versions in memory. When the opti-
mistic order matches the final order, validation is redundant, because serially executing write
transactions ensures that all the objects accessed are the last committed versions in memory.
Conversely, if an out-of-order occurs, validation detects the wrong speculative serialization
order.

Consider three transactions, and let {T1,T2, T3} be their opt-order and {T2,T1, T3} be their
final order. Let T1 and T2 write a new version of object X and let T3 reads X. When
T3 is speculatively executed, it accesses the version generated by T2. But this version does
not correspond to the last committed version of X when T3 is Adelivered. Even though
T3’s optimistic and final orders are the same, it must be validated to detect the wrong
read version. When a transaction TA is aborted, we do not abort transactions that read
from TA (cascading abort), because doing so will entail tracking transaction dependencies,
which has a non-trivial overhead. Moreover, a restarted transaction is still executed on the
same processing thread. That is equivalent to SCC’s behavior, which aborts and restarts a
transaction when its commit validation fails.

Algorithm 3 Validation Operation of Transaction Ti.
1: for all Vx ∈ Ti.ReadSet do
2: if Vx 6= X.lastCommittedVersion then
3: return FALSE
4: end if
5: end for
6: return TRUE

Algorithm 4 Commit Operation of Transaction Ti.
1: if Validation(Ti) = FALSE then
2: return Ti.abort&restart
3: end if
4: c-timesamp ← replica-timestamp
5: c-timesamp gets c-timesamp + 1
6: for all Vx ∈ Ti.WriteSet do
7: Vx.timestamp ← c-timestamp
8: X.lastCommittedVersion ← Vx

9: end for
10: replica-timestamp = c-timesamp

A task queue is responsible for scheduling jobs executed by the main thread (processing
write transactions). Whenever an event such as Odeliver or Adeliver occurs, a new task is
appended to the queue and is executed by the thread after the completion of the previous
tasks. This allows the events’ handlers to execute in parallel without slowing down the
executor thread, which is the SCC’s performance-critical path.

As mentioned, read-only transactions are processed in parallel to write transactions, exploit-
ing the list of committed versions available for each object to build a consistent serialization
order. The growing core count of current and emerging multicore architectures allows such
transactions to execute on different cores, without interfering with the write transactions.
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One synchronization point is present between write and read transactions, i.e., the list of
committed versions is updated when a transaction commits. In order to minimize its impact
on performance, we use a concurrent sorted Skip-List for storing the committed versions.

The pseudo code of SCC is shown in Algorithms 1-4. We show the core steps of the con-
currency control protocol such as reading a shared object (Algorithm 1), writing a shared
object (Algorithm 2), validating a write transaction (Algorithm 3) and committing a write
transaction (Algorithm 4).

5.4 Properties

HipertTM satisfies a set of properties that can be classified as local to each replica and
global to the replicated system as a whole. For what concern the former, each replica has a
concurrency control that operates isolated, without interactions with other nodes. For this
reason, we can infer properties that hold for non distributed interactions. On the other side,
a client of HiperTM system does not see specific properties local to each replica because the
system is hidden by the semantic of API exposed (i.e., invoke).

We name a property as global if it holds for the distributed system as a whole. Specifically, a
property is global if there is no execution involving distributed events such that the property
is not ensured. In other words, the property should work for transactions executing within
the bounds of single node, as well as involving transactions (concurrent or not) executing or
executed on other nodes.

5.4.1 Formalism

We now introduce the formalism that will be used for proving HiperTM’s correctness prop-
erties.

According to the definition in [1], an history H is a partial order on the sequence of operations
Op executed by the transactions, whereOp’s values are in the set {begin, read, write, commit, abort}.
When a transaction Ti performs the above operations, we name them as bi, ci, ai respectively.
In addition, a write operation of Ti on a the version k of the shared object x is denoted as
wi(xk); and we refer a read operation the corresponding read operation as ri(xk). In addition
H implicitly induces a total order � on committed object versions [1].

We now use a direct graph as a representation of an history H where committed transaction
in H are the graph’s vertexes and there exists a directed edge between two vertexes if the
respective transactions are conflicting. We name this graph as Direct Serialization Graph (or
DSG(H)). More formally, a vertex in DSG is denoted as VTi

and represents the committed
transaction Ti in H. Two vertexes VTi

and VTj
are connected with an edge if Ti and Tj are

conflicting transactions, namely there are two operations Opi and Opj in H, performed by
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Ti and Tj respectively, on a common shared object, such that at least one of them is a write
operation.

We distinguish three types of edges depending on the type of conflicts between Ti and Tj:

- Direct read-dependency edge if there exists an object x such that both wi(xi) and
rj(xi) are in H. We say that Tj directly read-depends on Ti and we use the notation

VTi

wr−→ VTj
.

- Direct write-dependency edge if there exists an object x such that both wi(xi) and
wj(xj) are in H and xj immediately follows xi in the total order defined by �. We

say that Tj directly write-depends on Ti and we use the notation VTi

ww−−→ VTj
.

- Direct anti-dependency edge if there exists an object x and a committed transaction
Tk in H, with k 6= i and k 6= j, such that both ri(xk) and wj(xj) are in H and
xj immediately follows xk in the total order defined by �. We say that Tj directly
anti-depends on Ti and we use the notation VTi

rw
� VTj

.

Finally, it is worth to recall two important aspects of HiperTM that will be used in the proof.

- (SeqEx). HiperTM processes write transactions serially, without interleaving their
executions. This means that for any pair of operations Op1

i and Op2
i performed by

a transaction Ti such that Op1
i is executed before Op2

i , there is no operation Opj,
invoked by a write transaction Tj, that can be executed in between Op1

i and Op2
i by

the HiperTM’s local concurrency control.

- (ParRO). The second aspect is related to the read-only transactions. When such a
transaction starts, it cannot observe objects written by write transactions committed
after the starting time of the read-only transaction. Intuitively, the read-only trans-
action, thanks to the multi-versioning, could read in the past. This mechanism allows
read-only transactions to fix the set of available versions to read at the beginning of
their execution, without taking into account concurrent commits.

5.4.2 Global Properties

For the purpose of the following proofs, we scope out the speculative execution when the
transactions are optimistically delivered. In fact, this execution is only an anticipation of
the execution that happens when a transaction is final delivered. For the sake of clarity, we
assume that a transaction T is activated as soon as the final delivery for T is received. This
assumption does not limit the generality of the proofs because any transaction speculative
executed is validated when the relative final delivery is received (Algorithm 4, Line 1). If
the speculative order does not match the final order, then the transaction is re-executed
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(Algorithm 4, Line 2). Thus the speculative execution can be seen only for improving
performance, but in terms of correctness, only the execution after the final delivery matters.
In fact, speculative transactions are not committed. The validation (Algorithm 3) performs
a comparison between the read versions of the speculative execution with actual committed
versions in memory. Due to (SeqEx), there are no concurrent transactions validating at
the same time, thus if, the validation succeeds, then the transaction does not need the
re-execution, otherwise it is re-executed from the very beginning.

Theorem 1. HiperTM guarantees 1-copy serializability (1CS) [6], namely for each run of
the protocol the set of committed transactions appear as they are executed sequentially, i.e.
whichever pair of committed transactions Ti, Tj, serialized in this order, every operation of
Ti precedes in time all the operations of Tj as executed on a single copy of the shared state.

Proof. We conduct this proof relying on the DSG. In particular, as also stated in [6], a history
H with a version order � is 1-copy serializable if the DSG(H) on H does not contain any
oriented cycle.

To show the acyclicity of the DSG(H) graph, we first prove that for each history H, every
transaction committed by the protocol appears as instantaneously executed in a unique point
in time t (Part1 ); subsequently we rely on those t values to show a mathematical absurd
confirming that DSG(H) cannot contain any cycle (Part2 ).

In order to prove Part1 of the proof, we assign to each transaction T committed in H a
commit timestamp, called CommitOrd(T,H). CommitOrd(T,H) defines the time where the
transaction T appears committed in H. We distinguish two cases, namely when T is a write
transaction or a read-only transaction.

- If T is a write transaction, CommitOrd(T,H) is the commit timestamp of T in H
(Algorithm 4 Line 4) , which matches also the final order that OS-Paxos assigned to
T . This is because: i) OS-Paxos defines a total order among all write transactions and,
ii), (SeqEx) does not allow interleaving of operations’ executions. This way, given a
history H, CommitOrd(T,H) is the time when T commits its execution in H and no
other write transaction executes concurrently.

- If T is a read-only transaction, CommitOrd(T,H) is the node’s timestamp (Algo-
rithm 1 Line 11) when T starts in H (read-only transactions are delivered and exe-
cuted locally to one node, without remote interactions). In fact, (ParRO) prevents the
read-only transaction to interfere with executing write transaction, implicitly serializ-
ing the transaction before those write transactions. In this case, CommitOrd(T,H)
is the timestamp that precedes any other commit made by write transactions after T
started.

According to the definition of DSG(H), there is an edge between two vertexes VTi
and VTj

when Ti and Tj are conflicting transaction in H. We now show that, if such an edge exists,
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then CommitOrd(Ti, H) ≤ CommitOrd(Tj, H). We do this considering the scenarios where
H is only composed of write transactions (WOnly), then we extend it integrating read-only
transaction (RW).

(WOnly).

- If there is a direct read-dependency between Ti and Tj (i.e., VTi

wr−→ VTj
), then it means

that there exists an object version xi that has been written by Ti and read by Tj via
rj(xi). Since (SeqEx), Ti and Tj cannot interleave their executions thus all the object
versions accessed by Tj have been already committed by Ti before Tj starts its execu-
tion. If Tj starts after Ti means also that CommitOrd(Ti, H) < CommitOrd(Tj, H).

- Similar argument can be made if Tj directly write-depends on Ti (VTi

ww−−→ VTj
). Here

both Ti and Tj write a version of object x, following the order Ti, Tj (i.e., Tj over-
writes the version written by Ti). As before, through (SeqEx) we can infer that
CommitOrd(Ti, H) < CommitOrd(Tj, H).

- If Tj directly anti-depends on Ti (VTi

rw
� VTj

), it means that there exists an object x
such that Ti reads some object version xi and Tj writes a new version of x, namely xj,
after Ti. By the definition of directly anti-dependency and given that the transaction
execution is serial (SeqEx), it follows that, if Tj creates a new version of x after Ti
read x, then Ti committed its execution before activating Tj, thus CommitOrd(Ti, H)
< CommitOrd(Tj, H).

(RW).
If we enrich a history H with read-only transactions, the resulting DSG(H) contains at
least a vertex VTr , corresponding to the read-only transaction Tr, such that, due to (ParRO),
the only type of outgoing edge that is allowed to connect VTr to any other vertex, namely
an edge where VTr is the source vertex, is a directly anti-dependency edge. In fact, no
other transaction can have any direct read-dependency or direct write-dependency with
Tr, because Tr does not create new object versions. In this case, say Tr the transaction
reading the object version xr and Tw the transaction writing a new version of x, called xw.
Due to (ParRO), any concurrent write transaction (such as Tw), that commits after Tr’s
begin, acquires a timestamp that is greater than Tr’s timestamp, thus also the new versions
committed by Tw(such as xw) are tagged with a higher timestamp. This prevents read-only
transactions to access those new versions. In other words, Tr cannot see the modifications
made by Tw after its commit. This serializes Tw’s commit operation after Tr’s execution,
thus CommitOrd(Tr, H) < CommitOrd(Tw, H).

Nevertheless, VTr is clearly connected with edges from other vertexes corresponding to write
transactions (Tw) previously committed. In this case, due to (ParRO), CommitOrd(Tr, H) is
not strictly greater than CommitOrd(Tw, H) but CommitOrd(Tw, H)≤ CommitOrd(Tr, H)
because otherwise Tr is always forced to read in the past even having fresher object versions
committed before Tr’s starting. However this does not represent a limitation because, if
a cycle on DSG involves a vertex that represents a read-only transaction (VTr), then all
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its outgoing edges will connect to vertexes with a CommitOrd strictly greater than the
CommitOrd(Tr, H).

We have proved that for each DSG(H) on H and for each VTi
−→ VTj

edge in DSG(H),
CommitOrd(Ti, H) ≤ CommitOrd(Tj, H) holds. In order to prove Part2, we now show
that DSG(H) cannot contain any oriented cycle. To do that, we observe that, if DSG(H) is
composed of only write transactions, then CommitOrd(Ti, H) < CommitOrd(Tj, H). In ad-
dition, if there is a path in DSG(H) that is: TW0, TW1 . . . TWi, TR, TWi+1, . . . TWn where TWi

is the i -th write transaction and TR is the read-only transaction, then CommitOrd(TR, H)
< CommitOrd(TWi+1, H). Having said that, we can now show why DSG(H) cannot have
cycles involving only write transactions or read-only transactions. This is because, if such
a cycle existed it would lead to the following absurd: for each VTi

in the cycle we have
CommitOrd(Ti, H) < CommitOrd(Ti, H).

Theorem 2. HiperTM guarantees wait freedom of read-only transactions [43], namely that
any process can complete a read-only transaction in a finite number of steps, regardless of
the execution speeds of the other processes.

Proof. Due to (ParRO) and the (SeqEx), the proof is straightforward. In fact, with (SeqEx)
there are no locks on shared objects [35] (one transaction processes and commits at a time).
The only synchronization point between a read-only transaction and a write transaction is the
access to the version list of objects. However, those lists are implemented as wait-free [44],
thus concurrent operations on the shared list always complete. This prevents the thread
executing write transactions to possibly stop (or slow-down) the execution of a read-only
transaction.

In addition, read-only transactions cannot abort. Before issuing the first operation, a read-
only transaction saves the replica-timestamp in its local r -timestamp and use it for selecting
the proper committed versions to read. The acquisition of the replica-timestamp always com-
pletes despite any behavior of other threads because the increment of the replica-timestamp
does not involve any lock acquisition, rather we use atomic-increment operations. The sub-
set of all the versions that the read-only transaction can access during its execution is fixed
when the transaction defines its r -timestamp. Only one write transaction, TW , is execut-
ing when a read-only transaction, TRO acquires the r -timestamp. Due to the atomicity of
replica-timestamp’s update, the acquisition of the r -timestamp can only happen before or
after the atomic increment.

i) If TW updates the replica-timestamp before TRO acquires the r -timestamp, TRO is
serialized after TW , but before the next write transaction that will commit.

ii) On the contrary, if the replica-timestamp’s update happens after, TRO is serialized
before TW and cannot access the new versions that TW just committed.
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In both cases, the subset of versions that TRO can access is defined and cannot change due
to future commits. For this reason, when a read-only transaction completes its execution, it
returns the values to its client without validation.

5.4.3 Local Properties

HiperTM guarantees a variant of opacity [34] locally to each replica. It cannot ensure Opacity
as defined in [34] because of the speculative execution.

In fact, even if such execution is serial, data written by a committed transaction are made
available to the next speculative execution. This usually happens before the actual commit of
the transaction, which occurs only after its final order is notified. Opacity can be summarized
as follow: a protocol ensures opacity if it guarantees three properties: (Op.1) committed and
aborted transactions appear as if they are executed serially, in an order equivalent to their
real-time order; (Op.2) no transaction accesses a snapshot generated by a live (i.e., still
executing) or aborted transaction.

As an example, say H an history of transactions {T1, T2, T3} reading and writing the
same shared objects (i.e., T1=T2=T3=[read(x); write(x)]). The optimistic order defines the
following execution: T1, T2, T3. We now assume that the final order for those transactions
is not yet defined.

T1 starts as soon as it is optimistic delivered. It completes its two operations and, according
to the serial speculative execution, T2 starts. Clearly T2 accesses to the version of object x
written by T1 before T1 actually commits (that will happen when the final order of T1 will
be delivered), breaking (Op.2).

However, we can still say that HiperTM guarantees a variant of opacity if we assume one of
these two scenarios.

a) The speculative execution is just an anticipation of the real execution that happens
when a transaction is final delivered. The validation procedure is responsible for de-
coupling speculative and non-speculative execution. This way, we can scope out the
speculative execution and analyze only the execution after the final delivery of trans-
actions.

b) We can enrich the type of operations admitted by opacity with the speculative com-
mit. Given that, when a transaction completes its speculative execution, it does the
speculative commit, exposing new versions to only other speculative transactions.

We show this by addressing all the above clauses of opacity and, considering that this is a
local property (i.e., valid within the bound of a replica), we will refer to HiperTM as SCC.
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SCC satisfies (Op.1) because each write transaction is validated before commit, in order
to certify that its serialization order is equivalent to the optimistic atomic broadcast order,
which reflects the order of the client’s requests. When a transaction is aborted, it is only
because its serialization order is not equivalent to the final delivery order (due to network
reordering). However that serialization order has been realized by a serial execution. There-
fore, the transaction’s observed state is always consistent. Read-only transactions perform
their operations according to the r -timestamp recorded from the replica-timestamp before
their first read. They access only the committed versions written by transactions with
the highest c-timestamp lower or equal to the r -timestamp. Read-only transactions with
the same r -timestamp have the same serialization order with respect to write transactions.
Conversely, if they have different r -timestamps, then they access only objects committed by
transactions serialized before.

(Op.2) is guaranteed for write transactions because they are executed serially in the same
thread. Therefore, a transaction cannot start if the previous one has not completed, pre-
venting it from accessing modifications made by non-completed transactions. Under SCC,
optimistically delivered transactions can access objects written by previous optimistically
(and not yet finally) delivered transactions. However, due to serial execution, transactions
cannot access objects written by non-completed transactions. (Op.2) is also ensured for
read-only transactions because they only access committed versions.

5.5 Implementation and Evaluation

HiperTM’s architecture consists of two layers: network layer (OS-Paxos) and replica specula-
tive concurrency control (SCC). We implemented both in Java: OS-Paxos as an extension of
S-Paxos, and SCC from scratch. To evaluate performance, we used two benchmarks: Bank
and TPC-C [20]. Bank emulates a monetary application and is typically used in TM works
for benchmarking performance [117, 87, 21]. TPC-C [20] is a well known benchmark that is
representative of on-line transaction processing workloads.

We used PaxosSTM [117, 55] as a competitor. PaxosSTM implements the deferred update
replication scheme and relies on a non-blocking transaction certification protocol, which is
based on atomic broadcast (provided by JPaxos).

We used the PRObE testbed [32], a public cluster that is available for evaluating systems
research. Our experiments were conducted using 19 nodes in the cluster. Each node is a
physical machine equipped with a quad socket, where each socket hosts an AMD Opteron
6272, 64-bit, 16-core, 2.1 GHz CPU (total 64-cores). The memory available is 128GB, and
the network connection is a 40 Gigabits Ethernet.

HiperTM is configured with a pool of 20 threads serving read-only transactions while a
single thread is reserved for processing write transactions delivered by OS-Paxos. Clients
are balanced on all the replicas. They inject transactions for the benchmark and wait for
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the reply. We configured PaxosSTM for working with the same configuration used in [55]:
160 parallel threads per nodes are responsible to execute transactions while JPaxos (i.e., the
total order layer) leads their global certification. Data points plotted are the average of 6
repeated experiments.

5.5.1 Bank Benchmark

Bank benchmark is characterized by short transactions with few objects accessed (i.e., in
the range of 2-4 objects), resulting in small transactions’ read-set and write-set. A sanity
check is implemented to test the correctness of the execution. The nature of this benchmark
causes very high performance.

In order to conduct an exhaustive evaluation, we changed the application workload such that
strengths and weaknesses of HiperTM are highlighted. Specifically, we varied the percentage
of read-only transactions in the range of 10%, 50%, 90% and the contention level in the
system by decreasing the total number of shared objects (i.e., accounts in Bank benchmark)
available. This way we defined three contention level: low, with 5000 objects, medium, with
2000 objects, and high, with 500 objects. During the experiments we collected transactional
throughput (Figure 5.3) and latency (Figure 5.4). In addition, for what concerns PaxosSTM,
we gathered also the percentage of remote aborts. This information is available only for
PaxosSTM because HiperTM does not certify transactions globally thus it cannot end up in
aborting transactions. Only if the optimistic order does not match the final order and the
transaction’s read-set is not valid, then a transaction can be aborted in HiperTM. However,
each transaction is aborted only once (at most) because it immediately restarts and commits
without any possible further invalidation.

Figure 5.3 shows the throughput of Bank benchmark. For each workload configuration (i.e.,
low,medium,high conflict) we reported the observed abort percentage of PaxosSTM. The
trend is clear from the analysis of the plots, PaxosSTM has a great performance compared
with HiperTM because it is able to exploit the massive multi threading (i.e., 160 threads)
for the transaction processing when the system is characterized by few conflicts. When con-
tention becomes greater, namely when number of nodes increases or the amount of shared
objects decreases, the certification phase of PaxosSTM hampers its scalability. On the con-
trary, HiperTM suffers from the single thread processing when the system has low contention,
but outperforms PaxosSTM when the contention starts to increase. As a result, HiperTM
scales better than PaxosSTM when the number of nodes increases.
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Figure 5.3: Throughput and abort percentage of HiperTM and PaxosSTM for Bank bench-
mark.
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In all plots, even where the absolute performance is better than HiperTM, the PaxosSTM’s
trend highlights its lack of scalability. This is mainly because, when a huge number of threads
flood the system with transactional requests (where each request is the transaction’s read-set
and write-set), the certification phase is not able to commit transactions as fast as clients
would inject requests. In addition, with higher contention, remote aborts play an important
role as scalability bottleneck. As an example, with 11 nodes and high conflict scenario,
PaxosSTM aborts 80% of transactions when configured with 50% of read-only workload.

Increasing the percentage of read-only workload increases performance of both competitors
due to local multi-versioning concurrency control. However, HiperTM always scales when
the size of the system increases. This is because HiperTM does not saturate the total order
layer since messages are very small (i.e., the id of the transaction to invoke and parameters)
and it does not require any certification phase. After an initial ordering phase, transactions
are always committed suffering from at most one abort which, anyway, is not propagated
through the network but it is handled locally by the concurrency control.

It is worth to notice the trend of PaxosSTM for low node count in the plot in Figure 5.3(a).
Here, even though the number of shared objects is low, with such few replicas, the over-
all contention is not high, thus PaxosSTM behaves as in medium contention scenario (see
Figure 5.3(c) when the percentage of abort is around 20% and with 90% of read-only transac-
tions). However, after 9 nodes, HiperTM starts outperforming PaxosSTM and keeps scaling,
reaching its peak performance improvement, that is 2.35× at 19 nodes.
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Figure 5.4: Latency of HiperTM and PaxosSTM for Bank benchmark.

Figure 5.4 shows the latency measured in the same experiments reported in Figure 5.3. As
expected, it follows the inverse trend of the throughput and for this reason we decided not to
show the case of medium contention but the two extreme cases with high and low contention.
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Both PaxosSTM and HiperTM rely on batching as a way to improve performance of the
total order layer. Waiting for the creation of a batch consumes the most part of the reported
latency. In addition for PaxosSTM, when a transaction aborts, client has to reprocess the
transaction and issue a new certification phase through the total order layer. For this reason,
PaxosSTM’s latency starts increasing for high conflict scenarios.

5.5.2 TPC-C Benchmark

TPC-C [20] is a real application benchmark composed of five transaction profiles, each either
read-only (i.e., Order Status, Stock Level) or read-write (i.e., Delivery, Payment, New
Order) . Transactions are longer than Bank benchmark, with high computation and several
objects accessed. The specification of the benchmark suggests a mix of those transaction
profiles (i.e., 4% Order Status, 4% Stock Level, 4% Delivery, 43% Payment, 45% New

Order), resulting in a write intensive scenario. In order to wide the space of tested configu-
rations, we measured the performance with a read intensive workload (i.e., 90% read-only)
by changing the above mix (i.e., 45% Order Status, 45% Stock Level, 3.3% Delivery,
3.3% Payment, 3.3% New Order).

In terms of application contention, TPC-C defines a hierarchy of dependencies among de-
fined objects, however the base object that controls the overall contention is the warehouse.
Increasing the number of shared warehouses results in lower contention. The suggested con-
figuration of TPC-C is to use as warehouses as the total number of nodes in the system.
Therefore for the purpose of this test, we ran the benchmark with 19 warehouses and also
with 50 warehouses in order to generate a low conflict scenario. We collected the same
information as in Bank benchmark.

Figure 5.5 reports the throughput of HiperTM and PaxosSTM, together with the abort rate
observed for PaxosSTM. PaxosSTM’s abort rate results confirm that the contention in the
system is much higher than in Bank benchmark. In addition, the certification phase of
PaxosSTM now represents the protocol’s bottleneck because read-set and write-set of trans-
actions are large, thus each batch of network messages does not record many transactions and
this limits the throughput of the certification phase. Both these factors hamper PaxosSTM’s
scalability and high performance. On the other hand, HiperTM orders transactions before
their execution and it leverages OS-Paxos just for broadcasting transactional requests, thus
it is independent from the application and from the contention in the system. This allows
HiperTM to scale while increasing nodes and resulting in performance by as much as 3.5×
better in case of standard configuration of TPC-C, and by more than one order of magni-
tude for the 10% read-only scenario. HiperTM’s performance in Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(c) are
almost the same, this confirms how HiperTM, and the active replication paradigm, is inde-
pendent from application’s contention. Unfortunately, with long transactions as in TPC-C,
HiperTM cannot match the performance of Bank benchmark because of the single thread
processing.
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Figure 5.5: Throughput and abort percentage of HiperTM and PaxosSTM for TPC-C bench-
mark.

The Figure 5.6 shows the latency measured in the above experiments. Clearly, lower through-
put and longer transactions caused higher latency.

5.6 Summary

At its core, our work shows that optimism pays off: speculative transaction execution, started
as soon as transactions are optimistically delivered, allows hiding the total ordering latency,
and yields performance gain. Single-communication step is mandatory for fine-grain transac-
tions. Complex concurrency control algorithms are sometimes not feasible when the available
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Figure 5.6: Latency of HiperTM and PaxosSTM for TPC-C benchmark.

processing time is limited.

Implementation matters. Avoiding atomic operations, batching messages, and optimizations
to counter network non-determinism are important for high performance.



Chapter 6

Archie

From the experience with HiperTM, we identified few possible improvements in our system.
Firstly, assuming that optimistic-order matches final-order, any transactional processing
happening after arrival of final-order could be avoided, which could result in a lower latency
and better performance. Second one was overcoming the limitation of serial execution of
transactions by a high-performance concurrent one. Last improvement was to enhance the
optimistic-delivery mechanism to keep pace with the improved transaction processing.

We present Archie, a State Machine Approach (SMA) based transactional scheme that incor-
porates these protocol and system innovations that extensively use speculation for removing
any non-trivial task after the delivery of the transaction’s order. The main goal of Archie is
to avoid the time-consuming operations (e.g., the entire transaction’s execution or iterations
over transaction’s read and written objects) performed after this notification, such that a
transaction can be immediately committed.

In order to accomplish the above goal, we designed MiMoX, an optimized sequencer-based
total order layer which inherits the advantages of two well-known mechanisms: the opti-
mistic notification [52, 71], issued to nodes prior to the establishment of the total order; and
batching [98, 30], as a means for improving the throughput of the global ordering process.
MiMoX proposes an architecture that mixes these two mechanisms, thus allowing the antic-
ipation (thanks to the optimistic notification) of a big amount of work (thanks to batching)
before the total order is finalized. Nodes take advantage of the time needed for assembling
a batch to compute a significant amount of work before the delivery of the order is issued.
This anticipation is mandatory in order to minimize (and possibly eliminate the need for)
the transaction’s serial phase. As originally proposed in [71], MiMoX guarantees that if the
sequencer node (leader) is not replaced during the ordering process (i.e., either suspected or
crashed), the sequence of optimistic notifications matches the sequence of final notifications.
As a distinguishing point, the solution in [71] relies on a ring topology as a means for deliv-
ering transactions optimistically, whereas MiMoX does not assume any specific topology.

53
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At the core of Archie there is a novel speculative parallel concurrency control, named ParSpec,
that processes/certifies transactions upon their optimistic notification and enforces the same
order as the sequence of optimistic notifications. The key enabling point for guaranteeing
the effectiveness of ParSpec is that the majority of transactions speculatively commit before
the total order is delivered. This goal is reached by minimizing the overhead caused by the
enforcement of a predefined order on the speculative executions. ParSpec achieves this goal
by the following steps:

- Executing speculative transactions in parallel, but allowing them to speculative commit
only in-order, thus reducing the cost of detecting possible out-of-order executions;

- Dividing the speculative transaction execution into two stages: the first, where the trans-
action is entirely speculatively executed and its modifications are made visible to the
following speculative transactions; the second, where a ready-to-commit snapshot of the
transaction’s modifications is pre-installed into the shared data-set, but not yet made
available to non-speculative transactions.

A transaction starts its speculative commit phase only when its previous transaction, ac-
cording to the optimistic order, becomes speculatively-committed and its modifications are
visible to other successive speculative transactions. The purpose of the second stage concerns
only the non-speculative commit, thus it can be removed from the speculative transaction’s
critical path and executed in parallel. This approach increases the probability of specula-
tively committing a transaction before the total order is notified. The final commit of an
already speculatively-committed transaction consists of making the pre-installed snapshot
available to all. In case the MiMoX’s leader is stable during the execution, ParSpec re-
alizes this task without iterating over all transaction’s written objects but, rather, it just
increases one local timestamp. Clients are informed about their transactions’ outcome while
other speculative transactions execute. As a result, transaction latency is minimized and
ParSpec’s high throughput allows more clients to submit requests.

The principles at the base of Archie can be applied in both DUR- and DER-based systems.
For the purpose of this work, we optimized Archie to cope with the DER model. This is
because DER has three main benefits over DUR. First, it makes application behavior inde-
pendent of failures. When a node in the system crashes or stops serving incoming requests,
other nodes are able to transparently service the same request, process the transaction, and
respond back to the application. Second, it does not suffer from aborts due to contention
on shared remote objects because a common serialization order is defined prior to start-
ing transaction (local) execution, thus yielding high performance and better scalability in
medium/high contention scenarios [56]. Third, with DER, the size of network messages
exchanged for establishing the common order does not depend on the transaction’s logic
(i.e., the number of objects accessed). Rather, it is limited to the name of the transaction
and, possibly, its input parameters, which reduces network usage and increases the ordering
protocol’s performance.

As commonly adopted in several SMA-based transactional systems [56, 48, 80] and thanks to
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the full replication model, Archie does not broadcast read-only workloads through MiMoX;
read-only requests are handled locally, in parallel with the speculative execution. Processing
write transactions (both conflicting and not conflicting) in the same order on all nodes allows
Archie to guarantee 1-copy-serializability [7].

We implemented Archie in Java and we conducted a comprehensive experimental study
using benchmarks including TPC-C [20], Bank and a distributed version of Vacation [13].
As competitors, we selected one DUR-based: PaxosSTM [117] – a high-performance open
source transactional system; and two DER-based: one non-speculative (SM-DER [101]) and
one speculative (HiperTM [48]) transactional system.

Our experiments on PRObE [32], a state-of-the-art public cluster, reveal Archie’s high-
performance and scalability. On up to 19 nodes, Archie outperforms all competitors in most
of the tested scenarios. As expected, when the contention is very low, PaxosSTM behaves
better than Archie.

The work makes the following contributions:

- Archie is the first fully-implemented DER-based transactional system that eliminates costly
operations during the serial phase by anticipating the work through speculative parallel
execution.

- MiMoX is the first total order layer that guarantees a reliable optimistic delivery order
(i.e., the optimistic order matches the total order) without any assumption on the network
topology, and maximizes the overlapping time (i.e., the time between the optimistic and
relative total order notifications) when the sequencer node is not replaced (e.g,. due to a
crash).

- ParSpec is the first parallel speculative concurrency control that removes from the transac-
tion’s critical path the task to install written objects and implements a lightweight commit
procedure to make them visible.

6.1 MiMoX

MiMoX is a network system that ensures total order of messages across remote nodes. It
relies on Multi-Paxos [60], an algorithm of the Paxos family, which guarantees agreement on
a sequence of values in the presence of faults (i.e., total order). MiMoX is sequencer-based
– i.e., one elected node in the system, called the leader, is responsible for defining the order
of the messages.

MiMoX provides the APIs of Optimistic Atomic Broadcast [52]: broadcast(m), which is used
by clients to broadcast a message m to all nodes; final-delivery(m), which is used for noti-
fying each replica on the delivery of a message m (or a batch of them); and opt-delivery(m),
which is used for early-delivering a previously broadcast message m (or a batch of them)
before the final-delivery(m) is issued.
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Each MiMoX message that is delivered is a container of either a single transaction request or a
batch of transaction requests (when batching is used). The sequence of final-delivery(m)
events, called final order, defines the transaction serialization order, which is the same for all
the nodes in the system. The sequence of opt-delivery(m) events, called optimistic order,
defines the optimistic transaction serialization order. Since only the final order is the result
of a distributed agreement, the optimistic order may differ from the final order and may also
differ among nodes (i.e., each node may have its own optimistic order). As we will show
later, MiMox guarantees the match between the optimistic and final order when the leader
is not replaced (i.e., stable) during the ordering phase.

6.1.1 Ordering Process

MiMoX defines two types of batches: opt-batch, which groups messages from the clients,
and final-batch, which stores the identification of multiple opt-batches. Each final-batch is
identified by an unique instance ID. Each opt-batch is identified by a pair <instance ID,
#Seq>.

When a client broadcasts a request using MiMoX, this request is delivered to the leader
which aggregates it into a batch (the opt-batch). In order to preserve the order of these
steps, and for avoiding synchronization points that may degrade performance, we rely on
single-thread processing for the following tasks. For each opt-batch, MiMoX creates the pair
<instance ID, #Seq>, where instance ID is the identifier of the current final-batch that
will wrap the opt-batch, and #Seq is the position of the opt-batch in the final-batch. When
the pair is defined, it is appended to the final-batch. At this stage, instead of waiting for
the completion of the final-batch and before creating the next opt-batch, MiMoX sends the
current opt-batch to all the nodes, waiting for the relative acknowledgments. Using this
mechanism, the leader informs nodes about the existence of a new batch while the final-
batch is still accumulating requests. This way, MiMoX maximizes the overlap between the
time needed for creating the final-batch with the local processing of opt-batches; and enables
nodes to effectively process messages, thanks to the reliable optimistic order.

Each node, upon receiving the opt-batch, immediately triggers the optimistic delivery for
it. As in [71], we believe that within a data-center the scenarios where the leader crashes or
becomes suspected are rare. If the leader is stable for at least the duration of the final-batch’s
agreement, then even if the opt-batch is received out-of-order with respect to other opt-
batches sent by the leader, this possible reordering is still nullified by the ordering information
(i.e., #Seq) stored within each opt-batch.

After sending the opt-batch, MiMoX loops again serving the next opt-batch, until the com-
pletion of the final-batch. When ready, MiMoX uses the Multi-Paxos algorithm for estab-
lishing an agreement among nodes on the final-batch. The leader proposes an order for the
final-batches, to which the other replicas reply with their agreement – i.e., accept messages.
When a majority of agreement for a proposed order is reached, each replica considers it as
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decided.

The message size of the final-batch is very limited because it contains only the identifiers of
opt-batches that have already been delivered to nodes. This makes the agreement process
fast and includes a high number of client messages.

6.1.2 Handling Faults and Re-transmissions

MiMoX ensures that, on each node, an accept is triggered for a proposed message (or batch)
m only if all the opt-batches belonging to m have been received. Enforcing this property
prevents loss of messages belonging to already decided messages (or batches).

As an example, consider three nodes {N1,N2,N3}, where N1 is the leader. The final-batch
(FB) is composed of three opt-batches: OB1, OB2, OB3. N1 sends OB1 to N2 and N3.
Then it does the same for OB2 and OB3. But N2 and N3 do not receive both messages.
After sending OB3, the FB is complete, and N1 sends the propose message for FB. Nodes
N2 and N3 send the accept message to the other nodes, recognizing that there are unknown
opt-batches (i.e., OB2 and OB3). The only node having all the batches is N1. Therefore, N2

and N3 request N1 for the re-transmission of the missing batches. In the meanwhile, each
node receives the majority of accept messages from other nodes and triggers the decide for
FB. At this stage, if N1 crashes, even though FB has been agreed, OB2 and OB3 are lost,
and both N2 and N3 cannot retrieve their content anymore.

We solve this problem using a dedicated service at each node, which is responsible for re-
transmitting lost messages (or batches). Each node, before sending the accept for an FB,
must receive all the opt-batches. The FB is composed of the identification of all the expected
opt-batches. Thus, each node is easily able to recognize the missing batches. Assuming that
the majority of nodes are non-faulty, the re-transmission request for one or multiple opt-
batches is broadcast to all the nodes such that, eventually the entire sequence of opt-batches
belonging to FB is rebuilt and the accept message is sent.

Nodes can detect a missing batch before the propose message for the FB is issued. Exploiting
the sequence number and the FB’s ID used for identifying opt-batches, each node can easily
find a gap in the sequence of the opt-batches received, that belong to the same FB (e.g.,
if OB1 and OB3 are received, then, clearly, OB2 is missing). Thus, the re-transmission can
be executed in parallel with the ordering, without additional delay. The worst case happens
when the missing opt-batch is the last in the sequence. In this case, the propose message of
FB is needed to detect the gap.
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6.1.3 Evaluation

We evaluated MiMoX’s performance by an experimental study. We focused on MiMoX’s
scalability in terms of the system size, the average time between optimistic and final delivery,
the number of requests in opt-batch and final-batch, and the size of client requests. We used
the PRObE testbed [32], a public cluster that is available for evaluating systems research.
Our experiments were conducted using 19 nodes (tolerating up to 9 failures) in the cluster.
Each node is equipped with a quad socket, where each socket hosts an AMD Opteron 6272,
64-bit, 16-core, 2.1 GHz CPU (total 64-cores). The memory available is 128GB, and the
network connection is a high performance 40 Gigabit Ethernet.

For the purpose of the study, we decided to finalize an opt-batch when it reaches the max-
imum size of 12K bytes and a final-batch when it reaches 5 opt-batches, or when the time
needed for building them exceeds 10 msec, whichever occurs first. All data points reported
are the average of six repeated measurements.
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Figure 6.1: MiMoX’s message throughput.

Figure 6.1 shows MiMoX’s throughput in requests ordered per second. For this experiment,
we varied the number of nodes participating in the agreement and the size of each request.
Clearly, the maximum throughput (122K requests ordered per second) is reached when the
node count is low (3 nodes). However, the percentage of degradation in performance is
limited when the system size is increased: with 19 nodes and request size of 10 bytes, the
performance decreases by only 11%.

Figure 6.1 shows also the results for request sizes of 20 and 50 bytes. Recall that Archie’s
transaction execution process leverages the ordering layer only for broadcasting the trans-
action ID (e.g., method or store-procedure name), along with its parameters (if any), and
not the entire transaction business logic. Other solutions, such as the DUR scheme, use the
total order layer for broadcasting the transaction read- and write-set after a transaction’s
completion, resulting in larger request size than Archie’s. In fact, our evaluations with Bank
and TPC-C benchmarks revealed that almost all the transaction requests can be compacted
between 8 and 14 bytes. MiMoX’s performance for a request size of 20 bytes is quite close to
that for 10 byte request size. We observe a slightly larger gap with 19 nodes and 50 byte re-
quest size, where the throughput obtained is 104K. This is a performance degradation lesser
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than 15% with respect to the maximum throughput. This is because, with smaller requests
(10 or 20 bytes), opt-batches do not get filled to the maximum size allowed, resulting in
smaller network messages. On the other hand, larger requests (50 bytes) tend to fill batches
sooner, but these bigger network messages take more time to traverse.
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Figure 6.2: Time between optimistic/final delivery.

Figure 6.2 shows MiMoX’s delay between the optimistic and the relative final delivery, named
overlapping time. This experiment is the same as that reported in Figure 6.1. MiMoX
achieves a stable overlapping time, especially for a request size of 10 bytes, of ≈8 msec. This
delay is non-negligible if we consider that Archie processes transactions locally. Using bigger
requests, the final-batch becomes ready sooner because less requests fit in one final-batch.
As a result, the time between optimistic and final delivery decreases. This is particularly
evident with a request size of 50 bytes, where we observe an overlapping time that is, on
average, 4.6 msec.

The last results motivate our design choice to adopt DER as a replication scheme instead of
DUR.

Request Final-batch Opt-batch % Re NF % Re F
size (bytes) size size

10 4.91 230.59 0% 1.7%

20 4.98 166.45 0% 3.4%

50 5.12 90.11 0% 4.8%

Table 6.1: Size of requests, batches, and % reorders.

Table 6.1 shows other information collected from the previous experiments. It is interesting to
observe the number of opt-batches that makes up a final-batch (5 on average) and the number
of client requests in each opt-batch (varies from 90 to 230 depending on the request size).
This last information confirms the reason for the slight performance drop using requests of
50 bytes. In fact, in this case each opt-batch transfers ≈ 4500 bytes in payload, as compared
to ≈ 2300 bytes for request size of 10 bytes.

In these experiments, we used TCP connections for sending opt-batches. Since MiMoX uses
a single thread for sending opt-batches and for managing the final-batch, reorders between
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optimistic and final deliveries cannot happen except when the leader crashes or is suspected.
Table 6.1 supports this. It reports the maximum reordering percentages observed when
leader is stable (column Re NF ) and when the leader is intentionally terminated after a
period of stable execution (column Re F ), using 19 nodes.

6.2 PARSPEC

ParSpec is the concurrency control protocol that runs locally at each node. MiMoX delivers
each message or a batch of messages twice: once optimistically and once finally. These
two events are the triggers for activating ParSpec’s activities. Without loss of generality,
hereafter, we will refer to a message of MiMoX as a batch of messages.

Transactions are classified as speculative: i.e., those that are only optimistically delivered,
but their final order has not been defined yet; and non-speculative: i.e., those whose final
order has been established. Among speculative transactions, we can distinguish between
speculatively-committed (or x-committed hereafter): i.e., those that have completely executed
all their operations and cannot be aborted anymore by other speculative transactions; and
active: i.e., those that are still executing operations or that are not allowed to speculatively
commit yet. Moreover, each transaction T records its optimistic order in a field called T.OO.
T ’s optimistic order is the position of T within its opt-batch, along with the position of the
opt-batch in the (possible) final-batch.

ParSpec’s main goal is to activate in parallel a set of speculative transactions, as soon as
they are optimistically delivered, and to entirely complete their execution before their final
order is notified.

As a support for the speculative execution, the following meta-data are used: abort-array,
which is a bit-array that signals when a transaction must abort; LastX-committedTx, which
stores the ID of the last x-committed transaction; and SCTS, the speculative commit times-
tamp, which is a monotonically increasing integer that is incremented each time a transaction
x-commits. Also, each node is equipped with an additional timestamp, called CTS, which is
an integer incremented each time a non-speculative transaction commits.

For each shared object, a set of additional information is also maintained for supporting
ParSpec’s operations: (1) the list of committed and x-committed versions; (2) the version
written by the last x-committed transaction, called spec-version; (3) the boolean flag called
wait-flag, which indicates that a speculative active transaction wrote a new version of the
object, and wait-flag.OO, the optimistic order of that transaction; and (4) a bit-array
called readers-array, which tracks active transactions that already read the object during
their execution. Committed (or x-committed) versions contain VCTS, which is the CTS (or
the SCTS) of the transaction that committed (or x-committed) that version.

The size of the abort-array and readers-array is bounded by MaxSpec, which is an in-
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teger defining the maximum number of speculative transactions that can run concurrently.
MaxSpec is fixed and set a priori at system start-up. It can be tuned according to the
underlying hardware.

When an opt-batch is optimistically delivered, ParSpec extracts the transactions from the
opt-batch and processes them, activating MaxSpec transactions at a time. Once all these
speculative transactions finish their execution, the next set of MaxSpec transactions is acti-
vated. As it will be clear later, this approach allows a quick identification of those transac-
tions whose history is not compliant anymore with the optimistic order, thus they must be
aborted and restarted.

In the abort-array and readers-array, each transaction has its information stored in a
specific location such that, if two transactions Ta and Tb are optimistically ordered, say in
the order Ta > Tb, then they will be stored in these arrays respecting the invariant Ta > Tb.

Since the optimistic order is a monotonically increasing integer, for a transaction T , the posi-
tion i= T.OO mod MaxSpec stores T ’s information. When abort-array[i ]=1, T must abort
because its execution order is not compliant anymore with the optimistic order. Similarly,
when an object obj has readers-array[i ]=1, it means that the transaction T performed a
read operation on obj during its execution.

Speculative active transactions make available new versions of written objects only when they
x-commit. This way, other speculative transactions cannot access intermediate snapshots of
active transactions. However, when MaxSpec transactions are activated in parallel, multiple
concurrent writes on the same object could happen. When those transactions reach their x-
commit phase, different speculative versions of the same object could be available for readers.
As an example, consider four transactions {T1,T2,T3,T4} that are optimistically delivered in
this order. T1 and T3 write to the same object Oa, and T2 and T4 read from Oa. When T1 and
T3 reach the speculative commit phase, they make two speculative versions of Oa available:
OT1

a and OT3
a . According to the optimistic order, T2’s read should return OT1

a and T4’s read
should return OT3

a . Even though this approach maximizes concurrency, its implementation
requires traversing the shared lists of transactional meta-data, resulting in high transaction
execution time and low performance [5].

ParSpec finds an effective trade-off between performance and overhead for managing meta-
data. In order to avoid maintaining a list of speculative versions, ParSpec allows an active
transaction to x-commit only when the speculative transaction optimistically ordered just
before it is already x-committed. Formally, given two speculative transactions Tx and Ty
such that Ty.OO = {Tx.OO} + 1, Ty is allowed to x-commit only when Tx is x-committed.
Otherwise, Ty keeps spinning even when it has executed all of its operations. Ty easily
recognizes Tx’s status change by reading the shared field LastX-committedTx. We refer to
this property as rule-comp. By rule-comp, read and write operations become efficient. In fact,
when a transaction T reads an object, only one speculative version of the object is available.
Therefore, T ’s execution time is not significantly affected by the overhead of selecting the
appropriate version according to T ’s history. In addition, due to rule-comp, even though two
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transactions may write to the same object, they can x-commit and make available their new
versions only in-order, one after another. This policy prevents any x-committed transaction
to abort due to other speculative transactions.

In the following, ParSpec’s operations are detailed.

6.2.1 Transactional Read Operation

When a write transaction Ti performs a read operation on an object X, it checks whether
another active transaction Tj is writing a new version of X and Tj’s optimistic order is prior
to Ti’s. In this case, it is useless for Ti to access the spec-version of X because, eventually,
Tj will x-commit, and Ti will be aborted and restarted in order to access Tj’s version of X.
Aborting Ti ensures that its serialization order is compliant with the optimistic order. Ti is
made aware about the existence of another transaction that is currently writing X through
X.wait-flag, and about its order through X.wait-flag.OO. If X.wait-flag=1 and X.wait-
flag.OO < Ti.OO, then Ti waits until the previous condition is no longer satisfied. For the
other cases, namely when X.wait-flag=0 or X.wait-flag.OO > Ti.OO, Ti proceeds with the
read operation without waiting, accessing the spec-version. Specifically, if X.wait-flag.OO
> Ti.OO, then it means that another active transaction Tk is writing to X. But, according
to the optimistic order, Tk is serialized after Ti. Thus, Ti can simply ignore Tk’s concurrent
write.

After successfully retrievingX’s value, Ti stores it in its read-set, signals that a read operation
on X has been completed, and sets the flag corresponding to its entry in X.readers-array.
This notification is used by writing transactions to abort inconsistent read operations that
are performed before a previous write takes place.

6.2.2 Transactional Write Operation

The rule-comp prevents two or more speculative transactions from x-committing in par-
allel and in any order. Rather, they progressively x-commit, according to the optimistic
order. In ParSpec, transactional write operations are buffered locally in a transaction’s
write-set. Therefore, they are not available for concurrent reads before the writing transac-
tion x-commits. The write procedure has the main goal of aborting those speculative active
transactions that are serialized after (in the optimistic order) and a) wrote the same object,
and/or b) previously read the same object (but clearly a different version).

When a transaction Ti performs a write operation on an object X and finds that X.wait-flag
= 1, ParSpec checks the optimistic order of the speculative transaction Tj that wrote X. If
X.wait-flag.OO > Ti.OO, then it means that Tj is serialized after Ti. So, an abort for Tj is
triggered because Tj is a concurrent writer on X and only one X.spec-version is allowed for
X. On the contrary, if X.wait-flag.OO < Ti.OO (i.e., Tj is serialized before Ti according to
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the optimistic order) then Ti, before proceeding, loops until Tj x-commits.

Since a new version of X written by Ti will eventually become available, all speculative active
transactions optimistically delivered after Ti that read X must be aborted and restarted so
that they can obtain X’s new version. Identifying those speculative transactions that must
be aborted is a lightweight operation in ParSpec. When a speculative transaction x-commits,
its history is fixed and cannot change because all the speculative transactions serialized before
it have already x-committed. Thus, only active transactions can be aborted. Object X keeps
track of readers using the readers-array and ParSpec uses it for triggering an abort: all
active transactions that appear in the readers-array after Ti’s index and having an entry
of 1 are aborted. Finally, before including the new object version in Ti’s write-set, ParSpec
sets X.wait-flag = 1 and X.wait-flag.OO = Ti.OO.

Finally, if a write operation is executed on an object already written by the transaction, its
value is simply updated.

6.2.3 X-Commit

A speculative active transaction that finishes all of its operations enters the speculative
commit (x-commit) phase. This phase has three purposes: the first (A) is to allow next
speculative active transactions to access the new speculative versions of the written objects;
the second (B) is to allow subsequent speculative transactions to x-commit; the third (C)
is to prepare “future” committed versions (not yet visible) of the written objects such that,
when the transaction is eventually final delivered, those versions will be already available
and its commit will be straightforward. However, in order to accomplish (B), only (A) must
be completed while (C) can be executed later. This way, ParSpec anticipates the event that
triggers the x-commit of the next speculative active transactions, while executing (C) in
parallel with that.

Step (A). All the versions written by transaction Ti are moved from Ti’s write-set to the
spec-version field of the respective objects and the respective wait-flags are cleared. This
way, the new speculative versions can be accessed from other speculative active transactions.
At this time, a transaction Tj that accessed any object conflicting with Ti’s write-set objects
and is waiting on wait-flags can proceed.

In addition, due to rule-comp, an x-committed transaction cannot be aborted by any spec-
ulative active transaction. Therefore, all the meta-data assigned to Ti must be cleaned up
for allowing the next MaxSpec speculative transactions to execute from a clean state.

Step (B). This step is straightforward because it only consists of increasing SCTS, the spec-
ulative commit timestamp, which is incremented each time a transaction x-commits, as well
as increasing LastX-committedTx.

Step (C). This step is critical for avoiding the iteration on the transaction’s write-set to
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install the new committed versions during the serial phase. However, this step does not need
to be in the critical path of subsequent active transactions. For this reason (C) is executed
in parallel to subsequent active transactions after updating LastX-committedTx, such that
the chain of speculative transactions waiting for x-commit can evolve.

For each written object, a new committed, but not yet visible, version is added to the object’s
version list. The visibility of this version is implemented leveraging SCTS. Specifically,
SCTS is assigned to the VCTS of the version. SCTS is always greater than CTS because
the speculative execution always precedes the final commit. This way (as we will show in
Section 6.2.6) no non-speculative transaction can access that version until CTS is equal to
SCTS. If the MiMox’s leader is stable in the system (i.e., the optimistic order is reliable),
then when CTS reaches the value of SCTS, then the speculative transaction has already
been executed, validated and all of its versions are already available to non-speculative
transactions.

6.2.4 Commit

The commit event is invoked when a final-batch is delivered. At this stage, two scenarios
can happen: (A) the final-batch contains the same set of opt-batches already received in the
same order, or (B) the optimistic order is contradicted by the content of the final-batch.

Scenario (A) is the case when the MiMoX’s leader is not replaced while the ordering pro-
cess is running. This represents the normal case within a data-center, and the best case for
Archie because the speculative execution can be actually leveraged for committing transac-
tions without performing additional validation or re-execution. In fact, ParSpec’s rule-comp
guarantees that the speculative order always matches the optimistic order, thus if the latter
is also confirmed by the total order, it means that the speculative execution does not need
to be validated anymore.

In this scenario, the only duty of the commit phase is to increase CTS. Given that, when
CTS=Y , it means that the x-committed transaction with SCTS=Y has been finally com-
mitted. Non-speculative transactions that start after this increment of CTS will be able to
observe the new versions written during the step (C) of the x-commit of the transaction with
SCTS=Y .

Using this approach, ParSpec eliminates any complex operation during the commit phase
and, if most of the transactions x-commit before their notification of the total order, then
they are committed right away, paying only the delay of the total order. If the transaction
does not contain massive non-transactional computation, then the iteration on the write-set
for installing the new committed versions, and the iteration on the read-set for validating
the transaction, have almost the same cost as running the transaction from scratch after
the final delivery. This is because, once the total order is defined, transactions can execute
without any overhead, such as logging in the read-set or write-set.
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In scenarios like (B), transactions cannot be committed without being validated because
the optimistic order is not reliable anymore. For this reason, the commit is executed using
a single thread. Transaction validation consists of checking if all the versions of the read
objects during the speculative execution correspond to the last committed versions of the
respective objects. If the validation succeeds, then the commit phase is equivalent to the
one in scenario (A). When the validation fails, the transaction is aborted and restarted for
at most once. The re-execution happens on the same committing thread and accesses all the
last committed versions of the read objects.

In both the above scenarios, clients must be informed about transaction’s outcome. ParSpec
accomplishes this task asynchronously and in parallel, rather than burdening the commit
phase with expensive remote communications.

6.2.5 Abort

Only speculative active transactions and x-committed transactions whose total order has
already been notified can be aborted. In the first case, ParSpec uses the abort mechanism
for restarting speculative transactions with an execution history that is non-compliant with
the optimistic order. Forcing a transaction T to abort means simply to set the T ’s index
of the abort-array. However, the real work for annulling the transaction context and
restarting from the beginning is executed by T itself by checking the abort-array. This
check is made after executing any read or write operation and when Ti is waiting to enter
the x-commit phase. The abort of a speculative active transaction consists of clearing all of
its meta-data before restarting.

In the second case, the abort is needed because the speculative transaction x-committed
with a serialization order different from the total order. In this case, before restarting
the transaction as non-speculative, all the versions written by the x-committed transaction
must be deleted from the objects’ version lists. In fact, due to the snapshot-deterministic
execution, the new set of written versions can differ from the x-committed set, thus some
version could become incorrectly available after the increment of CTS.

6.2.6 Read-Only Transactions

When a read-only transaction is delivered to a node, it is immediately processed, accessing
only the committed versions of the read objects. This way, read-only workloads do not in-
terfere with the write workloads, thus limiting the synchronization points between them. A
pool of threads is reserved for executing read-only transactions. Before a read-only transac-
tion Ti performs its first read operation on an object, it retrieves the CTS of the local node
and assigns this value to its own timestamp (Ti.TS). After that, the set of versions available
to Ti is fixed and composed of all versions with VCTS ≤ Ti.TS – i.e., Ti cannot access new
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versions committed by any Tj ordered after Ti. Some object could have, inside its version
list, versions with a VCTS > Ti.TS. These versions are added from x-committed transac-
tions, but not yet finally committed, thus their access is prohibited to any non-speculative
transaction.

6.3 Consistency Guarantees

Archie ensures 1-Copy Serializability [7] as a global property, and it ensures also that any
speculative transaction (active, x-committed and aborted) always observes a serializable
history, as a local property.

1-Copy Serializability. Archie ensures 1-Copy Serializability. The main argument that
supports this claim is that transactions are validated and committed serially. We can dis-
tinguish two cases according to the reliability of the optimistic delivery order with respect
to the final delivery order: i) when the two orders match, and the final commit procedure
does not accomplish any validation procedure; ii) when the two orders do not match, thus
the validation and a possible re-execution are performed.

The case ii) is straightforward to prove because, even though transactions are activated and
executed speculatively, they are validated before being committed. The validation, as well
as the commit, process is sequential. This rule holds even for non-conflicting transactions.
Combining serial validation with the total order of transactions guarantees that all nodes
eventually validate and commit the same sequence of write transactions. The ordering layer
ensures the same sequence of delivery even in the presence of failures, therefore, all nodes
eventually reach the same state.

The case i) is more complicated because transactions are not validated after the notification
of the final order; rather, they directly commit after increasing the commit timestamp. For
this case we rely on MiMoX, which ensures that all final delivered transactions are always
optimistically delivered before. Given that, we can consider the speculative commit as the
final commit because, after that, the transaction is ensured to not abort anymore and even-
tually commit. The execution of a speculative transaction is necessarily serializable because
all of its read operations are done according to a predefined order. In case a read operation
accesses a version such that its execution becomes not compliant with the optimistic order
anymore, the reader transaction is aborted and restart. In addition, transactions cannot
speculatively commit in any order or concurrently. They are allowed to do so only serially,
thus reproducing the same behavior as the commit phase in case ii).

Read-only transactions are processed locally without a global order. They access only com-
mitted versions of objects, and their serialization point is defined when they start. At this
stage, if we consider the history composed of all the committed transactions, when a read-
only transaction starts, it defines a prefix of that history such that it cannot change over
time. Versions committed by transactions serialized after this prefix are not visible by the
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read-only transaction. Consider a history of committed write transactions, H={T1, . . . ,Ti,
. . . , Tn}. Without loss of generality, assume that T1 committed with timestamp 1; Ti com-
mitted with timestamp i; and Tn committed with timestamp n. All nodes in the system
eventually commit H. Different commit orders for these transactions are not allowed due
to the total order enforced by MiMoX. Suppose that two read-only transactions Ta and Tb,
executing on node Na and Nb, respectively, access the same shared objects. Let Ta perform
its first read operation on X accessing the last version of X committed at timestamp k, and
Tb at timestamp j. Let Pa and Pb be the prefixes of H defined by Ta and Tb, respectively.
Pa(H)={T1, . . . ,Tk} such that k ≤ i and Pb(H)= {T1, . . . ,Tj} such that j ≤ i. Pa and Pb

can be either coincident, or one is a prefix of the other because both are prefixes of H: i.e.,
if k < j, then Pa is a prefix of Pb; if k > j, then Pb is a prefix of Pa; if k = j, then Pa and
Pb coincide.

Let Pa be a prefix of Pb. Now, ∀ Tu, Tv ∈ Pa, Ta and Tb will observe Tu and Tv in the same
order (and for the same reason, it is true also for the other cases). In other words, due to
the total order of write transactions, there are no two read-only transactions, running on the
same node or different nodes, that can observe the same two write transactions serialized
differently.

Serializable history. In ParSpec, all speculative transactions (including those that will
abort) always observe a history that is serializable. This is because new speculative versions
are exposed only at the end of the transaction, when it cannot abort anymore; and because
each speculative transaction checks its abort bit after any operation. Assume three transac-
tions T1, T2 and T3, optimistically ordered in this way. T1 x-commits a new version of object
A, called A1 and T2 overwrites A producing A2. It also writes object B, creating B2. Both T2

and T3 run in parallel while T1 already x-committed. Now T3 reads A from T1 (i.e., A1) and
subsequently T2 starts to x-commit. T2 publishes the A2’s speculative version and flags T3

to abort because its execution is not compliant with the optimistic order anymore. Then T2

continues its x-commit phase exposing B2’s speculative version. In the meanwhile, T3 starts
a read operation on B before being flagged by T2, and it finds B2. Even though T3 is marked
as aborted, it already started the read operation on B before checking the abort-bit. For this
reason, this check is done after the read operation. In the example, when T3 finishes the read
operation on B, but before returning B2 to the executing thread, it checks the abort-bit and
it aborts due to the previous read on A. As a result, the history of a speculative transaction
is always (and at any point in time) compliant with the optimistic order, thus preventing
the violation of serializability.

6.4 Implementation and Evaluation

We implemented Archie in Java: MiMoX’s implementation inherited JPaxos’s [98, 57] soft-
ware architecture, while ParSpec has been built from scratch. As a testbed, we used
PRObE [32] as presented in Section 6.1. ParSpec does not commit versions on any sta-
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ble storage. The transaction processing is entirely executed in-memory while fault-tolerance
is ensured through replication.

We selected three competitors to compare against Archie. Two are state-of-the-art, open-
source, transactional systems based on state-machine replication. One, PaxosSTM [117]
implements the DUR model, while the other, HiperTM [48], complies with the DER model.
As the third competitor, we implemented the classical DER scheme (called SM-DER) [101],
where transactions are ordered through JPaxos [57] and processed in a single thread after
the total order is established.

PaxosSTM [117] processes transactions locally, and relies on JPaxos [57] as a total order layer
for their global certification across all nodes. On the other hand, HiperTM [48], as Archie,
exploits the optimistic delivery for anticipating the work before the notification of the final
order, but it processes transactions on single thread. In addition, HiperTM’s ordering layer
is not optimized for maximizing the time between optimistic and final delivery.

Each competitor provides its best performance under different workloads, thus they repre-
sent a comprehensive selection to evaluate Archie. Summarizing, PaxosSTM ensures high-
performance in workloads with very low contention, such that remote aborts do not kick-in.
HiperTM, as well as SM-DER, are independent from the contention because they process
transactions using a single thread but their performance is significantly affected by the length
of transactions (any operation is on the transaction’s critical path). This way, workloads
composed of short transactions represent their sweet spot. In addition, SM-DER excels for
workloads where contention is very high. Here the intuition is that, if only few objects are
shared, then executing transactions serially without any overhead is the best solution.

We provided two versions of Archie: one that exploits the optimistic delivery and one that
postpones the parallel execution until the transactions are final delivered. This way, we can
show the impact of the anticipation of the work, with respect to the parallel execution. The
version of Archie that does not use the optimistic delivery, called Archie-FD, replaces the
x-commit with the normal commit. In contrast with Archie, Archie-FD installs the written
objects during the commit. For the purpose of the study, we configured MaxSpec and the
size of the thread pool that serves read-only transactions as 12. This configuration resulted
in an effective trade-off between performance and scalability on our testbed. However, these
parameters can be tuned for exploring different trade-offs for the hardware and application
workload at hand.

The benchmarks adopted in this evaluation include Bank, a common benchmark that emu-
lates bank operations, TPC-C [20], a popular on-line transaction processing benchmark, and
Vacation, a distributed version of the famous application included in the STAMP suite [13].
We scaled the size of the system in the range of 3-19 nodes and we also changed the system’s
contention level by varying the total number of shared objects available. All the competitors
benefit from the execution of local read-only transactions. For this reason we scope out
read-only intensive workloads. Each node has a number of clients running on it. When we
increase the nodes in the system, we also slightly increase the number of clients accordingly.
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This also means that the concurrency and (possibly) the contention in the system moder-
ately increase. This is also why the throughput tends to increase for those competitors that
scale along with the size of the system. In practice, we used on average the following total
number of application threads balanced on all nodes: 1000 for TPC-C, 3000 for Bank, and
550 for Vacation.

6.4.1 Bank Benchmark

We configured the Bank benchmark for executing 10% and 50% of read-only transactions,
and we identified the high, medium and low contention scenarios by setting 500, 2000, and
5000 total bank accounts, respectively. We report only the results for high and medium
contention (Figure 6.3) because the trend in low contention scenario is very similar to the
medium contention though with higher throughput.
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(b) Throughput - Medium - 90%.
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(d) Throughput - High - 50%.
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Figure 6.3: Performance of Bank benchmark varying nodes, contention and percentage of
write transactions.

Figure 6.3(a) plots the results of the high contention scenario. PaxosSTM suffers from a
massive amount of remote aborts (≈85%), thus its performance is worse than others and it
is not able to scale along with the size of the system. Interestingly, SM-DER behaves better
than HiperTM because HiperTM’s transaction execution time is higher than SM-DER’s
due to the overhead of operations’ instrumentation. This is particularly evident in Bank,
where transactions are short and SM-DER’s execution without any overhead provides better
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performance. In fact, even if HiperTM anticipates the execution leveraging the optimistic
delivery, its validation and commit after the total order nullify any previous gain. We
observed also the time between the optimistic and final delivery in HiperTM to be less than
1 msec, which limits the effectiveness of its optimistic execution.

The two versions of Archie perform better than others but still Archie-FD, without the
speculative execution, pays a penalty in performance around 14% against Archie. This is due
to the effective exploitation of the optimistic delivery. Consistently with the results reported
in Section 6.1, we observed an average time between optimistic and final delivery of 8.6 msec,
almost 9× longer than HiperTM. However, as showed in Figure 6.3(c), Archie’s average
transaction latency is still much lower than others. The peak throughput improvement over
the best competitor (i.e., SM-DER) is 54% for Archie and 41% for Archie-FD.

Figure 6.3(b) shows the results with an increased number of shared objects in the system.
In these experiments the contention is lower than before, thus PaxosSTM performs better.
With 3 nodes, its performance is comparable with Archie but, by increasing the nodes and
thus the contention, it degrades. Here Archie’s parallel execution has a significant benefit,
reaching a speed-up by as much as 95% over SM-DER. Due to the lower contention, also the
gap between Archie and Archie-FD increased up to 25%.

Figures 6.3(d), 6.3(e), 6.3(f) show the results with higher percentage of read-only transac-
tions (50%). Recall that all protocols exploit the advantage of local processing of read-only
transactions but absolute numbers are higher than before, as well as latency is reduced, but
the trends are still similar.

6.4.2 TPC-C Benchmark

TPC-C is characterized by transactions accessing several objects and the workload has a con-
tention level usually higher than other benchmarks (e.g., Bank). The mix of TPC-C profiles
is the same as the default configuration, thus generating 92% of write transactions. We eval-
uated three scenarios, varying the total number of shared warehouses (the most contented
object in TPC-C) in the range of {1,19,100}. With only one warehouse, all transactions
conflict each other (Figure 6.4(a)) thus SM-DER behaves better than other competitors. In
this case, the parallel execution of Archie is not exploited because transactions are always
waiting for the previous speculative transaction to x-commit and then start almost the en-
tire speculative execution from scratch. Increasing the number of nodes, HiperTM behaves
better than Archie because of minimal synchronization required due to the single thread
processing. However, when the contention decreases (Figure 6.4(b)), Archie becomes better
than SM-DER by as much as 44%. Further improvements can be seen in Figure 6.4(c) where
contention is much lower (96% of gain).

Archie is able to outperform SM-DER when 19 warehouses are deployed, because it bounds
the maximum number of speculative transactions that can conflict each other (i.e., MaxSpec).
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Figure 6.4: Performance of TPC-C benchmark varying nodes and number of warehouses.

We used 12 as MaxSpec, thus the number of possible transactions that can conflict with each
other is less than the total number of shared objects, thus reducing the abort percentage
from 98% (1 warehouse) to 36% (19 warehouses) (see also Figure 6.6). Performance of SM-
DER worsens from Figure 6.4(a) to Figure 6.4(b). Although it seems counterintuitive, it
is because, with more objects, the cost of looking up a single object is less than with 19
objects.
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Figure 6.5: % of x-committed transactions before the notification of the total order.

Figure 6.5 shows an interesting parameter that helps to understand the source of Archie’s
gain: the percentage of speculative transactions x-committed before their total order is
notified. It is clear from the plot that, due to the high contention with only one warehouse,
Archie cannot exploit its parallelism thus almost all transactions x-commit after their final
delivery is issued. The trend changes by increasing the number of warehouses. In the
configuration with 100 warehouses, the percentage of x-committed transactions before their
final delivery is in the range of 75%-95%. The performance related to this data-point is
shown in Figure 6.4(c) where Archie is indeed the best, and the gap with respect to Archie-
FD increased up to 41%.

Figure 6.6 reports the percentage of aborted transactions of the only two competitors that
can abort: PaxosSTM and Archie. PaxosSTM invokes an abort when a transaction does
not pass the certification phase, while Archie aborts a transaction during the speculative
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Figure 6.6: Abort % of PaxosSTM and Archie.

execution. Recall that, in PaxosSTM, the abort notification is delivered to the client, which
has to re-execute the transaction and start again a new global certification phase. On
the other hand, Archie’s abort is locally managed and the re-execution of the speculative
transaction does not involve any client operation, thus saving time and network load. In this
plot, we vary the number of nodes in the system and, for each node, we show the observed
abort percentage changing with the number of warehouses as before. The write intensive
workload generates a massive amount of aborted transactions in PaxosSTM while in Archie,
thanks to the speculative processing of MaxSpec transactions at a time, the contention does
not increase significantly. The only case where Archie reaches 98% is with only one shared
warehouse.

6.4.3 Vacation Benchmark

The Vacation Benchmark is an application originally proposed in the STAMP suite [13]
for testing centralized synchronization schemes and often adopted in distributed settings
(e.g., [117]). It reproduces the behavior of clients that submit booking requests for vacation
related items.
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Figure 6.7: Throughput of Vacation benchmark.

Vacation generates longer transactions than the other considered benchmarks, thus also its
total throughput is lower. Figure 6.7 shows the results. In this experiment we varied the total
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number of relations (object used for defining the contention in the system) and we fixed the
number of nodes to 11. Vacation’s clients do not perform any read-only transaction, however
those transactions can still occur as a result of unsuccessful booking requests. However,
the actual number of read-only transactions counted is less than 3%, thus their impact on
performance is very limited.

With only 100 relations, SM-DER performs slightly better than the others, while increasing
objects, and thus decreasing contention, Archie is the best until 750 relations. After that, the
contention is so low that the certification-based approach of PaxosSTM prevails. From the
results it is clear how competitors based on single thread processing (SM-DER and HiperTM)
suffer in low contention scenarios because they cannot take advantage of any parallelism.

6.5 Summary

Most replicated transactional systems based on total order primitives suffer from the prob-
lem of single thread processing but they still represents one of the best solutions in scenarios
in which majority of transactions access few shared objects. Archie’s main goal is to allevi-
ate the transaction’s critical path by eliminating non-trivial operations performed after the
notification of the final order. In fact, if the sequencer node is stable in the system, Archie’s
commit procedure consists of just a timestamp increment. Results confirmed that Archie
outperformed competitors in write intensive workloads with medium/high contention.



Chapter 7

Caesar

The current technological trend in the area of network infrastructure (e.g., Amazon EC2 [2],
Google Cloud [33], RedHat OpenShift [91]) proposes a change in the way computational
resources are provisioned. Networks now are elastic, namely they can easily expand and
shrink according to the application needs and the expected workload. For this reason building
scalable services is considered a mandatory requirement for forthcoming solutions. This
aim becomes more challenging when the application involves transactional requirements
because: on one hand, logical contention among accessed objects likely hampers the system’s
scalability (i.e., adding resources to the system does not entail providing the same request’s
response time); and on the other hand, distributed transactional systems hardly give up
stringent fault-tolerance requirements, by enforcing data replication in order to cope failures
of nodes.

The widely used technique for building fault-tolerant transactional systems is providing a
global order among transactions spawned on all nodes so that their execution changes the
replicated shared state in the same way on all nodes (i.e., the so called State Machine Repli-
cation Approach [84]). Two major deployments of the State Machine Replication Approach
have been proposed in literature: one executes transactions optimistically on the originating
node and then a global “certification” is invoked to validate the optimistic execution against
other concurrent transactions in the system (e.g., [115, 103, 117, 84]); the other one orders
transactions before their execution and, once the global order is defined, transactions are
processed accordingly (e.g., [47, 70, 78]).

In this work we assume the latter approach because its execution model prevents transactions
from aborting (i.e., the order is defined before the execution) and the size of messages
exchanged among nodes is very small (i.e., the transaction’s footprint consists of only the
transaction’s name and its parameters), which is highly desirable for avoiding the saturation
of network bandwidth for high node count.

Up to a few years ago, a reasonable network size for such a system was in the range of 8 to 20

74
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nodes [70, 47, 78], however nowadays many dozens of nodes is the expected deployment. In
this scenario – i.e., when the system’s size increases and thus the load of the system is high –
the above replication model has two well-known drawbacks which may limit its effectiveness:
poor parallelism in the transaction execution and the existence of a single node (a.k.a.
leader), which defines the order on behalf of all nodes. Regarding the former, processing
transactions in accordance with a total order typically means processing them serially (see
Chapter 2 for alternative solutions which assume partitioned accesses). In addition, ordering
transactions in the same way on all nodes can be seen as an unnecessary overestimation
of the problem of transactional replication, because the outcome of the commits of two
non-conflicting transactions is independent from their commit order. Regarding the latter,
establishing a total order relying on one leader represents the de-facto solution since it
guarantees the delivery of a decision with the optimal number of communication steps [61].

The two mentioned problems are already addressed in literature. On one hand, more complex
ordering techniques have been proposed, which allow the coexistence of multiple leaders at
a time so that the work in the system is balanced among them, and the presence of a slow
leader cannot hamper the overall performance (as in the case of single leader) [69, 78]. On the
other hand, the problem of ordering transactions according to their actual conflicts has been
originally formalized by the Generalized Consensus [59] and Generic Broadcast [86] problems.
The core idea consists of avoiding a “blind” total order of all submitted transactions whereas
only those transactions that depend upon each other are totally ordered. This way each node
is allowed to deliver an order that differs from the one delivered by another node, while all of
them have in common the way conflicting transactions are ordered. The effort of classifying
conflicting transactions is then exploited during the processing phase because those non-
conflicting transactions can be activated in parallel without worrying about any form of
synchronization and therefore it enables the real parallelism (i.e., performance increases
along with the number of threads).

Combining the above design choices into a unique protocol that inherits the benefits from
all of them is the challenge we address in this work. Specifically, we show how existing
solutions, which provide leaderless Generalized Paxos-based protocols, suffer from serious
performance penalties when deployed in systems where general purpose transactions (i.e.,
transactions that perform both read and write operations) are assumed. Among the related
proposals (overviewed in Chapter 2), EPaxos [78] stands up due to its generality, low latency
and capability of reducing the number of nodes to contact during the ordering process1.

EPaxos [78] is a consensus algorithm that orders commands2 taking into account their content
(as Generalized Paxos) but allows multiple leaders to exist together, each with the assignment
of defining the order for a subset of sent commands. The major innovation of EPaxos is that
it is able to reply to the client as soon as the message is stable in the system , but before
its order is actually finalized. The actual delivery of the command to the processing layer is

1EPaxos decreases the quorum size by one as compared to Fast Paxos [64].
2A command is a general container of information and does not have any transactional semantic.
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delayed until some local computation is performed (e.g., analysis of a dependency graph for
computing the set of strongly connected components).

Thanks to this innovation, EPaxos is able to provide very high performance (e.g., throughput
in the range of a few, up to five, hundred-thousand commands delivered per second, and low
latency using 7 nodes) but it does not find its best case when deployed in a transactional
processing system where clients need to understand the result of a computation (e.g., the
result of a read transaction or the outcome of a transaction that invokes an explicit abort3)
before issuing the next transaction. In this scenario, all those operations needed for the
actual execution become part of the transactions critical path, significantly slowing down
the performance (as we will show in our evaluation study, Section 7.4.1).

The weakness of EPaxos derives from the way it avoids the usage of a single leader. It is
an egalitarian protocol where the “democracy” is the only form of government admitted
to regulate decisions. Therefore, the transaction execution order entirely depends on the
ballots, and the relevant cost paid to reach a decision is moved from the voting phase to the
counting of votes.

We present Caesar, a replicated transactional system that takes advantage of an innovative
multi-leader protocol implementing generalized consensus to enable high parallelism when
processing transactions. The core idea is enforcing a partial order on the execution of
transactions according to their conflicts, by leaving non-conflicting transactions to proceed in
parallel and without enforcing any synchronization during the execution (e.g., no locks). The
novelty of Caesar is in the way it is able to efficiently find a partial order among transactions
without relying on any designated single point of decision, i.e., leaderless, and overcoming the
limitations of recent democratic contributions in the field of distributed consensus (e.g., [78])
when applied to transactional processing.

Inspired by Mencius [69], each node in Caesar has a preassigned set of available positions
that can be associated with transactions activated on that node, and any two sets of two
different nodes have an empty intersection. In Caesar, a transaction T activated on node
N is executed on all nodes at position PT (chosen among the ones available for N) after
the execution of any other transaction conflicting with T and chosen at a position less
than PT . To do that, unlike Mencius, N does not need to gather information from all
nodes in the system to understand the status of all positions less than PT . Rather, Caesar
borrows the idea of exchanging quorums of dependencies from protocols like EPaxos [78],
thus guaranteeing high performance also in presence of failures or non-homogeneous nodes
(e.g., slow or temporarily unreachable nodes).

However, Caesar provides a set of innovations that make the proposed ordering protocol
well suited for On-Line Transactional Processing (OLTP) workloads, where the transac-
tion’s execution flow depends on the outcome of read operations. This kind of workload is
unquestionably the most diffused among common transactional applications.

3The business logic of the transaction calls an abort due to the results of some read operation.
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Besides the capability of being democratic like EPaxos, because the order of a transaction can
be decided upon the voting of a quorum of nodes, Caesar is also able to confine the democracy
in case the voting for a transaction does not provide a positive expected outcome. In that
case, in fact, the leader of that transaction autonomously decides the final order that will
be used to execute the transaction. This way, unlike EPaxos, deciding the final execution
order is not a process entailing the linearization of a conflict graph built using transactions
dependencies.

We implemented Caesar’s prototype in Java and conducted an extensive evaluation involving
three well-known transactional benchmarks like TPC-C [20] and the distributed version of
Vacation from the STAMP suite [13], and a Bank benchmark. In order to cover a wide
range of competitors, we contrasted Caesar against EPaxos [78], Generalized Paxos [59], and
a transactional system using MultiPaxos [60] for ordering transactions before the execution.
As a testbed, we used Amazon EC2 [2] and we scaled our deployment up to 43 nodes. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first consensus-based transactional system evaluated with
such a large network scale. The results reveal that Caesar is able to outperform competitors
in almost all cases, reaching the highest gain of more than one order of magnitude using
Bank benchmark, and by as much as 8× running TPC-C.

7.1 Leaderless Transactions’ Ordering

7.1.1 Overview

The idea of enforcing an order only among conflicting commands has already been origi-
nally formalized by the Generalized Consensus [59] and Generic Broadcast [86] problems
and followed by a set of implementations and optimizations, e.g., Generalized Paxos [59],
EPaxos [78], and Alvin [115].

In contrast to them, Caesar offers an integrated solution for disseminating conflicting trans-
actions in a way that is prone to scalability. It avoids the usage of the designated leader,
as adopted by the classical Paxonian algorithms (e.g., [86, 59, 16, 110]), in order to either
define the outcome of the consensus for the delivery position of a transaction, or act as a
contention solver in case of multiple nodes do not agree on the delivery sequence of (depen-
dent) transactions. In addition, it differs from two recent implementations of generalized
consensus, i.e., EPaxos [78] and Alvin [115]. EPaxos relaxes the need of a designated leader
by moving the complexity of the protocol from the agreement phase (where nodes exchange
information with the aim of defining the delivery position of a transaction with respect to the
other dependent transactions) to the delivery phase. In fact, its delivery phase requires the
linearization of a conflict graph built by taking into account the transaction dependencies
collected during the agreement phase in order to produce the final partial order. Caesar
does not need any computation after the transaction’s delivery. Alvin does not require
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EPaxos’s graph processing but involves expensive rounds of communication for exchanging
the transaction dependencies missed by the leader during the ordering phases, thus keeping
the message footprint large. Caesar collects dependencies only once during the ordering
phase, thus it reduces the network utilization.

The core idea behind Caesar is to define a deterministic scheme for the assignment of delivery
positions (i.e., positions in the final order that are associated with positive integers) to
submitted transactions, by following the general design of communication history-based total
order broadcast protocols [25, 69] where message delivery order is determined by the senders.

In Caesar, for each transaction T we define a unique transaction leader LT that is responsible
for establishing the final delivery position of T . LT is either the node that broadcast T , or
any other elected node if the latter is crashed or has been suspected by the failure detector.
Assuming Ni as LT , the final delivery position of T can only be an unused position PT such
that PT mod |Π| = i.

Caesar delivers a transaction T in position PT if and only if T ∈ depsT ′ for each directly
dependent transaction T ′ delivered in position PT ′ > PT , where depsT ′ is the set of transac-
tions which T ′ directly depends on. We say that two transactions are directly dependent, or
also conflicting, if they both access a common object and at least one of them writes on that
object. Thanks to this property, T ′ can be executed without any additional synchronization
mechanisms (e.g., locks) as soon as T commits because, this way, once T ′ starts its execution,
its accessed objects cannot be requested by any other concurrent transaction.

Therefore, when node LT has to define a delivery position for T , it selects the next available
position among the unused ones as defined above, and it tries to “convince” the other nodes
to accept T at that position issuing a proposal phase. A generic node Nj can accept T at a
certain position in case no other transaction T ′, which conflicts with T , will be delivered on
Nj at a later position without having observed T , i.e., T ′ does not have T in its dependency
set depsT ′ . In fact, if that was the case, a transaction T ′, which is ready to be executed on
node Ni, would have no clue about a possible later delivery of T , which should actually be
executed before T ′. The replies collected by LT in this phase are also used for building the
final dependency set depsT of T .

In case LT receives at least one negative acknowledgement about the acceptance of T during
the proposal phase, it executes a retry phase under no democracy in order to force a new po-
sition. Subsequently, LT broadcasts the final agreed position PT to all, whether the position
is the result of the proposal phase or the retry phase, together with the final dependency set
depsT . Finally, once depsT is delivered to a node, T can be processed on that node as soon
as all transactions in its depsT have committed on that node.

It is worth to note that, in both EPaxos and Alvin, when a leader collects discordant depen-
dencies in the proposal phase, it has to go through an additional phase (similar to Caesar’s
retry phase) in order to finalize the order of a transaction. This is not the case for Caesar,
in which a leader collecting discordant dependencies decides without undergoing the retry
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phase, as far as the position proposed in the proposal phase is accepted by other nodes.

Besides the general intuition of Caesar illustrated above, there are a number of key aspects
the protocol takes into account in order to provide the system’s liveness, high-performance
and scalability guarantee. First, since a leader needs to retry a proposal phase for a trans-
action in case a proposed position has been refused by some node, one might think that the
ordering process is prone to execute a potentially infinite number of proposal phases for a
certain transaction. However, as we will see in the section discussing the correctness of the
protocol (Section 7.3), Caesar’s design guarantees that the retry of a proposal is executed at
most once per transaction. This is fundamental because it ensures that, given a transaction
T and T ’s non-faulty leader LT , the decision process for T will always converge in a finite
and known sequence of steps.

The second critical aspect regards the number of replies a node should wait for before moving
forward in its ordering process. In Caesar, a node does not need to sense all the other nodes
before taking any decision (unlike Mencius [69]), in fact the proposal for a transaction can
be accepted by the transaction’s leader if it is acknowledged by at least a quorum of nodes.
As it will be clear later, waiting for the replies from a quorum of nodes is enough to consider
a proposed position as accepted. The actual size of the quorums used by Caesar depends
on the possibility of having the so called fast decision, namely the capability of deciding a
transaction in two communication delays when an initial proposal receives a confirmation
from a quorum of nodes.

7.1.2 Unfolding the Idea

Before moving into all the details of the protocol (Section 7.2), it is important to explain
how the core idea of Caesar, shown in the previous subsection, has been unfolded in order to
obtain the final working protocol. Here we illustrate how the rules executed by the protocol
have been inferred, along with an intuition on the correctness of those rules.

The main flow of the decision process about the position of execution of a transaction T
goes through the following four steps: (1) the leader LT selects an initial proposal for T (i.e.,
EST ); (2) LT requests to a quorum QF of nodes the confirmation of EST ; (3) in case the
replying quorum does not unanimously confirm EST , LT issues a retry for T with a new
position RET , and waits for the acceptance of the new proposal by a quorum QC of nodes;
(4) LT broadcasts the final position PT of execution of T as either EST or RET , depending
on whether the initial proposal has been confirmed or not. In the process of confirming a
proposal for T (step (2)), LT and the other nodes also agree on the set of transactions that
should precede T in the partial order and that are conflicting with T (i.e., depsT ). depsT is
the only information used locally by a node to determine when T can be delivered for the
execution, and it is therefore broadcast with the final position PT . Given the above steps,
we now show why a node may not confirm a proposal, and how the protocol behaves in this
case.
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(a) Wrong scenario where T ′′ does not wait for the
retry of T . T has to recompute dependencies by
restarting a proposal phase.

(b) Correct scenario where T ′′ waits for the retry of
T .

Figure 7.1: Acceptance rule Acc2 on denied positions.

Acceptance rule 1: looking at the future

Intuitively, since a transaction T ′ can be delivered for the execution only when all transactions
in depsT ′ have already been executed, the position accepted for any transaction in depsT ′

should be less than the position accepted for T ′. Therefore, let us consider a nodeNj receiving
an initial proposal EST for a transaction T . Caesar defines the following acceptance rule
for the tuple [Nj, EST , T ].

- Acc1[Nj, EST , T ]. Nj can confirm the position EST only if there is no transaction T ′

conflicting with T and accepted with a position greater than EST , such that T does not
belong to depsT ′ .

In case Acc1[Nj, EST , T ] is true, Nj can send a confirmation to LT with the set of
transactions conflicting with T and that are known by Nj to be possibly accepted in a
position less than EST , i.e., depsjT . Note that this set will be used by LT to compute the
final depsT .

On the contrary, in case Acc1[Nj, EST , T ] is false, Nj cannot confirm T at position EST ,
and therefore it sends a negative acknowledgement Nack to LT , by notifying the maximum
position that denied EST for T . This information is used by LT to choose a new position,
i.e., RET , such that Acc1[Nj, RET , T ] must be true. In addition, Nj stores the result of
the failed proposal for T at position EST as denied until LT actually sends the new proposal
for T .

Acceptance rule 2: looking at the past

Remembering the denied proposals is the key aspect that allows Caesar to avoid recomput-
ing and re-exchanging dependencies while LT retries a new position for T . In particular, let
us consider the scenario depicted in Figure 7.1(a), where node Nj sends a negative acknowl-
edgement Nack for the proposal EST of T (in steps 1-3 because Acc1[Nj, EST , T ] is
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false). We assume that this is because Nj has already accepted a transaction T ′ at position
EST + 1, such that T ′ conflicts with T , and T is not contained in depsT ′ . In case the Nack
from Nj is in the quorum of replies received by LT , LT is forced to select a new proposal
for T that has to be greater than EST + 1 (i.e., RET = EST + 3 in the example). In the
meanwhile, Nj could accept another transaction T ′′ at position EST + 2 and such that T ′′

and T are conflicting, and T is contained in depsT ′′ (step 4 in Figure 7.1(a)). Afterwards,
T is received by Nj with the retry at the new position RET = EST + 3, and it finds T ′′

as conflicting and accepted at position EST + 2 (which is clearly less than RET ). As a
consequence, Nj should include T ′′ in the dependencies of T and notify LT , which on its side
has to build again depsT as part of a new restarted proposal phase for T .

To solve this problem Caesar uses information about denied proposals in order to guarantee
that a retry always succeeds without the need of re-exchanging dependencies. Intuitively, if
a node Nj receives a proposal EST for a transaction T , it blocks the agreement process for
T in case there is a transaction T ′ such that T and T ′ are conflicting and Nj previously sent
a Nack for a position EST ′ of T ′ that is less than EST . This way we derive the following
acceptance rule for the tuple [Nj, EST , T ].

- Acc2[Nj, EST , T ]. Nj stops processing T until there is no transaction T ′ such that T
and T ′ are conflicting and Nj previously sent a Nack for a position EST ′ of T ′ less than
EST , i.e., T ′ was denied at position EST ′.

Therefore, by using the rule in the scenario depicted in Figure 7.1(a), we force transaction
T ′′ to wait for the arrival of T at a new position. We depict the example of the new behavior
in Figure 7.1(b). When T ′′ is received by Nj (step 4), rule Acc2[Nj, EST + 2, T ′′] blocks
the processing of T ′′ because there is a conflicting transaction T at a denied position EST ,
where EST is clearly less than EST + 2. After the arrival of T at the new position RET ,
T ′′ can be resumed.

7.2 Protocol Details

Given the description of the main idea behind the design of Caesar and the explanation on
how the idea is supported by the acceptance rules Acc1 and Acc2, in this section we provide
all details of the protocol. An execution of a transaction T in Caesar goes throughout three
phases, named Proposal phase, Retry phase and Processing phase.

7.2.1 Proposal Phase

The Proposal phase starts when T is submitted by a client to a node Ni in the system.
Ni becomes T ’s transaction leader LT and it becomes responsible for finding a serialization
order of T ’s execution against other concurrent transactions that are conflicting with T .
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To do that, Ni selects its estimated execution order of T (i.e., EST ), and it broadcasts a
Convince message containing T , EST and depsiT to all nodes4. EST is a position greater
than any other position observed by Ni so far and such that EST mod |Π| = i; depsiT is the
set of all transactions conflicting with T and that have been observed by Ni with a position
less than EST .

By doing that, Ni tries to convince at least a quorum of nodes to serialize the processing of
T at position EST . After that, it simply waits for QF replies in order to decide whether
EST is the final position for T or not. If all the replies in the quorum of size QF are Ack
messages, Ni can confirm the processing order of T as EST , otherwise if the quorum contains
at least a Nack message, T needs to undergo the additional Retry phase.

As we explained in the overview of the protocol, the final delivery for processing a transaction
T relies on the set of conflicting transactions which T depends on. Therefore, in the case
EST is confirmed, Ni needs to also determine the final set of conflicting transactions that
have to be executed at positions less than EST . In practice, an Ack message from a node
Nj also contains the set of transactions depsjT known by Nj and that are going to be possibly
delivered at a position less than EST . In this case, Ni receives QF Ack messages for T
at position EST and therefore it can broadcast an Exec message with parameters PT and
depsT to confirm that T has to be executed at position PT after transactions in depsT . In
this case, PT is clearly equal to EST and depsT is computed as the union of the sets depsjT ,
where depsjT is contained in the Ack message from Nj.

Before analyzing the case where Ni receives at least a Nack message in the quorum of
replies, let us understand how a node Nj, receiving a Convince message from Ni, computes
its reply. As a precondition, Nj first needs to execute the acceptance rule Acc2[Nj, EST ,
T ]. Therefore, Nj stops executing steps for T in case Nj stores a transaction T ′ such that
T and T ′ are conflicting and Nj previously sent a Nack message for a position EST ′ of T ′

that is less than EST . In fact, in this case T ′ is a transaction denied at a smaller position
EST ′ (see example of Figure 7.1).

If that is not the case, Nj can send an Ack message if Acc1[Nj, EST , T ] is true, namely
there is no transaction T ′ conflicting with T and accepted with a position greater than EST,
such that T is not in depsT ′ . As we will also clarify later on, a transaction T ′ is accepted
on Nj if Nj received either an Exec message or a Retry message for T ′; otherwise we say
that T ′ is pending on Nj.

Therefore, Nj executes the following steps for T : (i) it waits for the set watchSet of all
transactions conflicting with T and having a position greater than EST to be accepted; (ii)
if Acc1[Nj, EST , T ] is true, Nj sends an Ack message to Ni, where depsjT is the set with
all transactions conflicting with T and that are either pending or accepted on Nj with a
position less than EST ; (iii) if Acc1[Nj, EST , T ] is false, then Nj sends a Nack message

4We always assume that the destinations of a broadcast are all nodes in the system, including the node
broadcasting the message.
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to Ni by specifying the greatest position in watchSet (i.e., maxWatch), and again the depsjT
computed as the set of all transactions conflicting with T and either pending or accepted on
Nj with a position less than or equal to maxWatch.

The intuition here is the following. If Nj confirms the position EST , it informs Ni about the
transactions that it knows should be executed before T . Otherwise, if Nj cannot confirm the
position EST because there exist other transactions (i.e., watchSet) that will be executed
at positions greater than EST and that are not aware about the existence of T at position
EST , then Ni has to retry with a position greater than the ones of transactions in watchSet.

7.2.2 Retry Phase

In case Ni receives at least a Nack message in the quorum of replies, it has to retry with a
new position for T . It selects as new available position RET , which is the position that is
greater than any other position both contained in the Nack messages and ever observed by
Ni so far. Clearly RET has to be admissible forNi and therefore such that RET mod |Π| = i.
In addition, Ni also computes depsT at this stage, as it would have done at the end of a
successful proposal phase, i.e., by considering the union of all sets depsjT contained in the
Ack/Nack messages of the received quorum. Afterwards, Ni broadcasts a Retry message
with the pair RET and depsT in order to inform all the other nodes about its decision on T .

This decision, i.e., RET and depsT , is the final of Ni for T because of the twofold motivation:
(i) as it will be clarified in Section 7.3, at this stage there cannot exist a node Nj receiving
RET from Ni such that Acc1[Nj, RET , T ] is false, therefore forcing to change the position;
(ii) as previously explained in the example of Figure 7.1, there cannot exist a node Nj

proposing to further update depsT upon the reception of RET on a retry.

However, the decision process for T cannot stop here because we have to be sure that what
Ni decided survives even in case Ni becomes faulty later on. For this reason, in this phase
Ni waits for a quorum of QC replies for acknowledging the reception of the message Retry.
After that, its decision can be sent to all nodes by broadcasting the Exec message, along
with the final position PT = RET and depsT .

A node Nj receiving a Retry message for T at position RET and dependencies depsT
updates the status of T as accepted and sends an acknowledgement back to Ni. In addition,
Nj deletes any information (if any) about an old proposal for T so that any transaction T ′,
which experienced a false Acc2[Nj, EST

′, T ′] due to T , will be unblocked.

7.2.3 Execution Phase

A node Nj receiving an Exec message for T at position PT and dependencies depsT updates
the status of T as accepted (if it was still pending) and it marks T as ready to be executed.
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The execution phase of Caesar is really lightweight because any transaction T marked as
ready can be executed as soon as all transactions belonging to its dependency set, i.e.,
depsT , commit. Furthermore, the actual execution of a transaction can proceed without
any instrumentation because it does not require any synchronization while accessing shared
objects. In fact, any other transaction that could have developed a direct or transitive
dependency with T has been either executed before T or it will execute after the completion
of T .

In order to support such an execution, ready transactions should not create circular depen-
dencies. This problem can be trivially solved by removing every transaction T ′ from depsT
if T ′ is ready at a position greater than the one of T . It is worth noticing that this operation
does not entail missing the dependency between T and T ′, because the protocol guarantees
that in this scenario T is always contained in depsT ′ , since T is ordered before T ′.

Finally, the client requesting the execution of T receives a reply with the transaction’s
outcome when the execution of T completes on T ’s current leader.

7.2.4 Size of the Quorums and Handling of Failures

The way we select the values of QF and QC , i.e., fast and classic quorums, affects the
behavior of Caesar in how it guarantees correctness even in the presence of failures. As
a general scheme, if a node Ni suspects a node Nj, Ni tries to become the leader of any
pending transaction T whose leader is currently Nj, so that T can be finalized. This way
we have to guarantee that, if there exists at least one node that already decided to execute
T at a certain position, Ni cannot choose to execute T at a different position. As a result,
the size of the quorums should be such that when Ni caches up and decides to finalize the
execution of T , it is able to gather enough information from the other correct nodes in order
to avoid mistakes.

To accomplish this recovery, Ni gets information about T and T ’s dependencies from a
quorum of QC nodes and it explores a set of cases to find out the final position of T . The
trivial cases are the ones where there exists at least one node in the quorum that already
accepted T , i.e., it received either an Exec message or a Retry message for T . In those
cases, in fact, Ni needs only to force that decision by re-executing a retry phase followed by
an execution phase.

In the other cases, T was at most pending at all nodes in the quorum that replied to Ni.
Thus these QC nodes only observed at most the Convince message for T that was sent
in the proposal phase from T ’s old leader Nj. Therefore we choose the size of QF in the
proposal phase such that if Nj decided after having received QF Ack messages in the proposal
phase, then the QC replies gathered by Ni would contain a majority of Ack messages for T .
Equivalently, we say that the number of gathered Nack messages, which is at most equal
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to |Π| −QF , has to be less then QC

2
:

|Π| −QF <
QC

2
(7.1)

Actually we can do better than that, because in case T is conflicting with another transaction
T ′, and Ni received information from the leader of T ′ during T ’s recovery, Ni can just
understand the relative position of T by looking at the decision for T ′, i.e., if T is not in
depsT ′ then T ′ has to be in depsT ; and, vice-versa, if T is in depsT ′ then T ′ should not be
inserted in depsT . We can then adjust Eq. 7.1 by saying that the number of gathered Nack
messages has to be less then QC

2
, only in case we do not gather information from a leader of

a transaction conflicting with T :

|Π| −QF − 1 <
QC

2
(7.2)

Ni’s recovery proceeds by choosing the position confirmed by a possible majority of Ack
messages in the quorum of QC replies that are gathered before. If that majority does not
exist, Ni can decide the position of T by looking at the decisions made by the leaders of all
transactions reported by the QC replies as conflicting with T .

Since the number of nodes |Π| is known, we need an additional equation to obtain the values
of QF and QC . In particular we have to avoid that two new leaders of two conflicting and
concurrent transactions T and T ′, here called opponents, both believe that the old leaders of
T and T ′ respectively had both decided in the proposal phase (hence after having collected
QF Ack messages) and such that T 6∈ depsT ′ and T ′ 6∈ depsT (which is clearly impossible).
After f failures and ignoring the reply from the other opponent, each opponent cannot collect
a sufficient number of replies ( |Π|−f

2
) in the recovery phase which totaled up to f is greater

than or equal to QF :
|Π| − f

2
+ f − 1 < QF (7.3)

If we minimize the ratio |Π|
f

by considering |Π| = 2f + 1, we obtain the following sizes for
the classic and fast quorums, respectively:

QC = f + 1 (7.4)

QF = f +

⌊
f + 1

2

⌋
(7.5)

Note that these are the same quorum sizes adopted by EPaxos [78] and the recovery phase
we are applying follows the one in EPaxos.
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7.3 Correctness

Due to space constraints we do not provide the formal proof on the correctness of Caesar even
thought we gave some hints on why the protocol works in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.2. However
in this section we provide informal arguments on how Caesar is able to guarantee One-Copy
Strict Serializability (1CSS) on the history of the committed transactions.

A transaction T is executed and committed on a nodeNi only after all transactions conflicting
with T and contained in depsT have been executed and committed on Ni. So, by iterating
the reasoning for the transactions in depsT , we can then conclude that any two transactions
T and T ′ ready to execute on a node Ni are processed and committed sequentially (i.e.,
one after the other) on Ni if there is an either direct or transitive dependency between the
two. This is enough to guarantee that there always exists a serial history of committed
transactions S (where all transactions are executed sequentially) that is equivalent to the
historyH of the transactions committed on Ni. In particular S is the serial history containing
all and only transactions committed in H and it is obtained from H as follows:

- The order of execution of any pair of transactions that are executed sequentially in H is
preserved in S.

- The order of execution of any pair of transactions that are executed concurrently in H is
any of the two possible ones.

For the formal definition of histories, equivalence of two histories and Strict Serializability
we refer to [7, 1]. However, intuitively since S is serial, and the two histories have the same
return values for the executed read operations and produce the same transactional state, H
is Serializable. In addition H is also Strict because the equivalent serial history S does not
revert the order of execution of non-concurrent dependent transactions.

To show that any history H committed by Caesar (here we are not referring to a particular
node anymore) is 1CSS, we need to show that it is equivalent to a serial history S as it was
executed over a single logical non-replicated copy of the transactional state. This is trivially
verified in Caesar because the partial order of transactions is the same on all nodes and S
can be built as shown above by starting from the history H committed on any of the nodes
(all nodes execute and commit exactly the same history).

We have shown that Caesar guarantees One-Copy Strict Serializability thanks to two prop-
erties of the ordering protocol: i) the partial order of transactions is the same on all nodes
and ii) if two transactions T and T ′ are conflicting and they are decided at positions PT and
PT ′ respectively, where PT < PT ′ , then T is contained in depsT ′ .

In a failure-free execution the former property is verified since the decision on the order of a
transaction T , i.e., position PT and dependencies depsT , is taken by a unique node, namely
T ’s leader LT , which broadcasts the decision to all the other nodes. Further, in a scenario
with failures, even though T ’s leader fails before all nodes have learnt its decision about T ,
but after the decision has been learnt by at least one node in the system, Caesar guarantees
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that T ’s new leader does not enforce any decision different from the one already taken by
T ’s old leader (see Section 7.2.4).

Concerning the latter property, we can show that if we suppose that the property is not
guaranteed by contradiction, we can obtain an absurd. In particular we can suppose that
there are two conflicting transactions T and T ′ that are decided at positions PT and PT ′

respectively, where PT < PT ′ , and such that T is not contained in depsT ′ . We have to
distinguish two different scenarios depending on whether T ′ executes a retry phase or not.
T ′ executes a retry. We suppose that T ′ first selects a position EST ′ < PT (because T is
not in depsT ′) and then it retries with position PT ′ due to a Nack received in the proposal
phase. Thanks to the acceptance rule Acc1 (Section 7.1.2), if there is a node sending a
Nack for T ′, then there are at least QC nodes that do the same (because a Nack is sent
due to an accepted transaction). Therefore, there is at least a node Nj where the proposal
phase for T waits till the reception of T ′ at new position PT ′ due to the acceptance rule
Acc2 (Section 7.1.2). Furthermore, since T ′ is accepted without T in depsT ′ , then Nj forces
T to retry at a new position PT > PT ′ , due to the acceptance Acc1, by contradicting the
hypothesis PT < PT ′ .
T ′ does not execute a retry. We suppose that the first proposal EST ′ by T ′ is the final
one PT ′ . Since T ′ has been accepted without T in its depsT ′ , there exists at least one node
Nj that forces a retry phase for T at position PT > PT ′ . And clearly that contradicts the
hypothesis PT < PT ′ .

As a last note we show that the retry phase for a transaction T cannot be executed multiple
times in Caesar. In fact, there cannot exist a node Nj replying in the retry phase of T and
such that Acc1[Nj, PT , T ] due to a conflicting transaction T ′. This is because the only two
admissible cases are the following: (i) PT is greater than the position PT ′ of T ′ because T
observed T ′ before the retry ; (ii) T is in the dependency set of T ′, namely depsT ′ , because
T ′ observed T during its proposal phase.

7.4 Implementation and Evaluation

We implemented a prototype of Caesar in Java and we contrasted it with the three most
related competitors in literature: EPaxos, Generalized Paxos (called GenPaxos), and a trans-
actional system based on the State Machine Replication Approach [84] where transactions are
ordered before executions using the MultiPaxos protocol [60] (called TSMR). This selection
allows us to identify strengths and weaknesses of Caesar because each of these competitors
performs well in a particular scenario and suffers in others. The main goal of this evaluation
is showing how Caesar scales up along with the size of the system, while all competitors
(especially those based on single leader) slow down after a certain amount of nodes. We
did not include Alvin in this evaluation because Alvin adopts a different replication scheme
where transactions are executed locally at the originating node before being globally ordered.
This approach has advantages and disadvantages when compared with Caesar’s model, thus
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Figure 7.2: Performance of TPC-C benchmark.

a system comparison would be misleading.

In order to conduct a fair comparison, all competitors have been re-implemented using the
same programming language and the same runtime framework developed for Caesar. This
way, all take advantage of the same low level mechanisms applied to Caesar, e.g., batching
network messages in a single but bigger message.

In order to pursue this goal, we used the Amazon EC2 infrastructure reserving 43 nodes
within the category c3.8xlarge. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evaluation
showing a Paxos-based transactional system with such a large network. Each machine has
32 CPU cores and 60GB of memory. All nodes are located on the same Amazon datacenter
and interconnected through a 10Gbps network. All results are the average of 5 samples.

The evaluation study goes through three well-known benchmarks: two of them are real
applications (i.e., TPC-C [20] and Vacation [13]), and one is the lightweight Bank benchmark.
For each benchmark we identified certain contention levels by changing the total number of
shared objects. This way we analyze scenarios where few objects are shared, thus total
order (as TSMR) should pay off more than others, or scenarios where the shared dataset is
large, thus the probability to access common objects is lower and conflicting-aware ordering
protocols (such as GenPaxos, EPaxos and Caesar) should gain more. All configurations do
not include the classical optimization of running read-only transactions locally using a multi-
versioning concurrency control because this way we can clearly compare the rules used by
the different competitors for ordering (and processing) transactions. In all the experiments
we set a fixed amount of clients per node. This way, increasing the nodes also means increase
the load of the system.

7.4.1 TPC-C and Vacation Benchmarks

TPC-C and Vacation perform a non trivial amount of work per transaction. TPC-C is the
popular on-line transaction processing benchmark, and Vacation is the distributed version
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Figure 7.3: Performance of Vacation benchmark.

of the famous application included in the STAMP suite [13] that reproduces the behavior of
clients that submit booking requests for vacation related items.

Figure 7.2 shows the performance collected running TPC-C. The benchmark has been con-
figured using the classical configuration, which suggests to deploy as many warehouses (the
most contented object) as the total number of nodes in the system, thus we deployed 43
of them. Most TPC-C transactions perform an operation to a warehouse before to execute
other operations. Given this access pattern, TPC-C’s workload is notoriously considered
very conflicting. This is clear also from Figure 7.2(a) where the best competitor is TSMR
due to the presence of a single leader which orders all transactions indiscriminately, without
looking into their conflicts. However, after 27 nodes, TSMR leader’s resources saturate, thus
slowing down its ordering process.

On the other side, Caesar is slower than TSMR for low node count (due to also the lower
number of clients in the system), but it starts being very effective where TSMR shows scal-
ability issues because of the exploitation of multiple leaders and its fast decision rule, which
allows the delivery of an ordered transaction even if the dependency sets collected for that
transaction are discordant. Interestingly, EPaxos is not able to exploit the fast decision
properly because, with few shared objects, the probability to collect different dependency
sets during the proposal phase is high. This causes a second phase, which involves further
communication steps, and thus it explains EPaxos’s low throughput. Figure 7.2(c) confirms
this intuition, showing that Caesar is able to deliver an ordered and ready-to-process trans-
action with the fast decision in at least 80% of the cases. We do not include GenPaxos in this
plot because it uses the same conditions as EPaxos for fast delivering an ordered transaction
so their performance would be very similar (we also increased the readability of the plot).
As overall improvement, Caesar gains up to 8× better than EPaxos at high node count, and
almost one order of magnitude against TSMR.

Figure 7.2(b) reports the latency measured during the previous experiment. If follows the
same (inverse) trend of the throughput, thus EPaxos shows the worst client perceived latency.
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This can be explained considering the number of operations that EPaxos needs to perform
before replying to the client, which includes the analysis of the dependency graph and the
breakage of strongly connected components. Those operations are not taken into account if
transactions do not read any object but they only write. In this case EPaxos can actually
reply to the client before the accomplishment of the above operations. However such a
workload is not representative of usual transactional applications such as TPC-C.

GenPaxos is consistently slower than EPaxos, especially after 11 nodes. Interestingly, from
the analysis of the plot in Figure 7.2(b), GenPaxos provides latency up to 40% lower than
EPaxos in the range of 3-15 nodes. This is because within a high performance network infras-
tructure and without an overloaded leader, solving conflicting proposals using a designated
leader, as GenPaxos, helps to reduce latency.

Table 7.1 reports some further performance statistics related to EPaxos and the impact of
local computation before starting the execution of a transaction. We report for three network
deployments (11,19 and 31 nodes): the average size of the dependency graph, found every
time the analyzing procedure starts; the percentage of strongly connected components (SCC)
having more than one node involved against all the SCC found (including the trivial ones
with only one nodes); the average number of nodes within a SCC. Clearly, increasing the
size of the system, and thus the contention, the number of SCC grows, along with its size.

Nodes Average % SCC % Average size
size of graph >1 of SCC

11 2.91 4% 1.27

19 26.36 17% 4.25

31 44.91 47% 9.65

Table 7.1: Costs of EPaxos’s graph analysis using TPC-C.
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Figure 7.4: Performance of Bank benchmark.

The performance of Vacation’s benchmark is reported in Figure 7.3. We configured it to share
2000 relations (the key object type of Vacation). The trend of all competitors is similar to the
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one showed before but Vacation produces in general a less conflicting workload than TPC-C,
thus EPaxos is exposing better performance than others until 19 nodes, then Caesar takes
over and sustains its performance while increasing the system’s size. Interestingly, TSMR
is constantly slower than other multi-leader protocols even for low node count. The reason
is related to the network message size, which is high in Vacation thus reducing the benefit
of leader’s batching. We recall that batching in case of TSMR is the key component for
providing high performance.

The performance of GenPaxos clearly shows its capability to exploit the fast decision even
in case the leader is close to its saturation point, thus outperforming TSMR but still being
slower than EPaxos. The inverse situation happens when EPaxos degrades and GenPaxos
places its performance again in between TSMR and EPaxos (but this time performing better
than EPaxos).

Figure 7.3(b) reports the throughput varying the number of clients in the range of 50 to 900
and fixing the number of nodes as 19. This plot shows how the competitors react when the
load of the system is progressively increased. All our experiments assume a constant number
of clients per node, thus there could be cases where the overall system is not properly loaded
(especially in the left part of the plots). Figure 7.3(b) covers this case. Despite TSMR,
which does not increase its performance along with the number of clients, both EPaxos and
Caesar scale up until 600 clients per node, and then sustain.

In Figure 7.3(c) we integrated the results showed in Figure 7.3(b) with the client perceived
latency. Specifically, for each competitor we report the latency measured when the system
was providing a certain throughput (using 19 nodes). Given that not all competitors provide
all the plotted throughput, some data points are not shown. The plot shows an interesting
aspect of TSMR, high latency with low throughput. This is mainly because the system is not
properly loaded, thus the batching mechanism has to wait a certain amount of time before
sending out the batch. This timeout is never reached in other cases where the batch is sent
due to space depletion.

7.4.2 Bank Benchmark

The Bank benchmark is an application that mimics the operations of a monetary system.
Each transaction accesses two objects (i.e., accounts) and move a certain amount of money
from one account to another. This benchmark is widely used because it is configurable and
the transaction execution time is very limited, thus pointing out other predominant costs
in the system (e.g., the way transactions are ordered). Given that, Bank represents a good
scenario for TSMR because the serial execution after the delivery does not have a big impact.
However, after a certain amount of nodes we expect TSMR’s performance go down due to
saturation of leader’s resources.

Figure 7.4 shows the transactional throughput varying the number of nodes and the con-
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tention level. We managed to change it by increasing the number of shared accounts in the
system (i.e., more account means less contention). We identified 5000 and 50000 as high
and low contention level, respectively. Each transaction accesses two accounts uniformly
distributed across all available. TSMR is not affected by the different contention levels be-
cause it processes totally ordered transactions serially, thus the only impact of having more
shared objects is in the management of the data repository, which is slightly more expen-
sive. However, in both the tested scenarios (Figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b)) after 15 nodes, the
performance of the leader goes down significantly.

EPaxos performs better than Caesar until 19 nodes, then the contention starts increasing
and this entails reducing the probability of delivering transactions using a fast decision (Fig-
ure 7.4(c)) and a bigger graph to analyze for EPaxos. Both these overheads push EPaxos’s
performance down. Caesar is not affected by such a overhead, thus it sustains its performance
even in presence of high contention (Figure 7.4(a)), or increases it in the lower contention
scenario (Figure 7.4(b)). Figure 7.4(c) highlights the impact of delivering with a fast deci-
sion also in presence of discordant dependencies (but with a confirmed order). EPaxos’s fast
decision probability suddenly drops increasing the contention whereas Caesar still exploits
this important feature.

GenPaxos’s performance is in between TSMR and EPaxos in almost in all data points. In
the scenario with 5k accounts, GenPaxos is able to move the saturation point of TSMR a bit
further, but it still saturates before EPaxos, which does not rely on a centralized leader for
executing the second phase after an unsuccessful proposal phase. The same happens at lower
contention level, where the fast decision and a still non-overloaded leader allow GenPaxos
to behave better than others until 15 nodes. From the analysis of the plot in Figures 7.4(a)
and 7.4(b) we can deduct that EPaxos outperforms Caesar by as much as 28% using 11
nodes, and TSMR performs better than Caesar by as much as 29% using 7 nodes. However,
when the system’s size increases, Caesar finds its sweet spot and outperforms both EPaxos
and TSMR by more than one order of magnitude.

7.5 Conclusion

Caesar shows that having egalitarian multi-leaders in a high node count replicated trans-
actional system does not pay off in presence of interactive workload, where transaction’s
outcome can be delivered to the client only after the actual transaction’s processing. How-
ever, single-leader replication protocols do not scale along with the size of the system, thus
the presence of multiple leaders is still desirable. Caesar proposes a solution for accomplish-
ing this goal: enabling high performance and scalability of strongly consistent transactional
systems. Results confirmed the claim by outperforming competitors on almost all tested
cases.



Chapter 8

Dexter

Past work has shown that AR-based solutions outperform competitor approaches [48, 80, 54],
especially on high-contention workloads (i.e., where transactions are mostly conflicting) and
those with a higher percentage of read-only requests. However, AR-based solutions suffer
from poor scalability.

AR exploits the ordering layer for reproducing the same transactional state on multiple nodes
such that read-only workloads can be executed quickly without remote interactions. This
technique scales: with increasing number of nodes, more read-only requests can be locally
served on those nodes, increasing the overall performance. However, the ordering layer is
expensive in terms of the number of messages exchanged for reaching agreement among the
nodes (number of messages exchanged typically increase quadratically with the number of
participant nodes). Thus, when the system size increases, the overall performance increases
up to a certain point, after which the ordering layer becomes the performance bottleneck,
significantly hampering further scalability.

In this work, we overcome AR’s non-scalability. We present Dexter, an an AR-based trans-
actional system that scales beyond the ordering layer’s performance bottleneck. Our key
idea is to exploit application specifics to achieve high scalability.

AR solutions usually exploit local concurrency control protocols that rely on multi-versioned
objects. In particular, when a read-only transaction is delivered on a node, the transaction
uses the local timestamp to determine the set of shared objects that can be seen during the
transaction’s execution, preserving serializability. As an example, when a write transaction
Tw commits its writing on an object Ow, it appends a new version of Ow, called Ow2. This
way, if a read-only transaction Tr that started before Tw’s commit wants to read Ow, then
Tr will not access Ow2; otherwise, Tr’s transactional history could become non-serializable.
Instead, Tr will access a previous version of Ow that is compliant with its previously acquired
timestamp. As a result, read-only transactions are executed in parallel, without conflicting
with on-going write transactions, and their execution cannot be aborted. Abort-freedom of

93
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read-only transactions is a highly desirable property, because it allows read-only workload –
the common case – to be processed quickly even though the objects read are not always the
latest copy available in the system.

Dexter leverages the abort-freedom property for serving those class of transactions that
do not necessarily require access to the latest object versions. As an example, many online
vendors (e.g., Amazon, Walmart, Ebay) keep inventory of various items at different locations.
A customer who is planning to buy an item needs to know about the available inventory
(in addition to price and other information) to make a timely decision. Sometimes, it is not
necessary (from the vendor’s standpoint) to respond with the most up-to-date information
if the item has a large inventory and is not sold that often. This is because, from the
customer’s standpoint, it is irrelevant whether the inventory that is displayed about the item’s
availability is up-to-date or stale if the inventory is significantly larger than the maximum
amount that a single customer would usually buy.

Dexter’s architecture divides nodes into one synchronous group and a set of asynchronous
groups. Nodes in the synchronous group process write-transactions according to the classical
AR paradigm. Nodes in the asynchronous groups are lazily updated, and only serve read-
only transactions with different requirements on data freshness. The asynchronous groups
are logically organized as a set of levels, with each group maintaining objects with a certain
degree of freshness. The synchronous group stores the latest versions of the objects, and
thereby serves those read-only requests that need access to the latest object versions. The
asynchronous group at the first level manages read-only requests on objects that are not
the latest, but at the same time, are not too old as well. At the second level, as well as at
further levels, the expected freshness of objects decreases accordingly. The main advantage
of this architecture is that write transactions yield AR’s traditional high performance, while
at the same time, nodes can scale up for serving additional read-only workloads, exploiting
the various level of freshness that is available or expected.

For exploiting the aforementioned architecture, obviously, the application must specify the
needed level of freshness guarantees. For this reason, Dexter provides a framework for
inferring rules that are used for characterizing the freshness of a read-only transaction when
it starts in the system. Using this framework, the programmer can describe the application’s
requirements. Rules can be defined based on the elapsed time since the last update on an
object was triggered, as well as based on the content of the object (as well as the type of
the object). Using this framework, the programmer defines rules in content-based style, e.g.,
“when the field F1 of an object O is in the range of α and β, then a read-only request can
be handled at the level L,” or in time-based style, e.g., “the version of object O that is ε old
is stored at the level M .”

Dexter also provides a more explicit API to the application such that the programmer can
directly force the desired level for read-only requests. If the application has a specific class
of queries that must access the latest versions of the objects, then the programmer can mark
those requests with level 0, which corresponds to the synchronous group, and the request
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will be directly delivered and managed by the synchronous group.

Dexter processes transactions to match application rules. It distinguishes between the ex-
ecution flows of read and write transactions. Write transactions submitted by application
threads are delivered and processed in the synchronous group using a high-performance
active replication protocol, without interfering with the asynchronous groups. In contrast,
read-only transactions that are not tagged by the application to be handled at a specific level
are not delivered to the synchronous group, but rather to the asynchronous group at the last
level (i.e., with the greatest index according to the previous definition). Each asynchronous
group accepts a transaction request and selects one node for its processing. If the node,
during the transaction execution, recognizes that at least one rule is not satisfied, then the
read-only request is propagated to one level up. This way, the asynchronous group that is
able to satisfy all the rules will reply to the application, without consuming resources in the
synchronous group, thereby allowing it to process write workloads without any slow-down.

The downside of this architecture is that, read-only transactions may not be processed com-
pletely locally, potentially increasing their latency. However, the number of expected levels
in the system is limited, thus limiting the maximum number of hops that a read-only trans-
action has to perform. In addition, not all the read-only requests traverse all the levels (oth-
erwise the application is not actually designed for exploiting Dexter’s architecture). Thus,
the architecture is particularly effective when the majority of the requests can be served by
asynchronous groups with the lower levels of data freshness.

As we argued before, in many e-commerce-like applications, most of the queries do not need
to access the latest object versions; older versions are likely sufficient. In particular, the
perception of time between the system and the user is different. When the number of items
available in the stock for a needed purchase is very high, a refresh time of 10 seconds is
negligible from the user’s perception. From the system’s perception, making asynchronous
updates every 10 seconds could help offload a number of read-only transactions from the
synchronous group to the asynchronous groups, which reduces interference to read-write
transactions, improving write transactions’ throughput and, in general, overall performance.

We implemented Dexter in Java. We used HiperTM [48], an AR-based transactional protocol
and system for implementing the synchronous group, directly leveraging its implementation.
The rest of the infrastructure was built from scratch. We conducted an extensive evaluation
study aimed at testing the scalability of the system. Our experiments on PRObE [32], an
high-performance public cluster, reveal that Dexter improves throughput by as much as 2×
against HiperTM using Bank, and 2.1× using TPC-C.

8.1 System Model and Assumptions

As the system setup demands of Dexter are different than the previous works, we need to
refine the system model presented in Chapter 4. Since Dexter requires bounds on network
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communication delays a synchronous network [67], rather than a partially synchronous one.

Dexter’s architecture divides nodes into one synchronous group and a set of asynchronous
groups. Nodes in the synchronous group process write-transactions according to the classical
AR paradigm, thus they require a consensus algorithm for ordering incoming transactions.
In this group, the usual assumption is having 2f + 1 correct nodes, where at most f nodes
are faulty.

Nodes in the asynchronous groups are lazily updated, and only serve read-only transactions
with different requirements on data freshness. In the asynchronous groups, we do not globally
order transactions, because updates from the synchronous group are already ordered. In
these groups we assume a number of correct nodes and a �S failure detector [15], sufficient
for supporting the desired leader-election algorithm (Dexter’s solution is independent from
the specific leader-election algorithm actually used).

Nodes share a synchronized clocks running a clock synchronization protocol, such as Network
Time Protocol (NTP) [76]. In our dedicated test-bed we measured a maximum skew of 1
msec. We also assume that all the delays configured in Dexter are longer than this time.

8.2 Architecture Overview

Dexter groups nodes according to different levels of freshness guarantees. We define the
freshness of a shared object based on two factors: time and number of updates received.
Focusing only on time-based freshness can be misleading. For example, if the last update on
an object was received ∆ time units ago, we cannot say that the object is ∆ time units old,
because it is possible that no other updates could have happened during ∆ and therefore
the object is still fresh. In contrast, if several updates occur on the object during ∆, then it
should be considered old, having a lower level of freshness.

As previously mentioned, Dexter defines two group types: the synchronous group and the
asynchronous group. The synchronous group is defined as the set of nodes that serve both
read-only and write transactions, and there is only one such group in the system. Overall
system progress cannot be guaranteed without this group. Read-only transactions running
on the synchronous group always operate on the most recent versions of the accessed objects.

The protocol for executing transactions in the synchronous group is based on active replica-
tion [102, 80, 48, 79]. This design choice is made not only for obtaining high-performance,
but also because, in active replication, each node is aware of all the write transactions sub-
mitted by any client. This means that, each correct node can reproduce the same state of
the whole shared data-set independently from the others. This property is fundamental to
Dexter, because one of the tasks of the synchronous group is to propagate recent updates
to the asynchronous groups. In addition, by keeping the size of the synchronous group
small, we also inherit AR’s key benefits including faster execution of write transactions and
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Figure 8.1: Dexter’s architecture.

high-throughput of the ordering layer [8].

Recall that, in active replication, write transactions are executed in order. Therefore, the
impact of transactions’ conflicts is also minimal. In addition, each node is equipped with
a multi-versioned concurrency control protocol for serving read-only transactions without
incurring abort costs due to logical contention with concurrently executing write transac-
tions [48, 54].

Dexter defines multiple asynchronous groups. Each of them is responsible for serving read-
only transactions issued by clients. Write transactions are never delivered to asynchronous
groups; instead, they get deferred updates from the synchronous group. The process of dis-
seminating updates across the asynchronous groups is optimized for the size of the updates.
If the synchronous group is able to process ≈100K write transactions per second, then each
node produces a large amount of data to be propagated per second 1. 2.

The synchronous group contains two leaders: one for ordering the write transaction requests
received from the clients, called the AR-leader, and another for transferring the updates to
the asynchronous groups, called the update-leader. The AR-leader [8, 60] is elected (in the
presence of failures) using a classical leader election algorithm [60]; the update-leader is simi-
larly elected. Moreover, we transition the role of the update-leader among the different nodes
during the evolution of the system, because the process of pushing updates to asynchronous
nodes requires computational resources that are also needed for executing the active repli-
cation protocol. If the same node ends up as both the update-leader and the AR-leader,
then that node’s performance will likely decrease. If the AR-leader slows down, it degrades
the ordering layer’s performance, and as a consequence, degrades the performance of write

1Consider an integer object of 4 bytes. Let transactions access two such objects. If 50% of the transactions
access different objects, then a node generates 400K bytes of new data each second.

2As an example, if the transfer unit per transaction is 4 bytes then each second a node generates 400K
bytes of new data to transfer.
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transactions. Any other correct node within the synchronous group is a good candidate for
being an update-leader, because every node has the entire shared data-set consistent and
updated (due to the active replication protocol). For this reason, we exclude the AR-leader
from the set of possible new update-leaders.

The performance of the update-leader could be affected during the processing of the deferred
updates. However, ordering layers usually base their decision on the majority of the replies
collected. During the time needed for deferring all the updates, the update-leader will
unlikely end up in this majority. As a result, this likely will not affect the performance of
the ordering protocol.

Each asynchronous group also elects an update-leader using the same algorithm as the syn-
chronous group. This node is responsible for managing incoming updates.

Groups are logically organized as a chain. Let SG denote the synchronous group and AGn

denote the asynchronous group located at position n of the chain. The whole system can
be logically viewed as a chain of updates e.g., SG → AG1 → AG2 → . . .→ AGn. The syn-
chronous group, through the update-leader, forwards the updates to the first asynchronous
group (i.e., AG1). AG1’s update-leader receives those updates and broadcasts them to other
nodes in the same group. AG1’s update-leader also propagates updates to AG2. Generaliz-
ing, the asynchronous group AGi elects an update-leader that receives updates from group
AGi−1 and forwards new updates to AGi+1. We name each position in the chain as level :
level 0 corresponds to SG; level i represents AGi.

We define three parameters (also called system parameters in the rest of the chapter) that
can trigger the event of forwarding updates from level 0 to level 1:

- δ, which represents the time between two updates. When the update-leader finishes push-
ing updates to the next level, it triggers the next update forwarding process after time
δ;

- λ, which is the number of object updates seen by a replica since the last forwarding. It
corresponds to the sum of the size of the write-sets of committed transactions (i.e.,

∑
|Tx.writeset|);

- Λ, which is the maximum number of updates observed by a replica per object.

If one of these parameters exceed a predefined threshold, the update-leader starts forwarding
updates to level 1 of the chain (i.e., AG1). The δ parameter is useful when the workload is
uniform, which means that objects are almost updated with the same probability. However,
considering only this parameter for triggering updates could be misleading if the workload
becomes more write-intensive. In fact, committing a significantly higher number of write
transactions results in several object versions in the SG, which also makes the objects stored
in AG1 much older (and less fresher) than expected. In this scenario, the λ parameter is
fundamental. When λ becomes greater than a threshold, updates are computed and pushed
to level 1 such that the desired freshness of objects stored at that level is still maintained.
The Λ parameter is similar to λ but it is defined over each object. Λ is needed to cope
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with “hot spot” objects (i.e., objects with frequent updates). If the number of updates is
less than λ, but the great majority of those affect few objects, a new forwarding process
towards AG1 is triggered (for the same reason as that with λ). All of these thresholds are
application-specific and could be changed by the programmer according to application needs.

The update-leader of level 0 sends all the updates to the update-leader of level 1. It does
not broadcast to all the nodes in level 1; otherwise, given the size of the data transfer, the
increased network utilization could potentially degrade overall performance. The level 1’s
update-leader disseminates the collected updates from level 0 among its group’s nodes and
also propagates older updates to level 2.

This architecture is optimized for deployment scenarios where the network infrastructure
between levels are configured such that sending an intra-level message does not interfere
with other inter-level messages. However, the performance of our solution are equivalent
to broadcasting updates from the update-leader to all the nodes in the next group with a
completely shared network infrastructure.

When the level 0 pushes updates to level 1, it tags the message with the time elapsed, ε,
since the previous transfer. This time is used by the update-leader of level 1 as a timeout for
propagating those updates to level 2. This approach allows to reproduce the same schedule
of updates triggered by SG. If the application workload is stable, then an update U1, sent
from SG to AG1 at time T1, will be propagated from AG1 to AG2 at time T2=T1 + δ. It
will arrive at the third level at time T3=T2 + δ. In this scenario, ε = δ. However, if after
sending U1, SG’s update-leader receives a number of write transaction requests such that
either the λ or Λ threshold is exceeded, then SG propagates a new update U2 to the first
level of the chain. In this case, the elapsed time ε between U1 and U2 is smaller than δ. In
order to avoid significantly stale object versions at subsequent levels, the update-leader of
level 1 will only wait for ε, rather than δ.

Due to the active replication paradigm, the synchronized clock among nodes, and the as-
sumption that any of the update intervals are larger than the nodes’ clock synchronization
skew, each node can calculate all the aforementioned parameters and end up with the same
decision as the others (see Section 8.4.2). This is particularly important if the update-leader
crashes; a new node is then easily elected as the next update-leader.

In order to exploit the proposed architecture, read-only transactions are delivered from
application threads to the last level of the chain, and, according to the fulfillment of rules,
they are either served from the outermost level, or sent to the previous level. Eventually,
a read-only transaction is executed either at the level where all its applicable rules have
been satisfied, or in the synchronous group. Within each level, read-only transactions are
balanced on all the nodes of the group.

The proposed architecture allows fast execution of write transactions, minimizing their inter-
ference with read-only workloads, which are mostly processed externally at the other levels.
Groups AG1, . . . , AGn can be seen as an extension of SG, and they allow the system to
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scale up performance with size increases, exploiting application characteristics.

Clearly, this framework has limitations. For example, if the transactional application is
mission-critical, then having only the synchronous group (and no asynchronous groups) is
likely a better design choice. This is because, if the application is not able to exploit the
asynchronous groups, then the overhead for checking the various rules and computing the
additional parameters does not payoff.

8.3 Rule-based framework

Dexter provides a framework for defining application-specific rules such that the chain for
executing read-only transactions, as described in Section 8.2, can be exploited. For easy
programmability, Dexter minimizes programmer interventions and also provides specific APIs
that enable specification of more complex requirements.

We define δ, λ, and ∆ (described in Section 8.2) as system parameters.

A transaction can specify the desired execution level of the chain by using a version of the
invoke API (described in Section 8.1 that explicitly provides the level (i.e., invoke(type

par1, type par2, ..., levelN)). In addition, to be consistent with the classical active
replication programming model [48, 80], the invoke(type par1, type par2, ...)) API of
a read-only transaction delivers the transaction request to the synchronous group. Therefore,
if the programmer does not specify any system parameters, Dexter will default to classical
active replication, processing all transactions (read and write) in the synchronous group.
Otherwise, there are two execution configurations that the programmer can use for exploiting
different levels of object freshness: exclusively time-based (TB) or time/content-based (CB).

With the TB configuration, the time between pushing updates between levels (i.e., δ) is the
only mandatory system parameter. At the application side, the API for invoking a read-only
transaction is extended with a new parameter, called δApp, that describes the maximum time
since the objects accessed by the transaction has been updated. This way, the previous invoke
API becomes invoke(type par1, type par2, ..., δApp). When a read-only transaction
traverses the chain, δApp is used for selecting the appropriate level (see Section 8.4.3 for
complete discussion).

Dexter offers another execution configuration for inferring more complex rules based on both
the content and the freshness of objects accessed. The framework allows to define groups of
rules. Each group is identified by an ID such that a transaction can specify which group of
rules should be applied while it is processed. To exploit this feature, the programmer should
use another version of the invoke API that is overloaded with the corresponding group’s ID.

As an example, let RG1 and RG2 be two groups of rules. Let Tp1 and Tp2 be two application
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transaction profiles. When the programmer needs to invoke Tp1, she3 can decide whether
RG1 or RG2 or none of them can be applied. The same happens with Tp2. In this case, the
invoking command will change as Tp2(type par1, type par2, ..., RG1) or Tp1(type

par1, type par2, ..., RG2) accordingly.

Each rule, named <, is classified as:

- time-based, called <T ; or
- content-based, called <C .

< can be applied to an entity Ψ that can either be an object field (e.g., warehouse.zip code)
or an object type (e.g., warehouse). < is logically defined as a triple [Ψ, expression, level ]
where:

- Ψ is the entity (i.e., object field or type) accessed by the read-only transaction;
- expression is either an expression that can be evaluated using logical (and, or, not) and/or

mathematical (<,≤,>,≥, =) operators, if <C is the rule’s type; or it represents the maxi-
mum elapsed time since Ψ was refreshed, if <T is the rule’s type; and

- lev is the level in the chain that can serve the read-only transaction.

Let TR be the read-only transaction currently processing at node NR. The semantics of a
rule < depends on the rule’s type:

- Rule <C . If the entity Ψ has a value in NR that satisfies expression, then TR is executed
at the level lev in the chain.

- Rule <T . If the last time that the entity Ψ has been refreshed is less than expression, then
TR is executed at the level level in the chain.

In other words, a rule represents a programmer’s hint. By exploiting rules, a programmer
provides a hint to Dexter on how to recognize if a read-only transaction can be executed at
a certain level in the chain, according to application needs.

Rules belonging to the same group are evaluated as or. When a read-only transaction is
processed, if at least one rule is not satisfied, the transaction is not executed at the current
level and is forwarded to the previous level.

For the sake of simplicity and for faster processing of rules, we scope out equations involving
multiple entities.

Rules are known to all the nodes in the system, but they do not apply to nodes of the
synchronous group. Here, read-only transactions access the freshest data available in the
system, thus there is no fall back plan.

3We assume the programmer is a woman.
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8.4 Processing transactions in Dexter

We now describe the three main steps involved in transaction processing in Dexter. We first
describe how transactions (raed-only and write) are processed in the synchronous group. We
then discuss the mechanisms for propagating updates from the synchronous to asynchronous
levels. Finally, the execution flow of read-only transactions in the asynchronous groups, as
well as the mechanism for checking rules, are detailed.

8.4.1 Handling Transactions In The Synchronous Level

Write transactions are executed in the synchronous group according to the active replication
paradigm. This paradigm requires two main building blocks for handling a write transac-
tion. The first is a total order protocol (e.g., Atomic Broadcast [52]) that defines a global
order among write transactions issued by clients. The second is a local concurrency control
protocol responsible for processing those transactions according to the already defined order.
This determinism on transaction processing is mandatory. Otherwise, nodes will end up in
different states, violating the nature of state-machine replication and preventing the local
execution of read-only transactions without global synchronization. Another advantage of
deterministic, in-order commit is that, it ensures one-copy-serializability [7].

Application threads (i.e., clients) use the appropriate invoke API for invoking a write trans-
action (i.e., tagged with a flag signaling that the transaction is write). After that, a thread
waits until the transaction is successfully processed by the replicated system and its out-
come becomes available. Each client has a reference node for issuing requests. When that
node becomes unreachable, or a timeout expires after the request’s submission, the reference
node is changed and the request is re-submitted to another node. Duplication of requests
is handled by tagging messages with unique keys composed of the client ID and the local
sequence number.

Dexter relies on the HiperTM [48] active replication system for processing transactions in
the synchronous group. Within the AR paradigm, HiperTM speculatively processes trans-
actions for maximizing the overlap between the global coordination of transactions and the
local transaction execution. HiperTM uses Optimistic S-Paxos (or OS-Paxos), an imple-
mentation of optimistic atomic broadcast (OAB) [85, 52], built on top of S-Paxos [8], for
defining the global order of write transactions. OAB enriches classical Atomic Broadcast
with an additional delivery, called optimistic delivery, which is sent to nodes prior to the
establishment of message’s global order. This new delivery is used by local concurrency
control to start transaction execution speculatively, while guessing the final commit order.
If the guessed order matches the final order, the transaction is already totally (or partially)
executed and can be committed. OS-Paxos shows good scalability (for up to 20 nodes) and
high-performance [48]. The HiperTM implementation is open-source.
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IIn HiperTM, each replica is equipped with a local speculative concurrency control protocol
for executing and committing write transactions, enforcing the order notified by OS-Paxos.
In order to overlap the transaction coordination phase with transaction execution, write
transactions are processed speculatively, as soon as they are optimistically delivered, on a
single thread. The reason for single-thread processing is to avoid the overhead for detect-
ing and resolving conflicts according to the optimistic delivery order while transactions are
executing. Additionally, no atomic operations are needed for managing locks on critical
sections.

The speculative concurrency control uses a multi-versioned model, wherein an object version
has two fields: obj-timestamp, which defines the time when the transaction that wrote the
version committed; and value, which is the value of the object. Each shared object includes
the last committed version and a list of previously committed versions.

Read-only transactions are not broadcast using the ordering layer, because they do not
need to be totally ordered. When a client invokes a read-only transaction, it is locally
delivered and executed in parallel to write transactions by a separate pool of threads. In
order to support this parallel processing, we define a logical timestamp for each node, called
node-timestamp, which represents a monotonically increasing integer, incremented each time
a write transaction commits. When a write transaction commits, it increases the node-
timestamp and tags the newly committed versions with this the increased node-timestamp.

When a read-only transaction performs its first operation, the node-timestamp becomes the
transaction timestamp, called transaction-timestamp). Subsequent operations are processed
according to this value: when an object is accessed, its list of committed versions is tra-
versed in order to find the most recent version with a obj-timestamp lower or equal to the
transaction-timestamp.

One synchronization point is present between write and read-only transactions, i.e., the list
of committed versions is updated when a transaction commits. On one hand, when the
read-only workload is intensive, write transactions get delayed because of multiple threads
traversing the same concurrent data-structure. On the other hand, with a write intensive
workload where the contention level is not minimal, read-only transactions suffer from write
load.

8.4.2 Propagating updates

The mechanism for propagating updates (forwarding hereafter) from level 0 to the first level
of the chain is computed asynchronously by the update-leader. There are two modes of
forwarding. In the first, the update-leader creates a batch of all the latest versions of written
(shared) objects since the last forwarding. In the second, the update-leader prepares a batch
of all the transactional requests, rather than objects, received since the last forwarding. The
decision about adopting the first or the second solution is a trade-off.
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On the one hand, with the first mode, there is no duplication of objects that were written
multiple times since the last forwarding, but usually, the size of shared objects is large. On
the other hand, batching requests means that, transferring a smaller batch, at the cost of re-
executing transactions, including those that have write-write conflicts, results in overwritten
objects. This trade-off can be explored depending on the application workload characteris-
tics. If the write transactions are mostly conflicting on a restricted data-set, then forwarding
objects is the best solution. On the contrary, workloads with very large data-sets and few
conflicts are good candidates for forwarding transactions.

As already discussed in Section 8.2, the update-leader decides when updates are pushed
according to the system’s execution configuration (i.e., TB or CB) and the setting of system
parameters (i.e., δ, λ, ∆).

When the system works in exclusively time-based mode (i.e., TB), the only system parameter
that determines when to begin pushing the updates from the synchronous group to level 1 is
δ. When a time δ since the last forwarding is elapsed, the update-leader collects all the issued
requests (or all the latest versions of written objects) and creates the forwarding batch. This
batch is sent to the update-leader of level 14. Each batch is tagged with ε, which represents
the time elapsed since the last forwarding. In the TB mode, ε always equals δ.

In the time/content-based mode, the forwarding mechanism is more complex. Here, two
other system parameters are also taken into account. In this mode, δ represents the maximum
time between two forwardings. If higher than λ number of objects has been written since
the last forwarding, the update-leader will not wait δ, but it will immediately trigger a new
forwarding. The same happens if the update-leader’s concurrency control protocol observes
higher than ∆ number of writes on the same type of object. As a consequence, when the
system is in the CB mode, ε associated with each batch can differ from δ.

Whichever mode the system is configured, the local concurrency control protocol needs to be
adapted for tracking object modifications. However, this overhead can seriously slow-down
the execution of the committing thread of write transactions. This thread should avoid any
overhead because it represents the concurrency control’s critical path. For this reason, we
rely on an additional thread, the forwarding thread, for monitoring updated objects, which
is not synchronized with the committing thread.

Three data structures are needed for implementing the monitoring system. One is a hash
map, called objTrack, where key is the ID of the written object and value is the reference to
the last written version of that object since the last forwarding. The second one is also a
hash map, called tyTrack, where key is the type of the written object and value is a counter
that tracks the number of writes occurred on that type of object since the last forwarding.
The third is a counter that tracks the number of objects written since the last forwarding.

The concurrency control protocol reserves a thread for committing transactions in order.

4We avoid low-level mechanisms for recognizing and caching next level’s update-leader. Briefly, if the
next level update-leader has changed since the last forwarding, the old update-leader notifies the change.
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The transactions are maintained in a queue with the committing thread as the queue’s
server. When a transaction is committed, it is inserted into another queue that is managed
by the forwarding thread. As an example, let T be a committed transaction accessing two
objects (x,y) of the same type (T) (i.e., T={OT

x , OT
y }). The forwarding thread i) updates

two buckets of objTrack (keys=x,y) with references to Ox and Oy; ii) increases the counter
associated with the key T of tyTrack; and iii) increases the counter for tracking new writes
by 2. After that, the forwarding thread simply checks whether any of the system parameters’
threshold has been exceeded, and if so, creates the batch to forward.

The aforementioned process can be done only in a single thread because, otherwise, the
sequence of updates is lost and the references to the last committed version of the objectS
can point to a wrong object.

The forwarding thread runs on all the nodes of the synchronous group, and not just on the
update-leader. This is because, if the update-leader crashes, another node can take over
(i.e., the new update-leader) and correctly complete the forwarding process. (Recall that
node clocks are synchronized, and that we assume that δ is much higher than the maximum
clock skew).

When the update-leader of level 2 receives the updates (either objects or transactions),
it broadcasts them to other nodes at the same level. The update-leader also schedules a
forwarding of updates to level 3 after the time ε specified in the batch just received from
level 1 elapses. This way, batches are propagated to other asynchronous levels.

When a node receives a batch, it writes the new objects or executes the new requests. In
the former case, all the objects are first made permanent on the shared-data. Only after
all the objects are installed, the node timestamp is updated with the maximum timestamp
associated with the new objects. In the latter case, transactions are executed in the order
defined by the batch (that corresponds to the execution order in the synchronous group),
and the node timestamp is updated only when the last transaction commits. As a result,
only the read-only transactions that start after updating the node timestamp are allowed to
access those versions.

8.4.3 Handling read-only transactions

Read-only transactions delivered directly to the synchronous group are processed as previ-
ously described in Section 8.4.1. They do not need to check rules while processing because
the synchronous group already maintains the freshest data available. The asynchronous
groups also execute read-only transactions in the same way, but, in addition, they pay the
cost for checking rules.

Dexter also allows a read-only transaction to execute directly at a level specified by the
programmer. In this case, the transaction’s behavior is similar to the previous case. The
concurrency control protocol does not check any rules while processing the transaction; the
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transaction simply accesses the most recent versions of the objects stored at that level.

In contrast, when a read-only transaction is not bound to a specific level, it is delivered to
the last level in the chain of asynchronous groups. When a transaction arrives at a level, it
is delivered to a node through a router, which implements the classical round-robin-based
load-balancing approach. The core idea is to run the read-only transaction in the last level
of the chain. If the transaction satisfies all the rules, then the node at that level replies to
the client; otherwise, the transaction is forwarded back to the previous level. The process
ends when the transaction detects that it cannot run at level 1, and is finally forwarded to
the synchronous group where it will be successfully processed.

It is unlikely that a read-only transaction will traverse the entire chain. If it does, then it
means that either the application is not designed for exploiting Dexter’s architecture, or the
system parameters have been misconfigured for the workload at hand (e.g., δ is much smaller
than what is necessary).

If the system is configured in exclusively time-based mode, then a read-only transaction
starts at the latest level and traverses the chain, until it reaches the level whose time of
last forwarding is lower than δApp. That level has been last updated, which is prior to the
maximum time required by the transaction (i.e., δApp) and therefore can serve the transac-
tion. Similar to the previous scenarios, this transaction also does not need to check for the
satisfaction of all the rules, as it only needs to check for the last time when the node, and
thus the level, has been updated.

When the specification and enforcement of rules is enabled in the system (i.e., time/content-
based mode), then read-only transactions will incur some overhead for rule checking. Rules
are stored on all the nodes as a hash map, called ruleMap, where key is the type of the
object and value is the list of rules associated with that object type. As an example, if a
programmer wants to infer a rule on the type warehouse in the TPC-C [20] benchmark, then
the rule is stored at key=warehouse in the hash map. Similarly, if the programmer wants
to infer a rule on the field zip code of a warehouse (i.e., warehouse.zip code), then the
rule will be appended to the same entry of the hash map as before, because both affect the
type of the object warehouse.

A read-only transaction that runs when the rules are enabled must check whether its rules
are satisfied for each accessed object. When a read operation completes, the concurrency
control protocol looks-up in ruleMap to check whether rules have been defined for the entry
associated with the type of the accessed object. If rules exist, the protocol checks whether
there exists at least one rule that is not satisfied. If a rule is not satisfied, the read-only
transaction is aborted and forwarded to the previous level. The checking of rules is done
at object encounter-time instead of at commit time, because, this way, part of the useless
computation is saved – e.g., if one rule of the first accessed object is not satisfied, it is useless
to continue to process the transaction.

The overhead of checking rules on the transaction’s critical path is not minimal when the
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number of rules per object type significantly increases. This overhead can be mitigated by
deploying more nodes at each level. However, the rules must be defined (by the programmer)
with the goal of improving performance, and not degrading it.

8.5 Correctness

Dexter guarantees 1-copy serializability [7] and opacity [34]. This is simply because, all
modifications made by Dexter do not violate these same properties of HyperTM, which
is the underlying active replication protocol used by Dexter for processing read and write
transactions. We demonstrate our claim by analyzing the behavior of read-only and write
transactions executed at the synchronous level, as well as, at the asynchronous levels. (We
skip a formal proof due to space constraints.)

In the synchronous group, read-only and write transactions follow the same protocol rules
as HiperTM. 1-copy serializability is easily ensured because each node commits the same set
of write transactions in the same order notified by the optimistic atomic broadcast layer.
In addition, those transactions are also processed and committed in a single thread, with-
out concurrency. Read-only transactions activated on different nodes cannot observe any
two write transactions that are serialized differently on those nodes, because the ordering
layer provides a total order among conflicting and non-conflicting transactions, without any
discrimination.

HiperTM ensures opacity [34] because, in addition to single thread processing and using a
predefined total order of write transactions, read-only transactions perform their operations
according to the snapshot of the node-timestamp taken when the transactions begin. During
their execution, they access only the committed versions written by transactions with the
highest object-timestamp that is lower or equal to the transaction-timestamp.

In any asynchronous group, updates are applied while read-only transactions are being pro-
cessed, but the node-timestamp is updated with the maximum value among all the new
object-timestamps only at the end of the updates. This means that, those objects are in-
visible for ongoing and new read-only transactions started before the modification of the
node-timestamp. Only when the updates are finally set, the newly activated read-only
transactions will be able to observe these new objects.

The only difference between the processing of read-only transactions in the synchronous
group and an asynchronous group is abort-freedom. When executed at level 0, read-only
transactions cannot abort because the subset of all the accessible object versions is fixed when
the transactions define their transaction-timestamp, and it cannot change. In contrast, in
the asynchronous groups, they can be aborted due to rule checking. Such aborts are not due
to contention, but can be seen as due to external factors. Thus, in the asynchronous levels,
the abort-freedom property cannot be ensured.
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However, we can provide an upper bound on the number of retries of read-only transactions.
Since a read-only transaction aborts not because of contention but because of violation of
rules, it can restart only as many times as the number of asynchronous groups. After that,
the transaction will be successfully served in the synchronous group.

8.6 Evaluation

We implemented Dexter in java, extending the implementation of HiperTM [48], publicly
available as open-source project. We used the PRObE testbed [32], a public cluster that is
available for evaluating systems research. Our experiments were conducted using 48 nodes
in the cluster. Each node is a physical machine equipped with 8 cores. The network connec-
tion is a dedicated InfiniBand 40Gbps. As benchmarks we use two typical applications for
assessing performance of transactional systems such as Bank benchmark and TPC-C [20].
The former mimics the operations of a bank monetary application; the latter is a well known
benchmark that is representative of on-line transaction processing workloads.

Our architecture is composed of the synchronous group with 20 nodes running HiperTM, and
3 asynchronous groups, each with 8 nodes, for serving read-only transactions with different
levels of objects’ freshness. For the purpose of these experiments, we configured Dexter for
forwarding transactions instead of objects.

All the results reported are the average of 5 samples.
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Figure 8.2: Throughput with Bank and different % of read-only transactions at synchronous
node.

The first part of our experimental study regards the impact of read-only workload on write
workload in a node deployed at the synchronous level. In Figures 8.2 and 8.3 we report the
performance of read-only and write transactions running Bank and TPC-C respectively. In
these plots we vary the percentage of read-only transactions (stock-level and order-status)
while write transactions are continuously injected in the system. In Bank, the performance
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of write transactions drop from ≈120K to ≈60K when the read-only are 40%. This is because
of contention on the shared lists for storing objects versions5. Similar trend is for TPC-C but
this benchmark is much more processing-intensive than Bank, thus the general throughput
of read-only transactions is lower than Bank. This is why the performance improvement of
read-only transactions between having 50% of write transactions and 0% is around 35% while
in Bank it is 77%. These results confirm the need for offloading the nodes of the synchronous
group from the burden of processing all the read-only transactions in the system. The cost
to pay is reducing the performance of write transactions.
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Figure 8.3: Throughput with TPC-C and different % of read-only transactions at syn-
chronous node.
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Figure 8.4: Throughput of read-only transactions with Bank, varying the update size at
asynchronous node.

We now test the performance of an asynchronous node deployed in a generic level of the
chain, when updates are pushed from the previous level. The amount of work to perform
depends on the write workload of the system. For this reason, in these experiments we
measured the throughput of read-only transactions (the only type of transaction that such

5HiperTM uses concurrent Skip-List for this purpose.
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node is allowed to process) as a function of the size of update messages. This size is reported
in terms of transactions per second. In case the update time since the last forwarding is δ,
then the total number of transactions to apply will be δ times the throughput reported in
the x-axes.
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Figure 8.5: Throughput of read-only transactions with TPC-C, varying the update size at
asynchronous node.

Figures 8.4 and 8.5 reports the results for Bank and TPC-C. Each plot shows 4 lines cor-
responding to the number of rules per object that the node checks while processing the
read-only transaction. We tested with {0,10,20,50} where 0 represents the execution in
purely time-based and the others emulate different configurations. Clearly checking 50 rules
per object degrades significantly the performance, especially in TPC-C where transactions
are long. Interesting, using Bank, the performance of 0 rules and 10 rules are very similar.
The reason is related to the amount of type of objects in the system. Bank has very few
different types of object while TPC-C is more complex.
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Figure 8.6: Throughout of read transactions at asynchronous node, pushing updates every
12 seconds.

In Figure 8.6, we report the throughput (read-only transactions) of an asynchronous node
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as function of time. We report only Bank benchmark because we found the same behavior
in TPC-C. Updates are pushed every 12 seconds. For each benchmark we have two configu-
rations: low and high. Low means that updates contain around 80K transaction per second,
while for high is 200K. Each object type has 10 rules associated. The results clearly reveal
how the performance of asynchronous nodes is affected by installing updates from previous
levels. However, performance is still reasonably high even when updates arrive.
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Figure 8.7: Throughput of Dexter with 48 nodes and 3 levels in the chain using Bank.
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Figure 8.8: Throughput of Dexter with 48 nodes and 3 levels in the chain using TPC-C.

Finally we measure the performance of the entire system, and compare it with the perfor-
mance of HiperTM. As already said, we ran HiperTM on our test-bed and its performance
does not scale after 20 nodes. After that, the load of the ordering layer is so high that
write transactions execution time is delayed significantly. In this scenario, read-only trans-
actions could access very old versions of data because the progresso of the whole system
is hampered. Dexter, instead, exploiting application rules, can be configured for running
with much higher number of nodes. In this experiments we deployed Dexter with a chain
of 3 levels, each with 8 nodes, in addition to the synchronous level that is composed of 20
nodes. Read-only transactions are injected continuously in the system. The parameter δ is
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set as 5 seconds and the system configuration model is time/content-based. For each object
type we define 10 rules to check while processing the read-only transaction. These rules are
logical expressions based on the values of the object fields. We designed the rules such that
transactions can be balanced among levels of the chain. Figure 8.7 shows the results. As
expected, the speed-up is reasonable high, up to 1.3 Million transactions per second served,
with improvement up to 2× with respect to HiperTM. Clearly, the major contribution of this
really high throughput is made by read-only transactions, while write transactions sustain
their performance around 100K.

Figure 8.8 shows TPC-C performance under the same configuration as Bank. Here absolute
numbers are lower than before but the speed-up of Dexter against HiperTM is still up to
2.1×.

8.7 Summary

Active replication is a powerful technique for obtaining high transactional performance with
full-failure masking. However, it suffers from poor scalability, as it relies on a consensus-based
algorithm for ensuring global consistency of the replicated state.

Our work shows that, it is possible to overcome this scalability bottleneck by exploiting
application characteristics. Our key insight is that, not all read-only transactions need to
access the latest data; for many, “sufficiently fresh” data suffice. By enabling the application
to specify the level of data freshness that it needs, the shared data-set can be maintained at
different levels of freshness, avoiding costly global synchronization. Read-only transactions
access progressively fresh data, scaling up performance. The cost of enforcing the appli-
cation’s data freshness rules can be mitigated through careful design and implementation
choices.

In some sense, our result can be viewed as a generalization of multi-version concurrency
control (CC), where read-only transactions commit in “the past” by reading older versions.
Multi-version CC does not specify data freshness (we do), but mostly guarantees abort-
freedom for read-only workloads (we do not, though retries are bounded). Taken together,
our work illustrates how scalability can be achieved by exploiting multi-version CC’s insight
(of reading old data), with full-failure masking.
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Conclusions

In this dissertation proposal, we have made several contributions aimed at improving the
performance of replicated transactional systems. We analysed the different aspects of such
systems e.g., ordering layer, transaction execution model, and application requirement char-
acteristics etc., and tried to find the opportunities to optimize them in different ways. With
HiperTM, we exploited the time between the client request is known to replicas and the
time its order is finalized to process it speculatively. In Archie, we further optimized this
parameter and improved the concurrent execution of requests to get high performance. With
Caesar, we designed a new transaction ordering protocol to benefit from relaxed lock-free
execution for non-conflicting transactions. Lastly, in Dexter we exploit the application char-
acteristics to scale the read-only loads, which usually comprise the majority of transactional
load.

At its core, HiperTM shows that optimism pays off: speculative transaction execution,
started as soon as transactions are optimistically delivered, allows hiding the total ordering
latency, and yields performance gain. Experimental evaluation and comparison with Pax-
osSTM [54] revealed the performance benefits achieved from optimistic delivery and serial
processing over DUR model, especially in high contention workloads. While DUR model
of PaxosSTM suffers from remote aborts due to conflicting transactions, HiperTM achieves
zero aborts when the leader is not faulty or not suspected.

We presented Archie, which further optimizes the optimistic delivery, exploits parallelism
for concurrent transactions and alleviates the transaction’s critical path by eliminating non-
trivial operations performed after the notification of the final order. Exhaustive evaluation
against multiple competitors [54, 48] on well known benchmarks [20, 13] showed that Archie
outperforms its competitors specially in medium to low conflict scenarios. Archie limits the
number of visible conflicts by spawning a predefined number of worker threads and achieves
higher throughput and lower abort rates for all benchmarks.

In Caesar, we tackle the problems associated with single sequencer based total order and
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propose a novel message ordering protocol which enables high performance and scalabil-
ity of strongly consistent transactional systems. Caesar allows lock-free execution of non-
conflicting transactions. Experimental study revealed that transactional systems based on
competitors [60, 59, 78] do not scale as the number of replicas increase beyond 19.

Active replication faces a scalability limit as it relies on a consensus-based algorithm for
ensuring global consistency of the replicated state. In Dexter, we overcome this scalability
bottleneck by exploiting application characteristics. Our key insight is that, not all read-
only transactions need to access the latest data; for many, “sufficiently fresh” data suffice.
We provide the application an ability to specify the level of data freshness that it needs,
while shared data-set is maintained at different levels of freshness. Read-only transactions
access progressively fresh data, scaling up performance. By evaluation study we show that
exploiting staleness of shared data, system throughput could scale further together with
increasing system size.

9.1 Proposed Post-Prelim Work

In the pre-prelim work we have focused mainly on solving the problems in building high
performance fault-tolerant DER systems. Moving forward we plan to apply similar opti-
mizations in DUR systems. In addition to it, considering the efficient transaction execution
model of HTM, we plan to incorporate it in our future work for building replicated transac-
tional systems. We elaborate our future proposals in the following sections.

9.1.1 Ordering Transactions in DUR

The deferred update replication (DUR) [84] is a well-known scheme where transactions ex-
ecute locally and their commit phase (including the transaction validation procedure) is
deferred until a total order [60] among all nodes is established. This total order is required
because it imposes a common serialization order among all transactions in the system, which
is used to verify the global correctness of transactions’ execution. In fact before commit,
each transaction has to undergo a certification phase where the transaction validates the
consistency of its read operations, performed during the execution, against write operations
done by other concurrent transactions in the system. To accomplish this task, a total order
is leveraged so that all nodes know a unique order to follow while performing the certifi-
cation. If the snapshot observed is still consistent, then the transaction can safely commit
by updating the shared state with its written objects. The sequence of commit necessarily
matches the global total order.

DUR-based protocols find their best scenario in terms of performance when transactions
running on different nodes (remote transactions) rarely conflict with each other (e.g., well-
partitioned accesses across nodes). This way an executed transaction, which is waiting
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for its global certification, is likely to commit because all its read operations cannot be
invalidated by remote transactions due to the well-partitioned accesses. In such an execution
environment, the DUR scheme allows the (massive) parallelization of application threads
running locally at each node, therefore ensuring high performance. However, even if the
application exposes well-partitioned accesses across different nodes, the local parallelism is
effectively exploited only in case local concurrent transactions hardly request same objects.

As an example, consider TPC-C [20], the classical transactional benchmark widely used
for evaluating distributed synchronization protocols. Most TPC-C transactions access a
warehouse before performing other operations. The usual deployment of TPC-C is to pin
one (or a set of) warehouse to each node and let transactions generated on that node to likely
request that warehouse. This configuration, which is representative of several applications
with well-partitioned accesses, matches DUR’s needs in terms of few remote aborts, but it
also reduces the parallelism of local application threads due to conflicts. As a result, even if
application threads do not suffer remote aborts, they are still highly prone to aborts due to
contention within local application threads.

We plan to propose solution for reducing the local conflicts in DUR system by introducing the
notion of an order for local transactions and then by propagating the state changes made by
one transaction execution to another along the chain of subsequent conflicting transactions,
according to the defined order. It should be noted that this order is not necessarily known
(or pre-determined) before starting the transaction execution, rather it could be determined
while transactions are executing taking into account their actual conflicts. Later transactions
from one node would be submitted to the global certification layer in the same order as
their optimistic execution order. This way, the local transaction ordering would be always
compliant with the final commit order, thereby resulting in fewer aborts.

9.1.2 Executing Distributed Transactions on HTM

With our previous works i.e., HiperTM and Archie, we used software transactional mem-
ory for local transactional execution. Though this approach resulted in high performance,
maintaining each component of STM e.g., read-set, write-set, and multi-versioning etc. has
non-negligible overheads. On the other hand, Hardware Transaction Memory (HTM) is well
known to yield high performance as it exploits the underlying hardware capabilities to man-
age contention while providing transactional (ACI) properties similar to STM. There is also
a renewed interest in HTM in the light of recent transactional synchronization extensions of
IntelrHaswell chips.

HTM transactions are best effort transaction i.e. there is no guarantee that HTM trans-
actions will eventually commit. For example, a transaction on Intel’s Haswell chip could
fail due to other reasons such as capacity failure, page faults, system calls etc., apart from
conflicts with other concurrent HTM transactions. As a result, usually HTM transactions
have a fall-back software path, which helps to commit these transactions in software. Even
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with this added complexity and overhead, HTM transactions are found to be at least at par
with their software counterparts. On the other hand, in favourable conditions, HTM yields
much higher performance than STM.

Considering the performance benefits, we propose to incorporate HTM transactions in total
order based DER systems. Since HTM transactions do not have any notion of order among
transactions, we plan to introduce an order aware transaction execution engine above HTM
to ensure that the HTM transactions follow the total order. This work will also include a
fall-back software path for the transaction which could not commit in HTM due to repet-
itive failures due to variety of reasons. We expect that HTM transactions together with
order aware execution engine will further boost the performance of replicated transactional
systems.

9.1.3 Multi-leader Partial Order Ring-based Transactional Sys-
tem

Reaching a fast decision in a consensus protocol is highly desirable, as it reduces the latency
perceived by clients. The same thought was the motivation for designing Fast Paxos [64]
which ensures two communication steps to order a client request if discordant states of the
execution are not received by a quorum of nodes. Even though Fast Paxos gives an opti-
mal number of communication steps for such cases, it is dependent on an elected leader to
resolve the discordant states (if they happen). On the other hand, Generelized Paxos [59]
orders transactions according to their actual conflicts but it also relies on an elected leader
for resolving discordant states. With Caesar, we designed a multi-leader partial order solu-
tion which orders transactions according to their actual conflicts and solves the problem of
bottleneck created by a single leader. But even Caesar is prone to additional communication
steps when at least a node in the quorum observes discordant state.

Reducing the number of communication steps even under possibility of discordant states
observed by different nodes in a quorum is a challenging problem. As ring network topology
is found to provide optimal performance [36], it becomes our natural choice for designing a
high performance ordering protocol. In summary, as our last contribution to this thesis, we
propose to design a multi-leader partial order protocol which will ensure fast decision for
every transaction will follow a fast decision for finalizing its order, thereby improving the
latency and performance of transactional systems.
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